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cover photo is by Cherie Delo-
renzo, California. She says, “This 
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other.”
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The Royal Palm is a striking-
ly attractive and small-sized 

turkey variety. They are ac-
tive, thrifty turkeys, excellent 
foragers, and good flyers. See 

page 51.

The stunning Golden pheas-
ant has long been a very 

sought-after gamebird. The 
males have remarkable plum-

age and they are relatively 
easy to propagate. Learn 

more on page 46.
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FrOm the editOr: 

Is Your Poultry 
House Ready 
For Winter?

elaine Belanger

With winter weather just around 
the corner, now is the time to 
prepare your poultry house. (It 

sure beats scampering around on a cold, 
windy day when you realize you are not 
prepared.)

In general, poultry will do fine 
through winter when provided with a few 
basic housing needs.

The first step in preparing for winter 
is a thorough cleaning of the house. Let 
your birds out for some fresh air, and keep 
them out of the coop during cleaning and 
until it’s completely dry. 

Gail Damerow, author of Storey’s 
Guide to Raising Chickens, tells us, 
“Choose a warm, dry, sunny day. Wear a 
mask so you won’t breathe the fine dust 
you stir up. Lightly mist the walls and 
equipment to keep dust out of the air. 

“Remove all moveable feeders, 
waterers, perches and nest. If you plan 
to remove the litter, shovel it out. My 
favorite tool for moving loose litter is 
a snow shovel. If you’ll be leaving the 
litter in place, shovel it back from the 
walls during cleanup. With a hoe, scrape 
caked manure from perches, walls and 
nests. Use a shop vac or old broom to 
remove dust and cobwebs from the walls, 
especially the corners and cracks. 

“Mix 1 tablespoon chlorine bleach 
per gallon of boiling water and use the 
solution to disinfect troughs, perches, and 
nests, and to scrub the inside of the coop. 
Leave the doors and windows open to 
hasten drying. While you’re waiting for 
the coop to dry, pick up any junk lying 
around the yard. Piles of scrap wood or 
discarded equipment keep out the sun’s 
healing rays and attract insects, snakes, 
and rodents that cause birds harm.”

Once your cleanup is done, make sure 
your coop is well ventilated, but draft free. 
Ventilation allows air exchange, and re-

moves moisture, dust and harmful gasses 
from the coop. If a coop is too tight, birds 
develop respiratory problems. Ventilation 
is easily provided by drilling holes or add-
ing windows on the north and south sides 
of the coop near the roof. Cover these 
holes/windows with wire screens to keep 
out wild birds and other unwanted pests. 
In the winter, cover the north-side holes/
windows, while allowing the south-side 
holes to provide the ventilation. 

A coop does not need to be insulated. 
If you choose to insulate, the insulation 

should be inside walls or the birds will 
peck it. Insulation keeps birds warmer 
in the winter, but also keeps them cooler 
in the summer. Another option for added 
winter warmth is to block the north wall 
with straw bales on the outside of the 
building.

For those with only a few birds and 
very small coops, consider boxing in 
the coop with old pallets with bales of 
hay as insulation between the house and 
pallets. 

Deep bedding will help keep birds 
warm. Use pine shavings or straw.  Fluff 
up the bedding throughout the winter to 
give off more radiant heat. 

Close any gaps or holes to prevent 
mice and other pests from enter the 
coop. 

In harsh winter climates, a heat lamp 
may be used in the coop to prevent 
frostbite and/or to keep the water from 
freezing. There are many products avail-
able including waterer-based heaters and 
heat lamps. Check out Backyard Poultry’s 
advertisers for product ideas. Use caution 
when using any electricity in a coop, 
making sure there is no chance of fire.

The Book You Have Been 
Searching for is
Now Available

Now that the birds are safe and warm, 
you can spend some time this winter 

planning for next year’s flock. 
We are frequently asked where to find 

information about the many poultry breeds 
available in the U.S. There are several 
great places to find the breed(s) you desire 
including a trip to a poultry show (there are 
many shows happening in the late fall, find 
one near you today), hatchery catalogs 
(request them from the many advertisers 
in Backyard Poultry), websites such as 
www.feathersite.com, and books. 

We are pleased to be able to tell 
you about a new book titled Storey’s Il-
lustrated Guide to Poultry Breeds. This 
book is filled with full-color photographs 
of more than 128 birds. It includes a brief 
history and detailed descriptions of the 
characteristics of many breeds. 

Read the book review on page 49, 
then see our special savings coupon on 
page 19. You’ll find yourself reading this  
book over and over—it’s both informa-
tive and fun.

“Our bronze turkeys, Ben and 
Puff,  were one year old at the 

time of this photo. Since we bought 
them when they were only a few days 
old, they have been raised around our 
family and behave like gentle dogs, 
following us wherever we go. They 
constantly strut whenever we are 
within sight of them.”

—Bill, Julie, David,
& Caroline Frey, Texas

Happy & Healthy 
Thanksgiving

to you—and your birds!
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letters: 
Do you have something to crow about?

We want to hear from you. Send questions, comments
 opinions, advice, coming events, etc. to: 

Backyard Poultry Editor
145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451

e-mail: byp@tds.net 

For Reliable Information, 
Ask An Old-Time Poultryman 

& Subscribe to BYP
In the June/July, 2007 issue of Back-

yard Poultry, you printed a letter from 
Peri in Texas, regarding hens with bloody 
vents, blood-streaked eggs, and eventual 
death. It sounds exactly like the problem 
I was having in my small flock last year. I 
talked to about a dozen experts across the 
country, but the mystery continued. Then, 
in the August/September, 2007 issue of 
your magazine, page 33, you printed a 
letter from Dick Demasky in New Hamp-
shire, who was responding to my letter. 
He stated that with 65 years experience 
raising poultry, it was probably mites. He 
said mites will flat out kill a chicken. He 
was right! He solved the mystery! 

Right after I sent my original letter 
of woe, I was in my local feed store 
buying feed, and I asked the girl what 
would cause my hens to lose feathers. 
(Something I neglected to mention in my 
letter.) She said, “Mites,” and handed me 
a canister of something. My husband and 
I used the whole canister on my 14 hens 
(and ourselves!). I never made the con-
nection until I read Dick Demasky’s let-
ter, but after treating my flock for mites, I 
never had one with a bloody vent, I have 
not had one single blood-streaked egg, 
and I have not lost a hen, not one, since 
then. Dick Demasky, bless your heart! 
You gotta love those old-time chicken 
farmers! A mystery that the USDA in 
Washington could not solve was solved 
in the pages of Backyard Poultry, by a 
chicken farmer in New Hampshire! 

Deb, Wyoming

You’re right, Deb. There is no better 
way to learn about poultry than from 
others with experience, and Backyard 
Poultry has been blessed with knowledge-
able readers willing to share their experi-
ences. We hope you will all continue to 

share your knowledge with other readers. 
If you have advice, stories or other expe-
riences to share, send them to Backyard 
Poultry, 145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 
54451 or e-mail byp@tds.net. 

We are also pleased to include an 
article on mites in this issue. Please 
see “Controlling Mites in Your Poultry 
Flock” by Laura John, page 40.—Ed.

Barring Gene Affects Color
For starters, great magazine! This 

was a start to convince my mom to let 
me have chickens. I have attached a 
picture of one of my chickens, Kiwi, 
who is now two and a half months old. 
I was wondering how she turned out 
fully black and everything about her is 
black... her legs, her feet, her comb, her 
face. And her feathers seem to have a 
greenish sheen to them. Is this because 
the Barred Rock carries a recessive white 
gene? Her mother was a Barred Rock and 
her father was an Araucana. Any answers 
to this would be wonderful! I’m curious 
to see her egg color when she starts lay-
ing! Thanks!

Casey, Rhode Island

the males carry two doses of the bar-
ring gene. Since your chicken Kiwi has 
a Barred Rock hen for a mother, Kiwi 
received the gene that makes her female 
from her mother and did not receive the 
barring gene —so she is black. Kiwi's 
lack of a modifier gene allows the black 
pigment to be expressed on her legs and 
face. As she matures it is likely that her 
comb and wattles will be largely red in 
color. The green sheen is normal on a 
black chicken and does not necessar-
ily indicate the presence of a recessive 
white gene.

 Egg shell color is controlled by sev-
eral genes and can be rather complex, 
and as yet is not fully understood. We 
know that brown shell color is dominant 
to white, blue egg shell color is also 
dominant to white, and green egg shell 
color is the result of mixing blue and 
brown egg shell color genes. Kiwi's egg 
color will depend largely on the genes she 
receives from her father—being either an 
Araucana or Americana (many hatcher-
ies sell Americanas as Araucanas) he 
could have contributed genes to cause 
Kiwi to lay either green or brown eggs 
of a variety of possible shades. So you 
will have to wait to see what color eggs 
Kiwi will lay.

Don Schrider
Communication Director 

The American Livestock Breeds 
Conservancy (ALBC)

P.O. Box 477 Pittsboro, NC 27312
(919) 542-5704

editor@albc-usa.org
www.albc-usa.org

Sample Poultry Feed Mixtures 
Complete 

Can we use your sample mixtures 
for feed as complete feed mixtures? 
(Backyard Poultry, “The Challenges & 
Rewards of Making Our Own Feeds,” by 
Harvey Ussery, June/July, 2007.) Mean-

Barred Rocks are black chickens 
with a barring gene added. This gene 
is sex related; that is, the females have 
one dose plus the gene that makes them 
female (which does not carry this type of 
color modification information), while 
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ing, can we copy the feed mixture tables, 
and depend on that as the correct whole 
for making chicken feed? 

Rani via the Internet

I'm so glad you are interested in tak-
ing more responsibility for your flock’s 
feeds, possibly even formulating your 
own.

As I have stressed time and again in 
my articles on feeding, I cannot advise 
you about what will work best for you. 
Feeding is a spectrum, and where your 
flock management is on that spectrum—
most especially with regard to how much 
access your flock has to live, natural 
foods—will determine to a great extent 
whether a given formulation will be ad-
equate to your flock’s needs.

Having said that, I can also say that 
the specific formulas I have published 
in Backyard Poultry and my website 
are closely modeled on “recipes” put 
together by people with much greater 
experience and expertise than I. So yes, I 
think you could use them as is and expect 
that they will provide a whole, balanced 
ration for your birds.

Please see everything you’ve read 
about my approach to feeding as the 
“beginning”—not the end—of your own 
learning on the subject. Please focus 
more on the “questions” I raise about key 
feeding issues, not on any sample mix or 
practice of mine as an “answer” in your 
own situation. For example, people write 
to me all the time that they can’t get field 
peas, or crab meal, or whatever where 
they are. Then it becomes their challenge 
both to find alternative ingredients that 
will serve, and to figure out the propor-
tions to use in their mixes.

If you need help with feeding issues, I 
advise going back to the older literature 
on the subject—so much of the more 
recent literature is based on the flawed 
assumption that the home flock is an ana-
log in miniature of the huge, unnaturally 
confined, highly stressed commercial 
flocks. Your challenge as a home flock 
owner (feeder) is to come up with more 
natural, more wholesome paradigms. I 
recommend getting a copy of Feeding 
Poultry: The Classic Guide To Poultry 
Nutrition by G. F. Heuser, reprinted by 
Robert Plamondon's Norton Creek Press 
(www.plamondon.com/nortoncreekpress.
html).

 “Dress” your 
birds!

Whether they 
are chickens, 
ducks, geese 

or turkeys.

Economical & plucks feathers 
in just 30 seconds!!

Visit us online at:

www.schweisswelding.com

PO Box 477 • Fairfax, MN 55332
507-426-7828 • 507-828-0261
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Certifi ed organic feeds to keep 
your poultry healthy. 

Organic
Poultry Feeds
All feeds are soy-free.

To order call: 1-888-699-7088

See our feed online:
www.countrysidenatural.com

1688 Jefferson Hwy. • Fishersville, VA 22939
Natural Products for Healthy Soil, 

Plants, & Animals

Another excellent source of informa-
tion on feeding issues is the American 
Pastured Poultry Producers Association’s 
(www.apppa.org) “apppa plus” discus-
sion group. This is one of the best online 
discussions I participate in—members 
ask serious questions and make thought-
ful replies out of their own experience 
and research, and nobody wastes my time 
with idle chit-chat. Members also have 
access to Jeff Mattocks’ (of Fertrell Com-
pany) excellent paper “Pastured-Raised 
Poultry Nutrition,” an especially useful 
resource because the subject of feeding 
pastured flocks has been largely ignored 
by official agricultural research.

And again, I cannot stress too much 
giving your birds maximum access to live, 
natural foods, preferably by pasturing 
them, at a minimum by supplementing 
their diets with green forage you cut for 
them, earthworms if you vermicompost, 
Japanese beetles you collect, skim milk 
if you have a milking animal, etc., etc. 
Access to such superior, nutrient-dense 
foods is the great “buffer” that helps 
balance potential imbalances, and make 
up for insufficiencies, in our feeding 
program.

Harvey Ussery, Virginia

Please see Harvey’s review of the 
book, Feeding Poultry: The Classic Guide 
To Poultry Nutrition on page 48—Ed. 

Another Mystery Bird
I have a rooster but I am not sure 

what kind he is. He came in our order 
from Murray McMurray Hatchery as 
our exotic chick. Any help would be 
appreciated.

Cindy, Indiana
 

layers of brown eggs and the males ma-
ture quickly with well-fleshed carcasses. 
This breed, along with the Orpington, 
used to be preferred for fine meat pro-
duction, with the white skin and legs the 
English prefer. I think you may find the 
breed enjoyable and you may wish to 
order more another year.

Don Schrider
Communication Director 

The American Livestock Breeds 
Conservancy (ALBC)

P.O. Box 477 Pittsboro, NC 27312
(919) 542-5704

editor@albc-usa.org
www.albc-usa.org

Sneaky Snake
I love reading/looking at your maga-

zine. I noticed in one of your stories you 
had a photo of a snake that was eating 
an egg. (Aug/Sept 07, “Poultry Predator 
Identification,” page 42.) Two days ago 
I lifted the wooden top off one of my 
poultry pens made using 1" chicken wire. 
The young bird was inside another cage 
that had 1" x 2" wire.

Well, there was a big snake that was 
trying to leave the cage but no bird. The 
snake had a large bulge about halfway 
down its body. I knew what the snake 
had done.

Here is a photo of the dead snake that 
has the bulge inside of it, which is the 
poor bird. You can see a “feather” stuck 
on the snake’s side. That shows you the 
size of the poor bird. Keep up the great 
magazine. 

Your mystery cockerel is a Speckled 
Sussex. This is a wonderful breed devel-
oped in England. The hens are excellent 

Jay, Virginia

Huge Interest in Java Breed 
Spawns Internet Group

I have started a Java Chicken Group 
on Yahoogroups.com. We bought a 22-
acre farm in Rose Hill, N.C. and naturally 
anyone with a farm should have chickens! 
I wasn't sure what breed I wanted to raise. 
So, off to the Internet to start searching. 
After many hours of reading I settled on 
a heritage breed that I found most inter-
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esting. The Java! Little did I know that 
so much time would be spent collecting 
information and finding a good source of 
hatching eggs, chicks or birds. 

I found the “Java Club” link on a 
poultry site. Ah, this will be easy! Yea 
right! No such site found on the net! No 
problem I found another link on another 
poultry site.  “The North America Java 
Club,” darn this one isn't found on the 
web either. Ok, now what? I wrote to 
folks that had posted pictures, site owners 
or the author of any write up I found. I 
even called several places and left mes-
sages. E-mails came back as no longer 
available, and not one call was returned. 
I searched eBay and eggbid.com, plus 
many hatcheries.

 Anyone who reads the history of 
the Java flock that was found has to 
be impressed with the folks who saved 
these birds from going extinct. All the 
hard work of breeding and sharing 
chicks has now resulted in solid black, 
solid white, black and white ones called 
“Mottled” and even a buff color. I 
hatched some last week that were a light 
blue in color but I have been told they 
will be black as adults. Darn again—no 
blue Java yet. 

I know this time of the year isn’t 
the best time to be looking for eggs and 
chicks being offered for sale of any breed, 
and acceding to some, no time is the best 
time to acquire quality Javas.

I was lucky enough to find a breeder 
outside of Raleigh, N.C. that has a pure 
DNA tested flock of solid black and 
solid white Javas. I drove up there and 
bought some eggs. I got 100% fertility 
on them.

I wanted to do my part in removing 
this breed from the critical list. My wish 
is that by the spring of 2008 the “Java 
Chicken Group” will have lots of active 
members and no one will have to hunt for 
a good source for Java chickens.

Within three days of starting the 
group, I had the pleasure of helping 
someone find a source of eggs. Now folks 
have a single easy place to get informa-
tion and access to breeders of the wonder-
ful Java chickens for years to come.

If you are interested in joining the Java 
Chicken Group, please visit http://groups.
yahoo.com/groups/Java_Chickens. 

Larry J. Smith, North Carolina
Daturapod@aol.com
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New Agricultural Auction Site
I just wanted to send a quick e-mail 

to introduce www.Ovabid.com—a new 
Agricultural Auction website.

Ovabid is still in its infancy, but it is 
growing quickly. New sellers can enjoy 
the first month of listings fee-free. It is 
always free to bid on items.

Ovabid. LLC. 

Not All Roosters Are Mean
My family loves your magazine—and 

we have turned several friends onto it as 
well. We never intended to have chickens, 
but as a result of friends with too many 
roosters on their hands, we came home 
with Bonnie and Clyde in 2003. Not long 
after, friends with an incubator, and time 
on their hands, convinced us to take some 
chicks. Since Clyde was the original 
rooster, he always ruled the roost. He 
was a fun rooster, loved to be held (even 
on his back like a baby). Unfortunately, 
Clyde passed away this winter, and will 
be missed by all. Fortunately, a photog-
rapher friend of mine held a private shoot 
for me and Clyde in her studio, and we 
have some wonderful pictures to remem-
ber him by. Thanks again, and keep the 
great articles coming!

Heather Holley, Pennsylvania

COUNTERFEIT COUNTRY GIRL

By: susan mccOrkindale

reprinted with permissiOn FrOm

AlexAndriA Times

www.alextimes.cOm

I used to hate it when my husband read 
Playboy.

 It would arrive in the mail in its slick 
silver and black wrapper and I’d go all 
Gloria Steinem on him. But these days I 
kind of miss that trashy tome, particularly 
since we moved from suburban New 
Jersey to a farm in Northern Virginia, 
and now his new favorite publication is 
Backyard Poultry.

Just like Playboy there’s a hot chick on 
the cover and a multi-page feature about 
this month’s feathered fantasy girl inside. 
My husband reads it and starts insisting 
our hens are hotter. Before I know it, I’m 
taking digital photos of our 26 divas and 
drafting a pitch letter in a bizarre attempt 
to support his desire to be the first hen-
modeling magnate. I shouldn’t complain. 
If he’s successful we’ll all be living high 
on the hog. I mean chick. Though now that 
I think of it, the hog modeling business 
might have some merit.

Besides caring for and occasionally 
being forced to play Francesco Scavulo 
to our bevy of bantams, I think one of the 
things I enjoy most about country life is 
that it’s kind of like being in one of those 
old Hertz Rent-a-Car commercials. Will 
the electrician call you back? Not exactly. 
Will the power company show up at the 
agreed upon time? Not exactly. Will the 
dozen or so weather services make the 
same or even similar predictions? Not 
exactly. 

To try and stay on top of whatever 
weather is coming our way, we augment 
our TV and radio news with several Inter-
net weather-alert services and a weather 
radio. The weather radio is a small, sa-
tanic device that delights in announcing 
loudly that “Fog Was Reported” during 
the depths of our REM sleep. It would be 
one thing if it alerted us to an oncoming 
tornado or flood or even frogs falling 
from the sky. But to wake me up in a fog 
to tell me about fog makes me want to 
beat the fogging thing with a hammer.

But I digress. Even with the weather 
radio and the nine other self-proclaimed 
storm watch sources at our disposal 

American Bantam Association

Phone/Fax: 973-383-8633 
fancybantams@earthlink.net

PO Box 127 • Augusta, NJ  07822
www.bantamclub.com

Promoting 
standard-bred 
bantams since 

1914.
Dues: $20 per year; $50 for three years

2006 Color Standard – 60 pages of color
Available $35 plus $3 shipping and handling

www.braggsmountainpoultry.com

Braggs Mountain Poultry
1558 Kreider Road

Ft. Gibson, OK 74454
1-866-478-5502

Better Than Playboy?
Your magazine is my husband’s fa-

vorite. He enjoys it so much that I was 
inspired to write about it for one of the 
local papers, the Alexandria Times (in 
VA). My teasing is all in good fun!

Susan McCorkindale
Virginia
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• New Egg Cartons
 • Incubators and Parts • Brooders 

• Pasture Pens • Equipment 
• Medications • Nests • Leg Bands 

• Vitamins • Books 
and much more!!

BEST PRICES on:
FREE

shipping on orders 
over $50!

Poultrymanʼs Supply Company
520 Agawam Road • Winchester, KY 40391

Call or visit us online at:

859-745-4944
www.poultrymansupply.com

including “Grizzly Bob” at our local 
livestock exchange who claims to be half 
man, half barometer, we still wonder… 
Will we get three inches of snow? Not ex-
actly. Will we get 30 inches of snow? Not 
exactly. Will we know before it arrives? 
Definitely, absolutely, not exactly.

The other thing I love about country 
living is that we have to go to the post 
office to get our mail. I mosey on over, 
shoot the breeze with the postmaster, 
collect our catalogs, letters, bills, and 
magazines, and promptly toss two-thirds 
of it in the huge trash basket tucked in the 
corner. I’d love to throw out the Amex 
statement but I’ll have to satisfy myself 
with something more expendable. Like 
the new issue of Backyard Poultry.

It should arrive any day and there’s 
no way it’s coming home to this house. I 
just don’t give a cluck. 

Educate Your Birds
I had just recieved your latest issue 

and my girlfriend and I thought our 
chicks might like a looksy. Keep up the 
good work.

Derek Freund via Interet

I love chickens! I have a small back-
yard flock of chickens. I am a chicken art-
ist (mostly watercolor and oil paintings) 
and a civil engineer in environmental 
issues. 

Sultans are clever and personal chick-
ens. This is Hanna reading a chicken book 
(with lots of pictures, though).

Eva Ströberg, Vestby, Norway
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Everyone at the Ohio National is 
working hard and looking forward to 

hosting one of the best poultry shows in the 
United States on November 10-11, 2007. 

We have more news to announce with 
the addition of the Faverolles Fanciers 
National meet. Other meets include the 
national meet for the SPPA, the Nankin 
Club of America national meet, and the 
Polish Club national meet. Not to mention 
the annual event of the Serama National 
meet.

The Ohio National always hosts the 
largest youth show in North America.
There will be seminars that are attended 
by young and old, and sponsors show-
manship for every age from the pee-wee 
to 18. There is a large traders area with 
many birds for sale. 

With a line-up of the top judges in the 
country, they will be sure to give the best 
look at every exhibitor’s poultry.

The Ohio National, with the comple-
tion of this upcoming show, will surpass 
the 200,000 birds exhibited. Everyone 
that exhibits at the Ohio National in 2007 
will have their name put into a drawing. 
The name that is selected will be the 
honorary 200,000 bird in the show and 
will receive a $200 award, a plaque, and 
a free entry in the 2008 show.

The club voted at its spring meet-
ing to have the Champion Duck trophy 
named for George Shreffler and the 
Champion Large Fowl named for Wilbur 
Stauffer. These two trophies will forev-
ermore be known as the George Shreffler 
and Wilbur Stauffer Awards, for their 
many years of dedication and hard work 
related to the Ohio National.

Keep up to date with the happenings 
of the Ohio National at our website at 
www.ohionational.org or contact Sec-
retary Eric Markley at Markley@ohion-
ational.org or phone 419-568-7402.

Ohio National
Columbus, Ohio

Saturday & Sunday
November 10 & 11, 2007

cOming events:
If you have a poultry-related event, send details 60 days in advance and we’ll include it in this listing. Send to: 

Coming Events, Backyard Poultry, 145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451 or e-mail: byp@tds. net

87th Annual Fowl Fest
Frankenmuth, Michigan

Saturday & Sunday
October 13 & 14, 2007

This year’s show marks the 87th an-
nual Midwest Roundup of poultry, 

sponsored by the Michigan Poultry 
Fanciers. It will take place in the new 
Harvey Kern Pavilion, located in Fran-
kenmuth’s Heritage Park, October 13-
14, 2007. Show hours will be from 7:00 
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Saturday and 7:00 a.m. 
to 11:00 a.m. Sunday.

The Michigan Poultry Fanciers is 
a not-for-profit organization. Over 
1,000 birds are expected to be entered 
into competition. There is no admis-
sion fee and families are encouraged 
to attend.

Besides the Open Show competi-
tion open to all exhibitors there will be 
a Junior Show, on Saturday only, for 
exhibitors between 5 and 17 years of 
age. The Junior Show is always a great 
opportunity for youth, including 4-H and 
FAA members. Other youth activities 
include Showmanship competition and 
a Skill-A-Thon to test their knowledge 
of poultry. 

A fundraising auction will be fea-
tured on Saturday at 1:30 p.m. to benefit 
Michigan Poultry Fanciers. Many great 
prizes are being donated by area busi-
nesses for the annal fundraising raffle. 
You do not have to be present at the 
drawing to win, but winners that do not 
pick up their prizes must pay for the 
postage of items that have to be sent to 
them. We will also have a 50/50 raffle 
drawing.

Mid October is a great time to visit 
Michigan, so make plans now to head to 
Michigan’s Little Bavaria and take in the 
Frankenmuth Fowl Fest.

For more information visit the Michi-
gan Poultry Fanciers’s website: www.
fowlfest.org or contact John W. Blehm, 
Show Superintendent, 4599 Lange Rd., 
Birch Run, MI 48415-8137; (989) 777-
1234 or (989) 598-5555. 

1st Annual Central
Indiana Poultry Show

Lebanon, Indiana
Saturday, October 20, 2007

The 1st Annual Central Indiana Poultry 
Show will be held Saturday, October 

20, in Lebanon, Indiana. The event will be 
held at the 4-H Fairgrounds, conveniently 
located along I-65 at exit 138. The show 
will feature wide aisles and two buildings. 
The open show will be held in one large 
building and the junior show in another 
large building, just a few feet away. Three 
outstanding judges for the open show are 
Tim Bowles, Robert Carothers, and Bill 
Patterson. The three junior show judges 
are Jack Patterson, Jonathan Patterson, 
and Rick Bond. These gentlemen encour-
age the youth to follow along and learn 
what the judge looks for in various breeds 
and varieties. Junior exhibitors may enter 
birds in the adult open show as well.

The Central Indiana Poultry Show will 
also feature numerous regional, district 
and area meets. The show will host the 
Regional Meet of the American Sumatra 
Association. Other major meets hosted 
will be the District Meets of the American 
Dutch Bantam Society; Belgian d’Uccle & 
Booted Bantam Club; and United Orping-
ton Club, the North American Hamburg 
Society. State meets include the Amer-
aucana Breeders Club, Araucana Club 
of America, American Brown Leghorn 
Club, Japanese Bantam Breeders Associa-
tion, Plymouth Rock Fanciers, Rosecomb 
Bantam Federation, and Silver Wyandotte 
Club of America. The show will also fea-
ture a huge silent auction. 

All proceeds of the show benefit 
Boone County 4-H. For more informa-
tion, including a catalog and registration 
form, see www.bccn.boone.in.us/ces/. 
For other questions, contact Doug Akers 
at dakers@purdue.edu; 765-482-7182, or 
Ron Patterson at rpatter815@earthlink.
net; 765-676-6192. To receive a hard 
copy of the show catalog, contact Doug 
Akers at dakers@purdue.edu and provide 
your USPS mailing address.
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helpFul hints:

I live outside of town in northeast 
Florida. We live on a sand hill and due 
to the lack of rain this year, the fleas are 
absolutely horrendous! The “sticktights” 
are especially horrible. They have gotten 
into the chickens’ necks, heads, and legs. 
The only way I know to get them off is to 
spray them with “Adams Flea and Tick 
Spray” for dogs and cats. It takes a while 
but it works. But it is also getting expen-
sive, especially when I have 21 chickens 
to catch and spray. What is the best way 
to de-flea chickens, and their home? 

Eric Byrd, Florida

According to the University of Flor-
ida’s College of Agricultural & Life Sci-
ences Institute of Food & Agricultural 
Sciences website, the sticktight flea is 
causing quite a stir this year. Here is the 
information they provide.—Ed. 

cOmmOn cOntinuOus external parasites 
OF pOultry 1 (Factsheet ps 10)

 J.a. hOgsette, r.d. JacOBs, & J.p. JacOB

www.animal.uFl.edu/extensiOn/pOultry/
puBlicatiOns%5csticktight.htm

reprinted with permissiOn

Dealing With
Sticktight Fleas

There have been more inquiries about 
sticktight fleas in the past 10 months 

than we have had in the past 10 years. 
Sticktight fleas are usually found 

clinging to or embedded in the fleshy 
parts of the chicken's head around the 
eyes. Flea larvae develop in soil in and 
around chicken cages and pupate in about 
two weeks. About two weeks later, adult 
fleas emerge and are free-living until 
breeding occurs. Female fleas attach to 
skin around the face and wattles of the 
chickens and lay eggs to continue the life 
cycle. The eggs drop to the ground.

Sevin dust can be applied to fleas and 
litter. Adult fleas can be removed by hand 
or they can be coated with petroleum 
jelly which causes them to suffocate. 
Chickens raised in wire cages three feet 

or more above the ground do not usually 
become infested with sticktight fleas (al-
though this year seems to be an exception 
to that rule).

Many producers are experiencing 
repeated re-infestations after the birds 
and premise have been treated. It must 
be remembered that the cocoons of the 
pupae are impervious and pesticides can-
not harm the adults inside. If the chickens 
are few and the cages are mobile, these 
should be moved away from the problem 
site. Otherwise monitor the birds fre-
quently (daily or several days a week, if 
possible) and treat newly infested birds. 
Once the fleas attach to a chicken and 
begin feeding, females begin producing 
eggs and dropping them at random in the 
environment. To prevent this, newly at-
tached fleas must be detected and killed 
as soon after they become attached as 
possible. Petroleum jelly plugs up the 
flea’s breathing tubes and the flea suf-
focates. Dead fleas do not drop off for 
several days to several weeks. New fleas 
can crawl onto a petroleum-jelly-treated 
area of the skin and feed. Therefore, these 
new fleas must be treated to kill them. 
Putting sevin or malathion into the litter 
where the chickens can dust it into their 
feathers will also help. This will help 
kill emerging adults before they can 
find a chicken to feed on. Fleas can also 
be popped with a pair of tweezers, and 
removed with tweezers as well. There is 
some concern about infection if this is 
done, but infection does not seem to oc-
cur very often under Florida conditions. 
Removing fleas is time-consuming, but 
new fleas can then be easily noticed. It 
is important to keep killing the adults to 
break the cycle.

Sevin is not listed as a pesticide for 
controlling sticktight fleas, but it is used 
for other poultry pests and it is quite safe. 
The recommended pesticide, malathion, 
will probably be difficult to find. Eggs 
from chickens treated with sevin are safe 
to eat, but chickens should be held seven 
days after the last application of sevin 
before they are slaughtered. 

Buy or Sell 
From buying chickens to selling plants, 

www.AgriBidz.com 
provides people just like you the 

opportunity to buy and sell completely 
free of cost on online auctions.

✓ No hidden buyer or seller fees

✓ 100% dedicated to keeping 
agribidz.com a scam free 
resource to all

✓ Free and easy registration 

Visit

www.AgriBidz.com

How To De-Flea
Chickens
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Backyard Poultry Bookstore

gail damerOw
This informative book for both begin-
ning and experienced chicken own-
ers covers breed selection, building 
feeders and shelters, how to collect 
and store your eggs to maintain fresh-
ness (or hatching), maintaining good 
flock health, raising broilers for meat, 
and showing your birds. 341 pages, 
$18.95

Storey’s Guide to Raising Chickens

dave hOlderread
Everything you need to know to raise 
ducks successfully. This comprehensive, 
fully illustrated guide takes you through 
every step of owning ducks. It provides 
the most up-to-date information on 
various breeds (including rare breeds), 
feeding, housing, egg production, health 
care and more. 316 pages, $18.95

Storey’s Guide to Raising 
Ducks

Storey’s Guide to 
Raising Poultry
leOnard s. mercia

An invaluable resource for everyone 
who raises poultry. It contains the most 
comprehensive and current information 
on raising chickens, turkeys, waterfowl, 
and game birds. Covers selection (for 
both meat and egg production), hatch-
ing, housing and equipment, feeding, 
and rearing. 343 pages, $18.95

terry gOlsOn
This is not just another egg cookbook. This one stresses 
farmstead eggs. It is written by professional chef and 
cooking instructor, Terry Golson, who also keeps hens 
in her backyard. She knows the differences between 
factory farm eggs and farmstead egg and differences 
that affect cooking. The 70 recipes are simple and 
quick but delicious. Even though some have a touch 

of elegance, it’s a down-home, peasant gourmet kind of elegance. 128 
pages, Hardcover, $16.95

The Farmstead Egg Cookbook

Pastured Poultry Profit$
JOel salatin

In this classic, Joel Salatin explains how 
to raise pastured poultry on pasture 
in portable, bottomless pens and earn 

$20,000 in six month’s time. This hands-
on book covers everything from taking 
care of day-old chicks to marketing your 
four-pound broilers. It will teach you 
about the benefits of pasture, choosing 

a breed, starting chicks, pen and pasture details, processing, 
common problems, marketing, and more. 334 pages, $30.00

Raising Poultry on Pasture
 Ten Years of Success

 edited By JOdy padgham
Raising Poultry on Pasture: Ten Years of Success 
has over 130 illustrated articles. It’s divided into 14 
chapters and is fully indexed for ease of reference.
The enormous range of viewpoints and techniques 
make this book unlike any other. Includes an over-
view of pastured poultry, brooding, genetics, shelter 
designs, day-range systems, equipment, eggs on 
pasture, turkeys, ducks and other poultry, nutrition 

and health, processing, marketing, record-keeping, insurance and more. 246 
pages, $39.95

christine heinrichs
This book is thoroughly modern and comprehensive. It 
delivers everything the subtitle promises: “Everything 
you need to know—Breed guide and selection—Proper 
care and healthy feeding—Building facilities and 
fencing—Showing advice.” And it’s all presented in 
the context of today’s small, backyard flock. How to 

Raise Chickens might sound like a simple premise for a poultry book. But 
this one goes way beyond the how-tos. 191 pages, $19.95

How to Raise Chickens
Everything You Need to Know

For a complete listing of all books available from the Backyard Poultry Bookstore, visit our
website at www.backyardpoultrymag.com.

Storey’s Guide to
Raising Turkeys

leOnard s. mercia
Complete how-to information on raising 
turkeys from young poults to delicious, 
thick-breasted birds. Discussions on 
selecting the right turkey for your flock, 
breeding and management, processing, 
flock health, feeding and housing. Con-

tains in-depth housing plan illustrations. Revised and updated. 
199 pages, $18.95

Gorgeous, full-color photographs of more than 128 
birds. This definitive guide includes a brief history of the 
breed, detailed descriptions of identifying characteristics 
and colorful photographs that celebrate the birds’ quirky 
personalities and charming good looks. If it’s fowl facts 

and photos you want, you’ll find them all here! 278 pages, $24.95

Storey’s Illustrated Guide to
Poultry Breeds

carOl ekarius

dave hOlderread
One of the classics of waterfowl management. An easy 
to read book with good illustrations and diagrams, takes 
you from the egg through incubation, gosling stage, 
feeding, housing,mating, health and physical problems. 
It covers all breeds of geese with descriptions of the traits 
unique to each breed. This really is the complete guide 
to raising the home flock. 209 pages, $18.95

The Book of Geese
a Complete Guide to Raising the

Home Flock
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Living with Chickens
Jay rOssier

 Tens of thousands of people in all areas of the 
country enjoy raising chickens, whether for 
food or companionship. Of course, you may 
want to read Living With Chickens just for 
the sheer joy of it. Straightforward prose and 
illustrations give any future chicken farmer the 
tools he or she needs to get started. Jay Rossier 
draws on his own experiences and those of 

his fellow poultrymen in discussing everything from feeding and 
housing the birds to keeping marauders from invading the coop. 
Personal anecdotes, interesting facts, and lush, full-color photographs 
round out this indispensable guide. 203 pages, $16.95

The Mating and Breeding of 
Poultry

harry m. lamOn & rOB r. slOcum
This book, first published in 1920, and 
now back in print, outlines all you need to 
know to become an accomplished breeder. 
It includes manipulating shape and color 
combinations, preparing birds for weather, 
encouraging the juiciest meat and larg-
est eggs and much more. Authors Lamon 

& Slocum were the Senior Poultrymen at the Bureau of Animal 
Industry for the USDA. 341 pages, $14.95

Gardening with Guineas
Jeannette s. FergusOn

This book is a delightful and informative 
guide to raising guinea fowl on a small scale. 
It covers the life of a guinea from egg to adult, 
including incubation, feeding, housing, train-
ing and common problems. Jeannette includes 
information on reasons for raising guinea fowl 
(they eat garden pests, ticks and hate snakes), 
what you need to know before you buy guin-
eas, working with newborns and young keets, 

and much more. 131 pages, $14.95

gail damerOw
A must-have reference for the small flock 
owner, Gail discusses the problems and 
diseases common to chickens of all breeds 
and all ages. It also explains how to hatch 
healthy chicks, provide proper nutrition, 
fight parasites, spot diseases and infections 
in their early stages, protect the flock from 

predators and building safe houses and yards. Practical charts help 
pinpoint common symptoms and causes of disease. An extensive listing 
provides quick access to treatments and remedies for everything from 
poor egg production to crooked toe syndrome. Generously illustrated. 
352 pages, $19.95 

The Chicken Health 
Handbook

2.50

Backyard Poultry Bookstore
145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451

Call Toll-Free 800-551-5691 or Fax 715-785-7414
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Barnyard in Your Backyard
A Beginner’s Guide to Raising 

Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Rabbits, 
Goats, Sheep, and Cattle

edited By gail damerOw
The essential primer for first-time farmers. 
Covering everything from which breeds of 
ducks are best for eggs and which are best 
for meat to how to buy a beef or dairy calf to 

where to find a market for manure, this easy-to-use handbook teaches 
you how to operate a mini-farm for fun, profit or both. 408 pages, 
$24.95

Chicken Coops
45 Plans For Housing Your Flock

Judy pangman

Whether you keep one hen or 1,000 hens, 
you will find a housing plan in this compre-
hensive book. Coops range from fashionable 
backyard structures to large-scale, movable 
shelters. You will also find plans for convert-
ing trailer frames, greenhouses and sheds 
using recycled materials and simple ways 

to make waterers, feeders and nestboxes. 166 pages, $19.95
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dr. charles r. h. everett

secretary/treasurer, sppa

The last issue of Backyard Poultry 
contained an article concern-
ing the rare and heritage breed 

of chicken known as the Java. Since 
the appearance of that article, I have 
received numerous requests for a list of 
Java breeders. As always the SPPA is 
glad to be of help in locating stock. Our 
Breeders Directory provides the list a 
potential breeder of Javas needs. The 
Breeders Directory is included in each 
new member packet. However, before 
purchasing Javas or any other heritage/
rare breed there are some important con-
siderations and questions the potential 
breeder should ponder.

sppa news:

Considerations & Questions 
to Ponder Before Purchasing 

Heritage Breeds
Know Your Breed

To the best of your ability, do some 
basic research on the heritage/rare breed 
in which you are interested. A good 
place to start is feathersite.com. This 
encyclopedic website provides invalu-
able information on some of the rarest 
breeds of fowl in North America. Will 
your breed of choice thrive in your cli-
matic and environmental conditions? For 
example, some breeds do not do well in 
confinement. If you have limited space 
or use only cages then a breed like the 
Malay would not do well. 

Do you have the patience to work 
with a heritage breed?

Most heritage breeds are slow 
growers when compared to the typical 

“feed-store chick.” Many heritage and 
rare breeds have fallen into a state of 
genetic stagnation. Some strains and 
breeds have problems due to either 
flock breeding (read that “no selec-
tion”) or intense inbreeding. First, it 
will take several months to several 
years to see a heritage fowl mature. 
Secondly, you will need the skills or, 
at the least, help in selecting breeders 
to rid yourself of inherited problems. 
Thirdly, this is not a cheap process. 
Chicken feed has become quite expen-
sive. The added time will be added cost 
to you the producer.

Are you committed to your heritage 
breed of choice?

While many SPPA members are more 
than happy to provide stock at little or no 
cost, it is very disappointing to a breeder 
to send chicks all over the country just 
to find out a couple of years later that 
you the potential breeder gave up on 
the breed. Granted, all of us have events 
that can come into our lives and change 
the best laid plans. That is not what I’m 
writing about. I’m writing about those 
who didn’t do the research necessary to 
follow through with a breed.

1-800-328-6647

Full Money Back Guarantee

$24.95 each plus s&h

Four lights mounted on a single pole 
or lathing, each light facing a 

different direction will stop deer.  
The lights should be at eye level for 
the deer (about 20-30 inches off the 

ground) and the pole should be 
moved around every week or so.

For ground predators use single 
lights placed approx. 10-20 inches 

off the ground and 50-100 feet 
apart to protect the perimeter.

www.niteguard.com
Order online and use PayPal“We have stopped all sheep kills 

from coyotes, wild pigs and 
mountain lions using your product 
the Nite Guard.  Thank You.”

-J. Davis, Clifton, TX

Nite Guard
the

company

PO Box 274  • Princeton MN 55371
“I have recommended your Nite Guard units to my 

poultry owning friends and have received many 
thanks from them.  We are glad you market this 

product and hope you continue to do so in the future.  
I will continue to recommend your product.”

-M. Bata (& chickens), Elberta, AL

“We were over run by the 
latest pestilence around here, 

which are deer.  They were 
thicker than rats and were 

eating up our gardens, both 
flower and vegetable.  After 

installing the four units 
pointing to the four corners of 

the earth, we haven’t had a 
deer closer than 100 yards to 

the gardens.”

Thousands of these lights 
have been purchased by 

satisfied and relieved 
customers.  Hundreds of 
testimonials will support 
the fact that these lights 

really work.

Use against owls, raccoons, deer, opossum, coyote, wild boar, bobcats, mountain 
lion, blue heron, muskrats, weasels, fox, mink, hawks, cougars and people.
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Chickens • Ducks • Geese • Turkeys 
• Guinea Fowl and more!

100’s of stunning photos 
Featuring over 128 birds

Order Toll-Free: 1-800-551-5691
Or visit: www.backyardpoultrymag.com 

Mail your order to: Backyard Poultry Bookstore
145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451

YES! Please send me _____ copies of Storey’s Illustrated Guide to 
Poultry Breeds for only $24.95 each plus $3.50 S&H. ($28.45)

 Payment enclosed           Charge my credit card

NEW! Poultry Breeds
Storey’s Illustrated Guide to

 

Order Your Copy today!

Pickwick Poultry Processing Equipment
Go online or call for your FREE catalog!

www.knasecoinc.com • 800-808-3335

Knase Company, Inc. • 7887 Fuller Rd., Suite 116 • Eden Prairie, MN 55344

My Mini 
Farm

Serama, Silkied Serama 
& Booted Serama

www.myminifarm.com
Email: sales@myminifarm.com

Visit us at:

Proud Member of Serama 
Council of North America 

(www.scnaonline.org)

Located in 
New York

Or Write: PO Box 709, Phillipsport, NY 12769

Heritage/rare breeds require 
a commitment from the potential 

breeders.
Stock is not cheaply produced by the 

serious breeder. It takes time to bring a 
bird to proper maturity before using that 
bird in the breeding pens. Then, there are 
a limited number of eggs that will be pro-
duced from any one pair. Thus, the serious 
breeder wants to be in contact with others 
who are just as concerned and prepared 
to both rescue a breed and make it better.

With all this said, the SPPA wel-
comes new and interested breeders 
of heritage/rare breeds of fowl. Our 
membership and Quarterly Bulletin will 
guide you through most difficulties. 
Raising heritage/rare breeds is a source 
of great joy. They are pieces of living 
history that deserve to be preserved for 
future generations. 

Membership in the SPPA is only $15 
a year. Join now by mailing dues to Dr. 
Charles Everett, 1057 Nick Watts Rd., 
Lugoff, SC 29078 or online by credit 
card through http://poultrybookstore.
com/sppapage.html..

Name

Address

City, State, Zip

Phone

Visa    MC      Discover   AmEx

No.

Expiration Signature 

Gorgeous, full-
color photographs 
of more than 
128 birds. This 
definitive guide 
includes a brief 
history of the  
breed, detailed 
d e s c r i p t i o n s 
of identifying 

characteristics and colorful 
photographs that celebrate the birds’ 
quirky personalities and charming 
good looks. If it’s fowl facts and 
photos you want, you’ll find them all 
here!   278 pages, $24.95

By carOl ekarius
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dave hOlderread

hOlderread waterFOwl Farm &
 preservatiOn center

pO BOx 492
cOrvallis, Or 97330

www.hOlderreadFarm.cOm

If you want an economical and steady 
supply of homegrown eggs that are 
nutritious and tasty, you’ll need a 

flock of chickens, right? Well, not neces-
sarily. No doubt about it, chickens have 
proven their worth as fine producers of 
savory eggs and should not be discred-
ited. However, during the last decade, a 
growing number of us North Americans 
have been discovering what many Asians 
and Europeans have known for a long 
time: under many circumstances, ducks 
have advantages over their cackling rela-
tives as producers of eating eggs.

Some Facts & Figures
Relatively few people in the Americas 

realize that, on the whole, ducks are more 
proficient layers than chickens. While 
poultry researchers in North America 

have spent the last 100 years and count-
less millions of dollars on improving the 
productivity of chickens, ducks—for all 
practical purposes—have been ignored. 
Despite all the attention chickens received, 
it’s unusual for a commercial flock of 
Leghorns to average over 250 to 280 eggs 
per hen in a year’s time. On the other hand, 
Campbell ducks of good strains often 
average 300 or more eggs per bird during 
the course of 12 months.

Duck eggs also weigh five to eight 
ounces per dozen more than chicken eggs. 
In spite of the fact that some literature 
on the subject states otherwise, practical 
experience and tests conducted by institu-
tions such as the University of Nebraska 
clearly show that duck eggs retain their 
freshness during storage considerably lon-
ger than those of chickens. On various oc-
casions, we have refrigerated well-cleaned 
duck eggs for four months and longer with 
no detectible change in flavor.

It is true that, when raised in confine-
ment, a 3-1/2 to 4-1/2 pound duck will 
consume 20 to 30 percent more feed than 
a similarly sized Leghorn. But, due to the 

larger size and greater number of eggs 
produced by ducks, trials have shown 
that with proper management, ducks are 
still more efficient when the quantity of 
feed to produce a pound of eggs is calcu-
lated. Since ducks are considerably better 
foragers than chickens, the efficiency of 
ducks is further enhanced when they are 
allowed to rustle free foods in bodies of 
water, pastures or grassy yards.

Ducks are also incredibly resistant to 
disease and cold and wet weather. The 
average mortality rate in home flocks is 
significantly lower with ducks than with 
chickens. Due to their greater hardiness, 
ducks require less elaborate housing 
than chickens—yet another advantage. 
And, because egg-type ducks are not 
accomplished high jumpers, they are 
easily confined with a two- or three-foot 
high barrier.

What About Disadvantages?
If you have never raised laying ducks, 

you’re probably asking, “Okay, what 
are their drawbacks?” After raising and 
comparing all species of domestic poultry 
over the course of the last 20 years, I’ve 
yet to run across a major disadvantage 
in ducks under most small flock condi-
tions.

Waterfowl do like to wash their bills 
and heads frequently, so their drinking 
water should be changed at least several 
times weekly—and preferably daily. If 
crowded in a small pen with a dirt floor 
during wet weather, they will turn their 
quarters into a muddy mess. But, ad-
equate bedding (such as sand, straw or 
wood shavings), larger pens or the use of 
wire floors takes care of this problem.

People who have close neighbors are 
sometimes concerned about noise. On the 
whole, ducks of the egg breeds are no 
noisier than chickens, especially when 
raised in small flocks consisting of six 
to eight birds.

“But aren’t duck eggs strong-flavored?” 
is a common question. The flavor of eggs 
is controlled by the diet of the producing 
birds. If ducks (or chickens) are fed a ra-
tion containing fish products or the birds 

A Mini Silver Appleyard pair flanking a large Silver Appleyard duck showing the 
comparative sizes. Englishman Reginald Appleyard developed this hardy and colorful 
bantam duck in the 1940s. At maturity, they typically weigh 30 to 36 ounces. The 
females are exceptional natural mothers, and make excellent surrogate broodies 
for hatching the eggs of Call ducks and other difficult-to-hatch breeds. Mini Silver 
Appleyard ducklings (along with Australian Spotted ducklings) are the hardiest of the 
bantam duck breeds.

Raising Ducks
Feature Breed FOcus: 
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are allowed to feed in bodies of water or 
pastures where they can pick up pungent 
natural foods, the eggs can be tainted.

When duck and chicken eggs are pro-
duced with similar feeding and manage-
ment, the taste of the end product is vir-
tually indistinguishable. Over the years, 
we have served thousands of scrambled, 
fried, poached, deviled, soft boiled, souf-
fleed and creped duck eggs to meal guests 
and at potlucks, picnics, wedding buffets 
and youth camps. In my recollection, not 
once has anyone suspected they weren’t 
dining on chicken eggs until we told them 
otherwise. Interestingly, before being told 
that they were eating duck cuisine, we’ve 
had numerous people mention that the 
eggs were exceptionally good.

The shells of duck eggs are slightly 
more difficult to crack and are pearly 
white rather than chalk white as in 
chicken eggs—but I can’t see these as 
disadvantages. The albumen of duck eggs 
is somewhat firmer and usually takes 
slightly longer to whip up for meringues 
and angel food cakes than the white of 
chicken eggs.

Choosing a Breed
There are a variety of duck breeds that 

make adequate layers. However, for top 
efficiency and year 'round production, 
Campbells, Welsh Harlequins, Indian 
Runners, Magpies and Anconas from 
strains selected for egg production are 
usually the best choices. Pekins are good 
seasonal layers of jumbo-sized eggs, but 
due to their large size and corresponding 
hearty appetites, they require nearly twice 
as much feed to produce a pound of eggs 
when compared to the above mentioned 
breeds.

Campbells, and their close relative 
the Welsh Harlequin, are generally con-
sidered the best layers of all domestic 
poultry. Individual females have been 
known to produce 360 or more eggs in a 
year’s time, although flock averages are 
nearer 275 to 325.

Egg-bred Campbells are available 
both in Khaki and White color varieties. 
Khaki Campbell drakes (males) have 
iridescent greenish-bronze heads and 
khaki bodies, while ducks (females) are 
varying shades of khaki brown with dark 
seal-brown, silky white plumage, orange 
feet and legs and bills that range from 
pink to yellowish-pink in color.

Along with their fine laying prowess, 
the graceful Indian Runners are some 
of the most entertaining of all domestic 
ducks. Tall and slender, they have often 
been referred to as “Penguin ducks” due 
to their nearly vertical carriage. Mature 
weights of the ducks and drakes are simi-
lar to that of Campbells—in the four- to 
five-pound range.

With proper care, Runners, Magpies 
and Anconas from good laying strains 
can produce 200 to over 300 white or 
blue eggs yearly that average approxi-
mately two ounces larger per dozen than 
Campbell eggs. Runners are bred in a 
rainbow of colors, including White, Fawn 
and White, Penciled, Solid Fawn, Black, 
Blue, Chocolate, Buff and Gray.

Feed
To keep ducks laying the year around, 

they must be supplied an adequate amount 
of laying feed that provides a minimum 

A two-year-old Penciled Runner drake. 
Originally from Southeast Asia, the 
graceful and comical Indian Runner is an 
old-time favorite. The Runner is one of 
the most useful and entertaining members 
of the duck clan. Excellent layers and 
outstanding foragers, they are a great 
help in controlling mosquito larvae, slugs, 
snails and many other garden pests. 
The Holderread’s have been breeding 
Runners since the early 1960s and have 
them in many color varieties. 

• Chicks • Turkeys • Ducklings 
• Goslings • Guineas 

• Gamebirds • Bantams  
• Equipment • Books
Call 717-365-3694

www.hoffmanhatchery.com
PO Box 129BP
Gratz, PA 17030

FREE 
CATALOG!!

www.pigeonplus.ca
Sampogna.ca

1-888-374-4366

Gallimycin
Gallimycin PFC

Got Guineas? Join...

Guinea Fowl International Assn.

• Welcome packet
• Care and feeding brochure

• Annual educational seminars
• Be in touch with other guinea 

fowl owners and experts.

$20 membership - Benefits include:

www.guineafowlinternational.org

Guinea Fowl 
International Assn.

PO Box 367
Paradise, TX 76073
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of 15 to 16 percent crude protein. Most 
chicken laying rations prove satisfactory, 
although those that are medicated have 
been suspected of causing illness—even 
death—in ducks, especially when birds 
are raised in confinement and cannot 
dilute the potency of the medications 
through foraging. To reduce waste and 
prevent ducks from choking, pellets are 
preferred, but course crumbles normally 
work out okay. Fine, powdery feeds 
should be avoided.

Feed can be left in front of the birds 
at all times in a trough or hopper feeder, 
or it can be given twice daily in quantities 
that the ducks will clean up in 10 to 15 
minutes. The first method insures that the 
ducks are never deprived of feed, while 
the second system helps prevent feed 
loss to rodents and encourages the fowl 
to forage during the day. However, laying 
birds cannot be expected to continue lay-
ing consistently, particularly during cold 
weather, if their intake of concentrated 
feeds is inadequate.

To produce mild-flavored eggs, feed 
containing marine products should not be 
utilized. Dr. George Arscott, head of the 
Oregon Stat University Poultry Science 
Department, also urges that cottonseed 
meal not be used in breeding or laying 
rations since this protein supplement con-
tains a toxin that can reduce hatchability 
and produce strange coloration in eggs, 
especially if the eggs are stored several 
weeks before being eaten. You might also 
want to keep in mind that feed stuffs such 
as corn and dehydrated or fresh greens 
cause bright-colored yolks, while wheat, 
oats and barley result in pale yolks.

While producing, ducks are very 
sensitive to sudden changes in their di-
ets. To avoid throwing your birds into a 
premature molt and drastically reducing 
egg production, it’s wise to never change 
feeds while ducks are laying. If the brand 
or type of feed you’ve been using must be 
altered, do so gradually, preferably over a 
span of at least a week or 10 days.

Water
High-producing ducks need a con-

stant supply of reasonably clean drinking 
water. Both the number and size of eggs 
will suffer if birds are frequently allowed 
to go thirsty.

Water containers do not need to be 
elaborate, although I do suggest that 

they be at least four to six inches deep 
to permit the ducks to clean their bills 
and eyes. For just a couple of ducks, a 
gallon tin can will suffice—and is easily 
cleaned. For a larger number of birds, a 
three- to five-gallon bucket placed below 
a slowly dripping faucet or outfitted 
with a float valve works well. Larger 
containers—such as a child’s wading 
pool or an old hot water tank that has been 
cut in half—will be enjoyed for bathing 
by ducks, but can be a nuisance to clean 
our regularly. Ducks do not need bathing 
water to remain healthy.

To prevent unsanitary mud holes from 
developing around the watering area, 
it’s advantageous to place all watering 
receptacles on wire-covered platforms 
or locate them on the outside of the pen 
where the birds must reach through fenc-
ing in order to drink.

During cold weather, when drinking 
water freezes, an electric water warmer (a 
variety of such devices are available from 
the larger poultry and game bird supply 
dealers) can be used or lukewarm water 
should be provided a minimum of two or 
three times daily.

Housing
With their well-oiled feathers and 

thick coating of down, ducks are amaz-
ingly resistant to cold and wet weather. 

For ducks in general, a windbreak that is 
bedded on the protected side with dry lit-
ter usually provides sufficient protection 
in areas where temperatures occasionally 
drop to 0º F. However, for laying ducks, 
feed conversion and egg yields can be 
improved if ducks are housed at night-
time whenever temperatures regularly 
fall more than 5º to 10º F below the freez-
ing level.

The duck house can be a simple 
shed-like structure (approximately 
three feet high) and does not require 
furnishings such as raised nests, perch-
es and dropping pits. When ducks are 
housed only at night, a minimum of 
three to five square feet of floor space 
per duck is recommended. If you antici-
pate keeping your ducks inside continu-
ously during severe weather, providing 
each bird with eight to 15 square feet 
helps keep bedding reasonably dry and 
sanitary.

Because ducks roost on the ground at 
night, they are susceptible to predators. 
Under most circumstances, ducks should 
be locked up at nighttime in a yard that 
is tightly fenced with woven wire or net-
ting at least four feet high. In areas where 
thieves such as weasels, raccoons and 
large owls are known to roam, it is much 
safer to lock ducks in a varmint-proof 
building or pen at nightfall.

Day-old Australian Spotted ducklings (Blueheads on left; Greenheads on right). 
According to John C. Kriner, Jr. in correspondence with Dave Holderread, he 
and Stanley Mason developed the diminutive and exquisite Australian Spotted in 
Pennsylvania during the 1920s. Henry K. Miller started his own strain in the 1940s. 
Mature weights typically are 30-36 ounces. This exceptionally hardy and beautiful little 
duck is easily tamed and the females are good natural mothers. Australian Spotted 
ducklings (along with Mini Silver Appleyard ducklings) are the hardiest of the bantam 
duck breeds. Photos courtesy of Holderread Waterfowl Farm & Preservation Center.
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The Homestead Duck

In the duck family, White Pekins 
are by far the most popular meat 
breed. The famous Long Island 

ducklings are Pekins. But homestead-
ers are a diverse lot, and almost any 
breed can be found on small farms.

Some people prefer duck eggs to 
chicken eggs. Most ducks are seasonal 
layers, so if duck eggs interest you 
consider a breed such as the Khaki 
Campbell or the Indian Runner. These 
lay as well as some chickens. As with 
hens that lay at a high rate, these 
breeds are not valued for meat because 
of their small size and slow growth. 
Khaki Campbells, with proper housing 
and feeding, have laid as many as 360 
eggs per year. Like the Leghorn hen, 
they don’t make good setters because 
they’re rather nervous.

Since most ducks lay in the early 
morning, they can be penned up at 
night and released in mid-morning 
to forage. They will eat a great deal 
of grass if allowed free range. Nests 
should be 12 x 18 x 12 inches deep.

For meat, white feathered fowl of 
any variety are usually preferred be-
cause they dress out more attractively. 
In ducks, this means the White Pekin 
and the White Muscovy.

Other breeds are used by home-
steaders, of course. These include the 
Muscovy, Mallard, Rouen and others 
that are less common.

Pekins, which lay about 160 eggs 
a year under proper management, 
weigh about eight to nine pounds at 
maturity – the hens being somewhat 
smaller than the drakes They are usu-
ally butchered at about six pounds 
(much more tender then, and more ef-
ficient feed conversion) which should 
be at about nine weeks of age. Some 
breeders claim their strains reach 
seven pounds in seven weeks on 22 
pounds of feed…showing once again 
the importance of genetics, even to 
homesteaders.

Muscovies are somewhat larger. 
They lay about 40 to 50 eggs a year.

Reprinted with permission from 
Raising Small Livestock: A Practical 
Handbook by Jerome Belanger, Dover 
Publications.

Lighting
For consistent winter egg produc-

tion—especially in cold climate—ducks, 
like chickens, must be exposed to a 
minimum of 13 to 14 hours of light daily. 
Therefore, during the short days between 
September and April, laying birds need 
supplemental lighting in most areas of 
the Northern Hemisphere. Small flock 
owners often ignore this requirement 
and end up being disappointed with 
their birds’ performance. However, day 
length is extremely important since it is 
the photoperiod that automatically turns 
the reproductive organs of poultry on 
and off. 

The intensity of light required is low. 
One 25-watt clear or white bulb located 
five to six feet above floor level will 
provide sufficient illumination for ap-
proximately 100 square feet of ground 
space. Probably more important than 
intensity is consistency. It is paramount 
that the length of light never decreases 
while birds are producing heavily, or else 
the rate of lay can be drastically curtailed 
or brought to a sudden halt.

One method is to leave a light burn-
ing all night, which helps in keeping the 
birds calm. However, ducks exposed 
to 24 hours of light daily seem to have 
a tendency to go broody after several 
months. A better system, and the one we 
have used extensively, is to purchase an 
automatic timer switch (small, depend-
able models are available for about $10 
from most hardware dealers) that can be 
set to expose the birds to 13 to 16 hours of 
light daily by turning the lights on before 
daybreak and off after night fall. To pre-
vent premature broodiness and molting, 

16 to 17 hours of light each day seems to 
be the upper limit for ducks.

One Last Word
One reason egg-laying ducks have 

been rather slow catching on in this coun-
try is that high producing stock has often 
been difficult to locate. Sad to say, the 
productivity of many breeding flocks has 
been allowed to degenerate, and much 
too frequently, any ducks even slightly 
resembling Campbells or Runners have 
been sold as the real article.

I would like to emphasize that if you 
decide to raise ducks for the produc-
tion of eating eggs, by all means make 
sure you acquire birds that have been 
selected specifically for high egg yields. 
Fortunately, there are several breeding 
farms and hatcheries in the U.S. today 
that are working with, and distributing, 
fine laying ducks.

Dave Holderread is the author of 
several books including Storey’s Guide 
to Raising Ducks and The Book of Geese, 
a Complete Guide to Raising the Home 
Flock, available from the Backyard 
Poultry bookstore, see page 16. Visit the 
Holderread Waterfowl Farm & Preserva-
tion Center at www.holderreadfarm.com. 
They have enjoyed raising and studying 
domestic geese and ducks continuously 
since 1961, specializing in purebred wa-
terfowl that possess a unique blend of su-
perb production and exhibition qualities. 
Their breeding program encompasses 
more than 20 heritage goose varieties 
and 40 heritage duck varieties, includ-
ing some of the world's rarest and most 
unique breeds. Reprinted from Backyard 
Poultry, May, 1980; Revised 2007.

Source: University of Wisconsin-Extension, “Raising Waterfowl” Publication A3311, by Phillip J. 
Clauer and John L. Skinner.
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gail damerOw

Some breeds of duck have been 
selectively bred for outstand-
ing laying habits, but unless this 

ability is maintained through continued 
selective breeding, the laying ability of a 
particular flock may decrease over time. 
For this reason, not all populations of a 
breed known as outstanding layers are 
equally up to the task. Also, since laying 
stops when nesting begins, the trade-off 
among the best layers is that they do not 
have strong nesting instincts. The two 
standard breeds kept for egg production 
are Campbells and Runners.

Campbell. Originally bred in England 
at the turn of the 20th century, Campbells 
are fairly active foragers that can with-
stand cool climates. They weigh around 
four pounds, making them a fair size for 
eating. The original and most common 
color is khaki; ducklings are dark brown 
and feather out to a seal-brown color, 
with the males’ heads and wings turn-
ing darker brown. Good layers produce 
around 240 to 300 eggs per year 

Runner. Developed from stock 
originating in the East Indies—where 
these ducks are used to glean snails and 
waste grain from rice patties—Runners 
have an upright bottle-like stance that 
allows them to move with greater agility 
than other breeds. They tend to be quite 
active and somewhat on the nervous side. 
Known also as Indian Runners, these 
ducks weigh around four pounds and can 
be expected to lay between 140 and 180 
eggs per year. They come in a number of 
colors including white, fawn-and-white, 
chocolate, black, and blue.

Aside from a duck’s breed and strain, 
how well she lays and for how long de-
pends on many factors, including:
* age
* diet
* general care
* the weather
* lighting conditions

A duck generally starts laying early in 
the spring of her first year. Campbells and 
Runners may begin laying as early as six 

months of age and continue laying nearly 
year around. These and other mallard-de-
rived ducks normally lay consistently for 
three years, with some strains continuing 
to lay efficiently for up to five years. The 
best layers stop production only briefly 
during the fall molt. In a warm climate a 
Muscovy (non-mallard) duck may also be 
a prolific layer, and may continue laying 
for six or more years. If you keep a bevy 
of ducks primarily for egg production, 
replace the older ducks before they lose 
efficiency.

Diet
As the laying season approaches, 

the level of nutrition required by ducks 
increases. About three weeks before you 
expect them to start laying, gradually 
switch from maintenance ration to a 16 
to 20 percent layer ration. In warmer 
weather, layers need more protein to 
keep eggs from getting smaller. If your 
farm store doesn’t carry lay ration for 
ducks, lay ration formulated for chickens 
works well for production ducks. (Do 
not feed medicated chicken or turkey 
feed, as it could kill the ducks. Ducks eat 
more per body weight than chickens or 
turkeys and they could overdose on the 
medication.—Ed.)

For sound thick shells, provide cal-
cium continuously throughout the laying 
season. Ducks that have access to forage 
usually get plenty of calcium from the 
shells of bugs and snails they eat. Still, 

it’s a good idea to furnish a free-choice 
hopper of either ground oyster shell 
or limestone, not dolomitic limestone, 
which can inhibit egg production.

Nests
Providing nests for your ducks to lay 

in helps keep the eggs clean and protects 
them from being cooked by sun, washed 
by rain, or frozen in cold weather. Eggs 
laid in nests are easier for you to find than 
eggs hidden in the grass, and because 
they’re hidden from plain sight they’re 
more difficult for predators to find.

As a rule of thumb, furnish one nest 
per three to five layers. The nest may be 
in the shape of a box, an A-frame, or a 
barrel on its side and braced to prevent 
rolling. A dog house makes a good duck 
nest; a large doghouse might be parti-
tioned to create two nests with doors at 
opposite ends. A pet carrier or covered 
cat sand box also makes a serviceable 
nest. A suitable nest size is 12 inches in 
all directions; 18 inches for a Muscovy. 
The precise size is not critical provided 
the nest is:
• tall enough for a duck to enter and sit 
comfortably
• wide enough so she can turn around, 
since ducks don’t like to back out
• small enough to give her a feeling of 
protective seclusion
• separated physically or visually from 
the next nearest nest
• protected from predators

Raising Ducks for Eggs

Ducks and Egg Profile 
 
 

Breed 
 

 

Eggs per Year* 
 

 

Weight per Dozen 
 

 

Color 

 
 

Campbell 
 

 

250-325 
 

30 ounces 
 

White 
 

Runner 
 

 

150-300 
 

32 ounces 
 

White 
 

Pekin 
 

 

125-225 
 

42 ounces 
 

White 
 

Muscovy 
 

 

50-125 
 

44 ounces 
 

Waxy white 
 

Rouen 
 

 

35-125 
 

40 ounces 
 

Green 
 

Mallard 
 

 

25-75 
 

26 ounces 
 

Green 
 

Call 
 

 

25-50 
 

18 ounces 
 

White or Green 
 

*The precise number of eggs laid per year varies from strain to strain within each breed. *The precise number of eggs laid per year varies from strain to strain within each breed. Source: 
Barnyard in Your Backyard, Storey’s Publication.
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• open at only one end so the duck can 
keep an eye on anyone or anything ap-
proaching
• large enough to accommodate an abun-
dance of soft nesting material.

A thick layer of nesting material such 
as shavings, dry leaves, or straw will keep 
the eggs clean, reduce breakage, and pre-
vent eggs from rolling out of the nest.

Lighting
To lay well, a duck needs at least 14 

hours of light per day. To keep her laying 
during the shorter days of late fall, winter, 
and early spring use lightbulbs to augment 
natural daylight. Inside a shelter use one 
40-watt bulb per 150 square feet; outdoors 
use one 100-watt bulb per 400 square feet. 
In both cases, add an inexpensive reflector 
from the hardware store to direct the light, 
and hang the bulb about six feet off the 
ground to minimize shadows.

Adjust your lighting times as needed 
to maintain 14 hours or more of light per 
day; even a minor reduction in light hours 
can throw off egg production. A timer is 
helpful for maintaining adequate light 
hours. To avoid the risk of young ducks 
starting to lay too early in life, begin your 
lighting program only after your ducks 
reach 20 weeks of age. 

Problems
Ducks have few problems associated 

with laying eggs. One potential problem 
is predators. A duck on the nest is not 
as mobile as a bird moving freely on 
the ground or in water. Freedom from 
predators in the laying yard is therefore 
essential.

Egg binding is a condition in which 
eggs get stuck before they can be laid. It 
may happen when a duck tries to lay a too-
big egg. The duck might, for example, be 
laying her first egg and not be quite ready. 
This problem is one of those associated 
with lighting layers before they reach ma-
turity. Ducks that tend to lay double-yolked 
eggs may also get egg-bound. Thin-shelled 
eggs resulting from a dietary inadequacy 
such as low calcium may cause egg bind-
ing, as may obesity. Sometimes you can 
work a lubricated finger around the egg, 
greasing the stuck egg with a petroleum 
jelly product to help it pass. Breaking the 
egg is another option, although you must 
take care not to injure the duck with sharp 
shards of shell.

Egg Duck Breeds

Because we sell 10,000 - 20,000 edible duck eggs a week, it is important we 
produce eggs efficiently and consistently. Several years ago we developed the 
Golden 300 Hybrid as they lay more and larger eggs than the Khaki Campbell 
duck and have a calmer temperament with a higher fertility. The Khaki 
Campbell may be a good egg producer in small flocks but we were never 
satisfied with their production in our larger commercial flocks. Because of this, 
we developed the Golden 300 Hybrid by crossing and utilizing the attributes 
of different duck breeds. The Golden 300 Hybrid can be sexed at any age by 
its color as the males are shades of black and the females are shades of brown. 
They do not retain this characteristic in future generations.

 Khaki Campbell 
The Khaki Campbell was developed in 
England at the turn of the century. In 
small, undisturbed flocks they are very 
good layers. It earned its reputation as 
an excellent egg layer in the 1920s and 
30s on the Jansen duck farm in Holland. 
It is an excellent forager and capable 
of sitting on and hatching its own eggs. 
We typically hatch these from February 
through November.

 Indian Runner 
The unique aspect of Runner ducks 
is their slender, upright stance. This 
enables them to move around much 
more quickly than most other breeds 
of ducks. Because of their speed and 
herding instinct, Runners are often 
used for training sheep dogs. They 
originally came from Southeast Asia. 
Many different colors of Runners have 
been developed, including our Black, 
Blue and Chocolate. 

phOtOs and descriptiOns prOvided By JOhn metzer

metzer Farms

26000 Old stage rd. 
gOnzales, ca 93926 

phOne: (800) 424-7755 * Fax: (831) 679-2711 
http://metzerFarms.cOm
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Prolapse of the oviduct, also known 
as eversion or blow out, is a related prob-
lem in which part of the oviduct protrudes 
through the vent. It occurs when a duck 
strains to pass an egg and is caused by 
the same things that cause egg binding, 
or sometimes by weakened muscles due 
to prolonged egg production or excessive 
mating. Treatment may be successful if 
only a small portion of oviduct is everted 
and the treatment is begun right away. 
Gently wash the protruding part, coat 
it with a relaxant such as a hemorrhoid 
ointment, and push it back in place. Move 
the duck to a warm, dry secluded pen and 
reduce the protein in her diet to discour-
age laying while she heals.

Eggs
A duck tends to lay in the early morn-

ing hours, and generally lays an egg a day. 
The size of her eggs depends somewhat 
on her breed and strain, but mostly on 
the size of the specific duck; larger ducks 
lay larger eggs. Small yolkless eggs com-
monly signal the beginning and end of a 
duck’s laying season, but are also found 
during hot weather, especially if drinking 
water is in short supply.

Duck Breeds phOtOs and descriptiOns prOvided By JOhn metzer

metzer Farms, 26000 Old stage rd., gOnzales, ca 93926 
phOne: (800) 424-7755 * Fax: (831) 679-2711 * http://metzerFarms.cOm

Rouen Duck
Rouens were originally bred in France 
and retain the coloring of the native 
Mallard. They are second to only Pekins 
and Muscovy in size and are said to 
have the most flavorful meat. They are 
moderate layers with many of their eggs 
being greenish in color.

Cayuga Duck
The Cayuga breed is thought to have 
been developed from ducks in the 
region of Lake Cayuga in New York. It 
is a hardy, yet quiet breed. As the birds 
age, they grow more and more white 
feathers throughout their body (just as 
we humans grey with age).

White Crested Duck
The White Crested Duck is pure 
white with orange feet and bills. Their 
appearance is much the same as the Pekin 
except for their large crest of feathers on 
the top of their head. This breed carries 
a gene which prevents about 25% of the 
fertile eggs from hatching. But those that 
do hatch are perfectly healthy and are a 
good dual purpose breed as they lay an 
admirable quantity of eggs and grow well 
if you want to butcher those that do not 
hatch with a proper crest. Other breeds of 
ducks will occasionally hatch with crests 
but the White strain is the most popular.

flavor from chicken eggs, and in many 
countries are more popular. They taste 
quiet similar to chicken eggs, but when 
fried or boiled have a slightly chewier 
texture. Duck eggs have proportion-
ally larger yolks than chicken eggs, and 
therefore lend extra richness when added 
to batter for baked goods. The white of a 
duck egg is difficult to separate from the 
yolk, making it unsuitable for meringues 
and similar recipes. Some people have a 
sensitivity to chicken eggs that can cause 
cramping, but have no similar reaction 
to duck eggs; the opposite is also true. 
Refrigerated duck eggs may be kept as 
long as two months, but are best used 
within two weeks, while still at their peak 
of freshness. 

Gail Damerow is a well-known poul-
try expert and the author of many books 
including these on poultry: Storey’s Guide 
to Raising Chickens, The Chicken Health 
Handbook, Your Chickens: A Kid’s Guide 
to Raising and Showing, Barnyard in Your 
Backyard and Fences for Pasture & Gar-
den. These books are available from the 
Backyard Poultry  bookstore on page 16 or 
view our comprehensive bookstore listing 
at www.backyardpoultrymag.com.

The egg shells will be either white 
or greenish. White eggs are preferred 
by many consumers. Tinted eggs are 
preferred by most ducks, because they’re 
easier to hide from predators. The flavor 
and nature of the egg is the same, regard-
less of shell color.

When you find an egg immediately 
after it has been laid, it will still be wet 
with moist film called bloom. The bloom 
dries quickly to form a natural protective 
coating. Eggs left in a nest tend to get 
dirty through the comings and goings of 
subsequent layers. If you wash the eggs, 
not only will you remove the bloom, but 
you run the risk of causing contamination 
to penetrate the porous shell.

Lightly soiled eggs may be brushed 
clean. A mildly soiled egg may be washed 
in water that is warmer than the egg, and 
should be eaten soon, since it will not 
keep as well as an unwashed egg. Ex-
tremely soiled eggs should be discarded. 
To avoid wasting a lot of eggs through 
soiling, keep conditions tidy in your 
duck yard. Gather eggs each morning and 
discard any that are extremely soiled or 
have cracked shells.

Duck eggs are not much different in 

Pekin Duck
This breed was introduced into America 
in the 1870s from China. 
The Pekin is by far the most common 
breed of duck for commercial meat 
production because of its extremely fast 
growth rate and good feed conversion 
(pounds of feed to produce one pound of 
body weight). They are extremely hardy 
and found throughout the United States.
Those cute little yellow ducklings you 
think of at Easter grow into Pekin 
ducks.

Rouen Cayuga
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lOwell sherman, district 14
american Bantam assOciatiOn

illustratiOn cOpyrighted By the

american pOultry assOciatiOn

pat hOrstman, secretary/treasurer

The American Bantam Association 
recognizes five breeds of bantam 
ducks: Calls, East Indies, Mal-

lards, Wood ducks and Mandarin ducks. 
Bantam ducks are fun to have around. 
They preen themselves as they play in 
their watered surroundings. They are 
delightfully noisy with their quacking 
abilities. They are small in size – gener-
ally under two pounds in weight—in 
comparison with standard sized ducks 
such as the large Pekin which can weigh 
10 pounds or more, or the Muscovy which 
can weigh up to 12 pounds.

The most prevalent breed of bantam 
duck is the Call duck. It is also the small-
est of the bantam ducks. A young female 
can weigh as little as 18 ounces. There 
are nine recognized varieties within this 
breed: White Calls, Gray Calls, Blue 
Calls, Magpie Calls, Buff Calls, Khaki 
Calls, Pastel Calls, Snowy Calls, and 
Pied Calls. However, the White Calls 
are the ones most often seen in poultry 
exhibits. The white has pure white feath-
ers covering its body with orange toes, 
shanks and bill.

Next, the Gray Call is the second most 

frequent common variety shown. Its color 
pattern is like that of a Mallard, with a 
greenish black head and a white neck ring 
in the male, and the golden brown color 
of the female.

The other varieties of Calls are all very 
beautiful and unique but not frequently 
seen in exhibition poultry shows. 

All of the Call ducks require much 
care in their husbandry. They do have 
some problems in hatching because of 
their short legs and because they are so 
small when hatched, the ducklings are 
delicate the first few days. The body 
shape is nearly horizontal and tends to 
be almost ball shaped. The legs are short 
and the head round with larger eyes. The 
bill should be very short.

The Call duck is unique for its loud 
quacking sounds of the female while 
the male voice is much more soft and 
almost hushed. The name “call” stems 
from the Europeans use of the females 
to “call down” flights of wild ducks for 
hunters’ sport.

The second breed often seen in poul-
try shows is the East Indie duck. The 
East Indie duck is slightly larger than the 
Call; it is entirely black feathered with a 
lustrous greenish tint in body color. The 
shanks, toes and bill are black. In addition 
to being slightly larger than the Call, it 
is more racey in body shape. The head is 
more oval in shape, while the bill in most 

Bantam Ducks
measures about two inches in length.

The third often seen bantam duck 
breed is the Mallard. It is the largest of 
the bantam ducks—weighing up to 2-½ 
pounds. The body shape is slender and 
racey. The bill is long and protracted 
and strongly attached to the head. The 
Mallard is designed for flight. The color 
of the male Gray Mallard is highlighted 
with an iridescent green head with a 
clear white ring on the neck. The female 
feather color is described as being an 
overall almond to chestnut brown.

The other two breeds of bantam ducks 
are not frequently seen in shows. They are 
the Wood duck and the Mandarin duck. 
Both are very ornamental and are beauti-
ful, but not shown in quantity.

All of the bantam ducks need to be 
well housed in closed pens. In addition 
to being able to fly, bantam ducks are 
good targets of the hawk and owl popula-
tion. Since it is a disqualification in the 
show room to have the flight feathers of 
each duck clipped, it is necessary to use 
enclosed pens to ensure the ducks do not 
fly away.

I recall the time when we did let a few 
White Calls into the open pasture. One 
day, they all took off flying up and over 
the treetops and towards the nearby river. 
I figured that was the last we’d see them. 
However, later at dusk that evening, they 
all came walking through the woods and 
into our neighbors’ yard, through our 
fence and right back into their pen.

For more information about the 
American Bantam Association, visit www.
bantamclub.com;  P.O. Box 127 Augusta, 
NJ 07822; (973) 383-8633.

Gray Mallard male bantam duck.White Call male bantam duck.

Black East Indie male bantam duck.
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By dr. dennis p. smith

cOuntry hatchery

p.O. BOx 747
wewOka, Ok 74884

405-257-1236
www.cOuntryhatchery.net

During the more than 40 years that 
we have been in business, I must 
confess that we have bred and 

hatched some pretty interesting fowls. 
However, absolutely none can compare 
with the uniqueness, the adaptability, the 
pure pleasure, and the usefulness of the 
Muscovy duck. Because many people think 
that this is a “strange” poultry specimen, I 
would like to set the record straight.

Native to South America, their origi-
nal name was “Musco duck” because 
they ate so many mosquitos. The Russian 
Muscovites were one of the first to import 
them to their country. Being very hardy, 
Muscovies are still roaming wild in the 
South American jungles today. Even here 
in North America, several states, such as 
Florida and Georgia, have wild Muscovies. 

These “wild” Muscovies are responsible for 
eating literally millions of pests every year. 
Were it not for them, these states would 
undoubtedly have more millions of “pests” 
that like to dine on people.

Muscovies come in several colors. 
Probably the most numerous is the White. 
Then there is the Pied (about half black 
and half white, but actually any Muscovy 
that has black and white coloring is called 
a Pied), buff, brown, chocolate, lilac and 
blue. There are also several other color 
combinations. We even have some Mus-
covies that have the feather pattern of a 
Barred Plymouth Rock. Dark colored ducks 
have brown eyes. Whites, lilacs and blues 
usually have grey colored eyes. Healthy 
ducks that have black coloring should have 
a greenish sheen in the right sunlight.

Muscovies have a “crest” on the top 
of their heads that they can raise at will. 
During the mating season, a male sill often 
raise this crest to fend off other males and 
claim his dominance. He will also raise 
this crest to impress the females and help 
to get them in the “mood” for mating. 
Muscovies communicate with one another 
by wagging their tails and raising and 
lowering their heads at one another.

Muscovies are excellent flying ducks. 

As a matter of fact, given their preference, 
they like to roost in trees. If you provide a 
house for them with “perches” or “roosts,” 
they will get on these at night. Be careful 
of the claws on the ducks. They have 
these to help them cling on to the roost. I 
have never seen them use these claws to 
scratch the coil. If you do not want your 
Muscovies to fly, you can clip off the third 
section of one wing before the ducklings 
are one week old. When we do this, we use 
“Blood Stop Powder,” even though they 
very seldom bleed very much. While this 
might seem a bit cruel, it is necessary for 
people in the commercial Muscovy duck 
business to do this, otherwise the ducks 
could all fly off.

Many individuals believe that Mus-
covies are more of a goose than a duck. 
For instance, they do not quack. Many 
people like this trait since they are “quiet” 
ducks. The males make a “hissing” sound 
while the females make a sound known as 
a “pip.” This “pip” is a very exotic sound-
ing call. It is somewhat similar to a flute 
quickly alternating between the notes F 
and G. Also, their eggs take longer to hatch 
than other duck eggs—35 days. Unlike all 
other breeds of ducks, Muscovies did not 
originate from the wild Mallard.

The
Muscovy 

Duck

The popularity of the Muscovy duck 
stems in part from its superior natural 
reproductive ability, that has very little 
need for an incubator. It is quite common 
for a hen to incubate and raise two and 
sometimes three broods a year. Tom 
Fuller’s most impressive hatch was from 
a white hen that brought off 24 ducklings 
out of 25 eggs, a record in his history of 
enjoying these excellent mothers.

Muscovys, unlike other duck species, have no genetic influence by the great granddaddy 
of all other ducks…the mallard. They are their own species. Photos courtesy of Tom 
Fuller, New York.
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Mature drakes (males) will weigh 
anywhere from 12 to 15 pounds, while the 
females (ducks) actually weigh from 8 to 
10 pounds. The females are much smaller 
than the males. Both sexes have what is 
known as a “caruncle” on their head.

Muscovy eggs are delicious and 
are used in many dishes prepared by 
individuals or by famous cooks. Their 
taste is rich and they are considered a 
delicacy. And Muscovy meat is one of the 
healthiest meats on the market today, be-
ing 98% or greater fat free. Many people 
say that the breast meat of a Muscovy is 
hard to tell from a Sirloin steak. Famous 
chefs know this and use Muscovy meat 
in a number of ways. They have become 
experienced at cutting and preparing the 
meat for various delicacies. It is even 
ground up and used as hamburger in a 
variety of dishes. Individuals who are 
required to be on a low-fat diet know 
that the meat is not only great tasting but 
very nutritious. And, being so lean, meat 
from the Muscovy duck is not greasy as is 
the case with other ducks. Some say that 
the meat tastes a lot like expensive ham. 
Others say it is hard to tell from other 
expensive cuts of meat. 

So what do Muscovy ducks eat? Once 
people find out what Muscovies like to 
dine on, then this duck becomes a must 
for their farm or estate. Every year, our 
neighbors complain about the flies and 
mosquitos that they have to put up with. 
They purchase lots of chemicals and 
go to a lot of work to keep these pests 
down. However, we use nothing except 
the Muscovy duck itself. Muscovies 
love to eat flies, maggots, mosquitos, 
mosquito larva, slugs, bugs of all sorts, 
black widow spiders, the brown fiddle-

back spider and any thing else that creeps 
and crawls. As a matter of fact, they will 
search in, under, around and through 
places to find these tasty morsels. They 
will even eat ants and destroy ant dens. 
The Heifer Project Exchange of Africa 
quotes a development worker in Togo 
reporting that the local people were not 
bothered by flies because their Muscovy 
ducks killed them all. They even slaugh-
tered some ducks, opened the crops, and 
found that the Muscovies had their crops 
filled with dead flies. The organization 

Country Hatchery
Goslings, Ducklings, Guineas, 

Turkeys,  Chicks, Bantams 

Call or write for your FREE catalog!

Country Hatchery
PO Box 747 • Wewoka, OK 74884

405-257-9900

Providing you with quality poultry for over 40 years!
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covies on their lake or pond. The Mus-
covies will eat a lot of the algae and 
weeds. What about their dropping? While 
it is true that the Muscovy duck, just like 
other creatures, will “go” when the pain 
hit, their droppings are a natural part of the 
ecosystem and are easily biodegrade.

Are Muscovy ducks aggressive? No. 
As a matter of fact, my children love 
them. It almost seems that the Muscovies 
are trying to “talk” when they come up to 
you, wag their tails like a dog, and look 
up at you as if to say, “Got a treat?” About 
they only time a Muscovy male might be 
aggressive would be toward another male 
during breeding season. Females will also 
be “picky” about protecting their young, 
so we give them their space. So are they 
nasty? Absolutely not. As stated earlier, 
their droppings are soft and are very 
easily biodegradable. We use the manure 
from Muscovies in our garden every year 
since it is rich in nitrogen.We even have 
customers who come to our hatchery and 
ask to clean out our pens just so they can 
have the manure. (We do not allow this 
since we are participants in the State of 
Oklahoma and the National Poultry Im-
provement Plan. Not allowing visitors to 
go into your breeding pens helps to keep 
down on the spread of disease that visi-
tors might bring to your place.)

Muscovies like to breed with other 
muscovies. However, if you have a single 
muscovy male or female, he or she will 
breed with whatever duck is available. 
These ducklings are called “mules” be-
cause they are sterile and cannot produce 
offspring. Many people will deliberately 
cross Muscovies with a Mallard duck and 
get a Moulard. They use this duck for 
meat. At Country Hatchery, we do not 
cross Muscovies with other ducks.

In conclusion, Muscovy ducks are my 
favorite duck. Each one seems to have 
his or her own unique personality. We 
find them interesting to watch, friendly, 
and just fun to have around the place. If 
I could have only one breed of poultry, 
it would be the Muscovy duck. 

If you have other questions, I would 
be happy to do my best to answer. I can 
be reached at the address above or e-mail 
drdpsphdedd@yahoo.com. In the mean-
time, remember the Muscovy duck.

For more information on the Country 
Hatchery, please see their ad on page 
29.—Ed.

ECHO (Educational Concerns for Hun-
ger Organization) has reported the same 
findings. In addition, a Canadian study 
of fly controls with dairy goats found 
that Muscovies caught 30 times more 
houseflies than commercial flytraps, baits 
or flypaper. The ducks also ate spilled 
feed and the flies that were in the feed, 
along with any maggots that happened 
to be there. In addition, Muscovies love 
roaches and eat them like candy.

As for commercial feed, naturally, 
being a Hatchery, we want to feed a high 
protein feed. We start babies on a 28% 
Gamebird Starter. We will feed this until 
the ducks are mature and begin to lay, at 
which time we will change their feed to a 
20% Protein Laying Pellet. Young ducks 
are kept on a restricted diet so that they 
will be encouraged to look for pests.” 
Mature ducks, on the other hand, when 
they begin to drop eggs, have feed before 
them at all times. This method of feeding 
helps to increase egg production. Even 
with feed readily available, the Mus-
covies continue to search for bugs. On 
many farms that have Muscovy ducks, 
about the only feed the mature ducks get 
is what is spilled in the various pens and 
in the feed houses. In cleaning this feed 
up, the Muscovies are making use of a 
product that would otherwise be wasted, 
as well as keeping down the mice and rat 
population that would be likely to eat this 
feed and multiply.

Some people will tell you that Mus-
covy ducks are hard to hatch. Actually, 
we have hatched them for years and have 
had very good results. The best “incuba-
tor,” however, is a Muscovy duck hen. 
She will lay anywhere from 8-15 eggs 
and set. (Sometimes more.) Many times, 
she will hatch every egg. And, she will do 
this three or four times a year, depending 
on your climate. In addition, she is one 
of the best mothers of all.

Many people like to have the Mus-

Hands-free chicken picker gets 
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People like to have the Muscovies on their 
lake or pond. The Muscovies will eat a lot 
of the algae and weeds. 
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dave andersOn, president

american pOultry assOciatiOn

Waterfowl are a major part of 
today’s poultry shows. In 
fact, in certain areas of the 

country, they may constitute as much as 
one third of the entries. In addition, there 
are shows exclusively for waterfowl held 
at various times. At the recent Crossroads 
of America show in Indianapolis, there 
were over 2,000 waterfowl entered and a 
goose was declared Grand Champion of 
the entire 11,600 bird show.

The raising and showing of most 
breeds of waterfowl is, in fact, much 
easier than the raising and showing of 
chickens for a variety of reasons. I have 
raised and exhibited both for most of 
my life and have found this to be true. 
Ducklings and goslings require artificial 
heat for a much shorter period of time 
than do chicks. They can be placed in 
outdoor pens at three to four weeks of age 
and do very nicely. They seem to be im-
mune to many of the diseases that affect 
chickens and thus require less medication 
and doctoring. In fact, you very seldom 
see a sick waterfowl. As most old-time 
breeders say: “they are either healthy or 
dead, but seldom in between.”

Raising Young Waterfowl
Young waterfowl generally do not 

pick each other so there are no losses 

due to cannibalism. The young males 
and females can be penned together for 
a long period of time without damage 
from the males fighting or breeding the 
females. However, once the breeding 
season kicks in, look out! The males will 
fight and often shred the feathers on the 
female’s head and back due to excessive 
breeding.

Waterfowl do need a constant water 
supply that is suitable for drinking and 
bathing. For those who have a stream 
running through their property this is no 
problem but for others it can be a chore. 
I use the plastic wading pools that are 
sold in the normal store outlets. They are 
cheap, easy to clean and fill, and last for 
a few years. In addition, the waterfowl 
can get in and out with little effort. It is 
relatively easy for me to empty, hose out, 
and re-fill these pools every morning. 

Another positive is that most do-
mesticated ducks and geese can not fly 
so fencing requirements are minimal. 
Usually a one or two foot high fence will 
suffice to keep birds in the yard. There 
are exceptions to this rule such as most 
breeds of bantam ducks and other breeds 
that are found in the wild. Fencing to 
keep predators out is another matter and 
is dependent upon location and the types 
of predators around.

Also, most breeds of waterfowl can 
be kept outside year-round even in the 
harshest of climates. Though there have 
been instances where geese or ducks 
have actually frozen to farm ponds when 
they are sleeping and a sudden tempera-
ture drop occurs.

Finally, newly hatched waterfowl 
will “imprint” on the first living thing 
they see so it is very easy to train those 
hatched in an incubator to follow their 
caretaker. This is very appealing to many 
and I have seen geese that follow their 
owner around the showroom. 

Showing The Birds 
Show preparations for waterfowl 

are rather simple compared to those for 
chickens. They will wash themselves if 
provided clean water and a good envi-

Showing & Judging Waterfowl

A beautiful female Rouen—a heavy breed 
of duck.

A diminutive Call duck doing what they 
do best—making noise.

ronment for drying. I pen up my show 
birds on grass the day before the show 
and provide them with clean wading 
pools full of water. I leave them in this 
enclosure for an hour or two or until they 
have completely cleaned themselves. 
Once this is accomplished, I transfer 
them to cages or boxes with deep, clean 
litter such as shavings. They receive no 
feed or water while in these cages since 
the idea is to keep them clean. This step 
usually occurs a matter of hours before 
being transported to the show. 

When it is time to leave for the show, 
the birds are placed in clean transporta-
tion containers with deep shavings and 
loaded into a truck. Once they arrive at 
the show, they are placed in their show 
cages with care taken to make sure that 
they again have clean shavings. This typi-
cally happens the night before judging. I 
then provide them with food and water. 
After they have eaten and washed them-
selves, the food and water is removed 
from the cage to make sure they do not 
make a mess and then soil themselves. 
If the shavings are excessively wet, 
they are removed and replaced with dry 
material. 

On the day of judging, the birds are 
not fed nor watered until after judging is 
complete. This helps make sure that the 
birds remain clean throughout the judging 
process. It is very difficult, if not impos-
sible, for a judge to accurately evaluate 
wet birds as the wetness often distorts 
their actual body type and carriage and 
certainly masks their feather quality.
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Judging The Birds
Judging of waterfowl differs from 

the judging of chickens in the fact that 
the judge is not required to handle the 
waterfowl. Therefore, judging is accom-
plished primarily through what the judge 
sees from the aisle. However, most judges 
will handle the finalists and go over them 
in detail as they select best of breed and 
best of class and, ultimately, best and 
reserve waterfowl.

It is important that the birds be 
“coop trained” to the best extent pos-
sible. They do not have to be perfectly 
tame but should not “run away with the 
cage” as I have seen many a large goose 
do. Hopefully they will act natural in 
the cage and not try to escape or cower 
in the corner as the judge is visually 
examining them.

The one breed that is normally 
judged differently than other waterfowl 
is the Runner duck. These birds are 
often judged in a “ring” which is ac-
complished by placing the birds in an 
area surrounded by a low fence that will 
allow them to move about freely so the 
judge can observe their stance and gait 
which is of major importance in this 
breed. The fence is low primarily to al-
low easy access to the judge and helpers. 
There are no hard and fast rules for the 
shape or area of the “ring” but something 
close to a 10 x 10 foot space seems to 
work well. It is important that there be 
ample helpers on hand who can carry 
the birds to and from their show cages 
to the “ring.” This event is very popular 
with show attendees as a group of Run-
ner ducks moving about in their typical 
upright, running gait remind observers 
of a school of fish. 

There are three classes of geese—
heavy, medium, and light and four 

classes of ducks—heavy, medium, light, 
and bantam. These classifications refer 
to the weight of the various breeds. Each 
class is made up of numerous breeds 
and some breeds have several varieties. 
The judge will work his way through 
the birds eventually selecting best and 
reserve of varieties, best and reserve of 
breeds and best and reserve of classes. 
Then all the best of class winners are 
compared and best and reserve duck 
and best and reserve goose are chosen. 
The next step is to select champion and 

reserve champion waterfowl from the 
class winners. Finally, these birds con-
test with the best and reserve land fowl 
for overall champion and reserve cham-
pion of show. Thus, a goose winning 
champion of the show at Indianapolis 
was quite a feat. 

To learn more about the APA please 
visit their website at www.amerpoultry-
assn.com or contact the APA secretary, 
Pat Horstman, via telephone at (724) 
729-3459 or e-mail secretaryapa@
yahoo.com.

A White Crested duck—one of Dave’s 
rarer breeds. 
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October/November, 2007 • Photo Contest Winners
Backyard Poultry

“Our mother turkey, Ruby, hatched 
two little turkeys three weeks ago. We 
dunked the baby beaks in water and 
turkey starter and she took it from 
there. Three weeks later we took the 
pictures enclosed and decided to enter 
them into your contest. The roost they 
are sitting on is five feet high. If I was 
to name this picture I would name it 
‘Under a wing and a Prayer.’ ”—Larry 
and Karen Neher, Missouri

“Just wanted to submit my photo, and tell ya I really enjoy your magazine...” 
—Eric J. Turczyn, Illinois

“I snapped these photos of some wild turkeys that wandered into our yard. 
They ate and ‘visited’ with my turkeys for 13 days then moved on. It was so 
exciting seeing them! I got some great photos (I love the turkey butts) and some 
wonderful memories.”—Jennifer Gregory, California

The October/November, 2007 cover 
photo is by Cherie Delorenzo, 
California. She says, “This is Tutalou, 
my Pekin duck. She is the only duck 
I have. I got her when she was three 
days old. She is a pet, and is spoiled 
like no other.” 
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Photo Contest Rules • Send Your Photos Today!
Each issue’s winner will be displayed in the position of honor—on the front cover of the magazine!
Photos must relate in some way to domesticated poultry or their products. No limit on number of entries. Attach your 

name, address, phone number or e-mail and photo caption or description to each photo (not on the front, please).
Backyard Poultry retains the right to publish and/or reproduce any and all photos submitted, in future issues or publicity, 

with or without mention of source.
To have your photos returned, please include a self-addressed stamped envelope.
Each issue’s winning entry will be placed in a gallery of finalists, to be announced in the February/March, 2008 issue. 

First prize—$50; 2nd prize—$30; 3rd prize—$20.
Send your entry to: 
Backyard Poultry Photo Contest, 145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451; or e-mail photos in jpg format to byp@tds.net.

“My daughter loves her pet chickens! 
Here she is taking Bumblebee on a 
stroll to the park.”—Melissa Troost, 
Indiana

“This is my turkey Bobbie. He is the 
only egg that hatched last year. I 
hand raised him so he is very tame. 
Actually, he has nothing to do with 
the other birds, he thinks he is a 
person! Every morning when he sees 
me coming to the bird pen he struts 
his feathers out to great me.”—Julie 
Bendlin, Iowa 

“Thomas, my White Crested duck. 
He had fun on top of that pumpkin 
last fall.”—Dawn Kopp, Michigan

“Young Salmon Faverolle pullet, 
Doothi. Young Cuckoo Maran 
pullet, Dot.”—Joanna Wilcox, North 
Carolina

“This is a picture of our mama turkey. 
The two babies she has with her were 
both lost in a hail storm.”—Cecilia 
Johnson, Texas

“We have three ducks and three geese, 
(a pair and Charlie, who rules the 
yard). This Pekin duck went broody 
and hatched the eggs on June 25. She 
had seven eggs and hatched seven 
ducklings.” —Nikki Brugge, Wisconsin 
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health: 

rOn kean

extensiOn pOultry specialist

university OF wiscOnsin-madisOn

Ron Kean, “The Answer Man,” 
Extension Poultry Specialist, University 
of Wisconsin-Madison.

the answer man

If you have health related poultry
questions you'd like answered, send 

your questions to us at Backyard
Poultry, Attn: Answer Man, 

145 Industrial Dr., Medford, WI 54451 
or e-mail to byp@tds.net. We will try 

to include your questions in an
upcoming issue. 

Egg Production May Be Cause
of Feather Loss

I was reading the segment about feather 
loss in the Answer Man article (Aug/

Sept 07), about the reader who has Arau-
cana hens with feather loss. I have Ameri-
cauna hens with a similar problem, and 
I have tried all the suggestions listed, so 
I am assuming that, as Mr. Kean pointed 
out in conclusion to his answer, that the 
feather loss is due to energy loss from 
good laying hens. My Americaunas are 
excellent layers but they look terrible. 
At this point I’m wondering if there is 
anything I can do about their feathers if 
it is indeed from energy loss from high 
egg production, or if it is a lost cause. Is 
there anything I can add to their diet, for 
instance? I added chick starter to their 
layer pellets (Purina Sunfresh brand) for 
a slightly higher protein level, mix in 
Wormguard Plus, I let them out of their 
barn and pen for a few hours a day to free 
range, and they also enjoy fruit, veggie 
and garden scraps. They are happy and 
well-spoiled chickens, and are our pets as 
well as productive layers. I would really 

love if they had a nice set of feathers and 
are still good layers.

Donna

There are a couple of possibilities. 
You could force the hens into a molt. 
This is usually done by creating short 
days for the hens. You need to keep them 
in a totally dark enclosure for about 16 
hours each day, so their “internal clock” 
senses winter coming on. This will often 
cause them to stop production and molt. 
With high-production breeds, you also 
usually need to restrict their feed since 
they will often continue to lay, even with 
short days. A very low-density diet, made 
up of oats, or wheat middlings, etc. is 
often used. You probably need to do this 
for ten days to two weeks to see good 
results. Some people are not comfortable 
doing this.

The hens will likely molt on their own 
this fall as the days get shorter. It will be 
more variable, and some may not molt at 
all, but most of them should. 

Whichever option you choose, a lot of 
people feed some cat food to the hens while 
they are regrowing their feathers. Since 
feathers are high in protein, the extra pro-
tein in the cat food probably helps with any 
slight deficiencies they might have.

Hopefully, they should feather out 
nicely at that time.

Chicks Sleep in Nesting Box

I have eight chicks that are nine weeks 
old. Four are Rhode Island Reds and 

four are Barred Rocks. When they go into 
their coop to roost for the night, they all 
cram into one of the four nesting boxes. 
Usually three don’t make it in, so they 
hang outside and face into the box. Why 
are they doing this, and is it normal? 
Should I prevent them from going into 
the nesting box at night? The nesting box 
is approximately 14" x 14". They have 
perches that they sit on during the day. 
And I’ve seen them huddle on the side of 
the nesting box in the corner at night. But 
since they’ve found the nesting boxes, 

they have been going in there every night. 
It almost appears that they are trying 
to get to the darkest spot in the coop. I 
have three windows for ventilation and a 
covered skylight. There aren’t any house 
lights or street lights around, so I’m not 
sure if my dark theory is correct. We live 
in the northwest corner of Connecticut. 
This time of month, night temps range 
from the upper 50’s to upper 60’s. 

Deb

I’d look for something that is scaring 
them. Is there some noise that is bother-
ing them? A predator that comes by?

Another thing to check would be if 
there is a draft. Fifty to 60 degrees isn’t 
too cold, but if there is a wind blowing 
in, it can make it pretty uncomfortable. 
At nine weeks, they don’t have a lot of 
body mass to produce warmth. There are 
smoke sticks available to visualize where 
the air is flowing, or you might be able to 
stir up some dust and check it that way.

Also, chickens are creatures of habit. If 
they are used to huddling together, they’ll 
often continue to do that. If you want to 
train them to roost, it is usually pretty easy. 
After they have gone in for the night, gently 
and quietly move them to the roost. It may 
take a few nights of this, but they’ll usually 
get the hang of it fairly quickly.

I’d encourage you to stop them from 
spending nights in the nest box though. 
They will defecate wherever they are 
spending the night, and you don’t want a 
dirty nest when they start laying eggs. You 
might try closing the nest boxes until they 
are about 18 weeks old. Another method 
would be to hang a cloth over the front 
of the nest boxes, like a curtain. This can 
be left in place when they start laying 
eggs, and can help discourage them from 
eating the eggs.

Inftertile Eggs & Deformed 
Chicks

I read the question in the Answer Man 
section of Backyard Poultry about fertile 
eggs. I could not get fertile eggs for three 
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seasons. Finally a friend told me to clip all 
the feathers off the rear ends of both the 
hens and cocks. It worked, at least some. 
I now have six chicks. It still takes about 
four eggs to get one fertile. Theses are 
older Silver Laced Wyandottes. Out of the 
six chicks, two are defective and should be 
destroyed. One had a bad leg at two weeks 
and is still no good, the other developed an 
off center beak at a few days of age. I as-
sume theses are cases of bad genes.

Steve

Clipping the feathers can definitely 
help the mating process. I don’t usually 
think of Wyandottes as having such fluffy 
feathers that they would cause a problem, 
but it certainly could help.

Regarding the defective chicks, they 
could be from genetic problems, or they 
could be a sign of an incubation problem. 
I’ve not seen research regarding this in 
chickens, but, in humans, it is known that 
there are more developmental concerns 
as the age of the parents increases, so 
I’d think this would be a possibility in 
chickens, too.

I don’t know if you are using artifi-
cial incubation or broody hens, so I’ll 
comment briefly on both. When using an 
incubator, we usually need to consider 
temperature, humidity, ventilation, and 
turning. Malformed chicks (especially 
bad legs) can be caused when the tem-
perature is either too high or too low 
during incubation. It’s always good to 
check your thermometer to make sure 
it’s accurate, and a temperature of 99.5 
F, is optimal. Low humidity during hatch-
ing can also cause problems. The egg 
membranes dry out too quickly, and it 
becomes very difficult for the chick to get 
out of the shell. This can cause leg prob-
lems. It’s best not to open the incubator 
during the hatching process, if possible. 
You can also put extra pans of water, or 
even add sponges to the pans, to increase 
the humidity if necessary.

When hatching under a broody hen, 
it’s rarely a temperature problem. The 
humidity can still be a problem. If the hen 
is in a confined room, you may be able 
to spray some water in the area to help 
boost the humidity. When I was young, 
we would hatch duck eggs under hens. 
We would actually splash warm water on 
the eggs once or twice a day to increase 
the humidity.

Finally, there have been some reports 
in Backyard Poultry (August/September, 
2006, page 30 and October/November, 
2006, page 9) about correcting some 
leg problems in small chicks. It involves 
putting a rubber band loosely around 
the two legs (like hobbles), so the leg is 
held in proper position. It usually only 
takes a few days for the leg to strengthen 
so they can walk normally. Of course, if 
this is a genetic problem, you probably 
don’t want to use that chick as a breeder 
in the future.

For additional information on incuba-
tors and chick hatching success, see the 
April/May, 2007 article “Improve Your 
Incubation Hatch Rate” and April/May, 
2006, “Chick Success: Start Those Birds 
Right!” both by Gail Damerow.—Ed.

Strange Egg May Be From
An Internal Layer

We recently found a very unusual 
egg in our chicken coop (see photo). We 
have had a “droopy” chicken who, we 
suspect, is the one who laid the strange 
egg. She holds her tail down, and her 
abdomen is distended. After she laid the 
egg, we isolated her from the others and 
have started her on antibiotics. She has 
not laid any eggs in the past three days. 
Have you ever encountered anything like 
this before?

David

 I’ve seen a lot of strange eggs, but 
this one may take the cake!

When I hear of a hen holding her 
tail down with her abdomen distended, 
I think it may be an internal layer. When 

things are working correctly, the yolk is 
released from the ovary, and is picked 
up by the oviduct. It travels down the 
tract where the albumen, membranes, 
and shell are added. For some reason, 
sometimes the yolks miss the oviduct and 
fall to the bottom of the abdomen. If this 
happens several times, they accumulate 
there, and cause the hen to look like a 
penguin (or a bowling pin)! This yolk 
mass eventually becomes infected and it 
usually kills the hen.

The bit of yolk that is visible in this 
egg looks like it may be old, adding to 
the above theory. I’m not sure, however, 
how it would have gotten back into the 
oviduct.

The second strange aspect is the shell. 
I don’t know what might have caused the 
uneven texture. A virus called infectious 
bronchitis can cause wrinkled egg shells, 
but they don’t typically look like this and 
I don’t think that it caused this.

I don’t think I have a great answer. 
I doubt it is anything contagious to the 
other hens. These things occasionally 
happen and are good for some very in-
teresting conversations!!

I’d love to hear back to see what she 
does in the future.

Dog Food & Air Sacs

I raise chickens and nine of them live 
near my house, the rest of the flock 

live in my barn. The chickens at my 
house like to eat dog food. Is dog food 
all right for them? Should I keep feeding 
it to them?

My second question is: This year 
several of my chicks got a big bubble 

David shares this photo of an egg found in his coop. Even Ron, the Answer Man, says 
this is the most unusual egg he has ever seen. Unfortunately, the egg could be from an 
internal layer. If the yolk mass becomes infected, it usually kills the hen.
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of air on their sides and sometimes on 
their back. What is the cause of it? I put 
Arnica gel on it and it disappeared within 
four days.

Rachel, Florida

Dog food shouldn’t hurt the chickens. 
It contains more protein than they need, 
but if they are also eating greens, grains, 
etc., it will probably be diluted out. I 
wouldn’t suggest feeding chickens only 
dog food, of course.

Big bubbles of air under the skin are 
usually a result of a torn air sac. Birds 
have a slightly different respiratory sys-
tem than mammals have. Air goes into 
their lungs, then out the other side into 
several air sacs that are in the body cav-
ity, and even in the long bones. The air 
is warmed here, then goes back through 
the lungs again and is exhaled. It is a 
very efficient system for them. If one of 
these air sacs gets torn, air escapes with 
every breath, and is trapped under the 
skin. They usually heal after a few days, 
but it makes the chicken look terrible until 
it goes away! 

In small chicks, it can be a sign of 
rough handling, especially pulling on 
the wings. In the days when caponizing 
was common, these were not uncommon 
as a result of the caponizing process, and 
were called “wind puffs.”

Chickens Don’t Sense Egg
Infertility

Why do other breeds of chickens 
break Araucana eggs before 

they hatch? This was a Buff Orpington 
hen, very gentle. She sat on the egg 
with other eggs for 15 days before she 
broke it. There was a chicken in the 
egg. I have been raising chickens for 
over 55 years, and I think the hen can 
tell when an egg is not fertile. This has 
happened with Araucana eggs several 
times before. 

Robert, Texas

I doubt the hen is specifically break-
ing the Araucana eggs. My guess is that 
those eggs have a thinner shell than the 
others, so they tend to break more easily. 
While chickens can see colors, I’ve not 
seen any evidence that they preferred any 
egg over others when setting. Broody 
hens will sit on golf balls, door knobs, 
etc., as well as duck eggs, pheasant eggs, 

The Society for 
Preservation of 

Poultry Antiquities
“Saving rare breeds from extinction”

The SPPA seeks to protect and preserve, for historical, education, and recreational 
purposes and in the public interest, standard bred domesticated poultry, waterfowl, 

turkeys and guineas.
SPPA brings together breeders who value that rare genetic heritage, honor these 

breeds  ̓historic value, and wish to share it with others. The Breeders Directory lists 
all members who have stock available, what they are raising and how to contact them.
The quarterly newsletter gives its readers the latest and the oldest, sharing members  ̓
experiences with the most modern information in poultry husbandry for small fl ocks 
to historic accounts of breed origins and progress. Contributors are among the most 

articulate and well-informed poultry people in the business. 

Join today with a one-year membership for only $15.00!!
or Become a Life Member for only $200

To join SPPA, send 
membership fee to: 

Dr. Charles Everett, 
1057 Nick Watts Road, 

Lugoff, SC 29078

For questions and comments
about the SPPA:

Christine Heinrichs 
Christine.heinrichs@gmail.com 

(608) 243-8178

Join now at www.poultrybookstore.com!
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and even goose eggs, so I don’t think they 
are too choosy.

I’ve also not seen any evidence that 
they can determine if an egg is fertile 
or not. I suppose by 15 days of incu-
bation, they may begin to hear sounds 
from the chicks, but I still don’t think 
they would specifically break an egg 
at that point.

Mean Roosters Can Be
Dangerous

I am 12 years old and I have 12 chick-
ens and one rooster. The rooster is 

really mean! He has trampled me a 
couple of times. I want to know how to 
handle him. It seems that all the roost-
ers I get are mean. I had to sell my old 
one because my mom was afraid that 
he would hurt someone. I do not want 
to sell or butcher my rooster. Please 
help me!

Kurtis, Pennsylvania

Mean roosters can be very dangerous. 
They are not something to take lightly. 
I’ve heard from some people that catch-
ing the rooster and holding him, or even 
holding him upside down, can help. The 
idea is to remind him that you are the 
more dominant “rooster” in the flock. If 
you can catch him safely, you might try 
this a few times. It’s possible that getting 
another rooster might shift some of his 
aggression, but I think that’s just a pos-
sibility. This does seem to be more of a 
problem when there is only one rooster 
in the flock.

Although I don’t think it’s been re-
searched, there is some evidence that 
excessive handling of a male chick may 
increase the likelihood that he’ll be mean 
when he grows up.

Egg Production Drops

I have a flock of 23 birds, eight of 
them laying hens, around three to 

five years old. One of our hens, an adult 
Americauna, has had a serious problem 
since around March. She is normally a 
social, active, productive bird but her 
egg production has dropped to noth-
ing. She is weak, she stays away from 
the other chickens and gasps a lot. She 
doesn’t eat or drink a ton, but stays in 
the shade of her run. We have a medley 
of breeds kept half for pets and half for 
laying. Do you have any idea what might 

be troubling her? Also, how do you take 
a chicken’s temperature?

Olivia, Oregon

There are several diseases that could 
cause this. At that age, lymphoid leukosis 
would be a good possibility. Chronic 
respiratory disease (caused by Myco-
plasma gallisepticum), tuberculosis, etc. 
could also cause this. I suppose she could 
have some organ failure as well. Prob-
ably the only way to know for sure would 
be to find a veterinarian who works with 
birds and have them do an exam. They 
may have to sacrifice the bird to know 
for sure. If you can’t find a veterinarian, 
you may want to contact your state’s 
veterinary diagnostic lab.

The temperature of a chicken is 
usually taken rectally. Some of the new 
infrared thermometers could be used, too. 
Interestingly, the normal body tempera-
ture of a chicken is about 105-108°F.

Wheat Hard for Birds to Digest

I enjoy your magazine very much, it takes 
me back to my young age back on the 

farm. I plan to raise wild turkeys for release, 
and I get a lot of grain from our grain eleva-

tor; stuff they spill. The thing is most of it is 
wheat, I’ve been told that too much wheat 
is not good for turkeys. Could someone let 
me know what grains are best? 

Gery, North Dakota

Most varieties of wheat contain some 
components called non-starch polysac-
charides (arabinoxylan, for example) 
that are difficult for a bird to digest. 
Small amounts can be okay. When greater 
amounts are fed, their droppings often 
get wet and sticky. It also can slow their 
growth and give poorer feed conversion 
rates. There are some commercially 
available enzymes that can be fed that 
will help with this. If you are grinding 
the feed, it wouldn’t be too difficult to add 
these enzymes into the mix. Most varieties 
of barley also contain these starches.

Otherwise, corn is the most common 
grain used. Others you might find include 
milo, millet, etc.

Of course, in the wild, turkeys will 
eat a little bit of a lot of different things. 
They will eat many weed seeds, grain from 
different fields, acorns, etc. The young 
turkeys will eat a lot of insects, since they 
are higher in protein than most seeds.

United States Department of Agriculture
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

You can find out more about how
to protect your birds by visiting:
http://healthybirds.aphis.usda.gov

Smart Owners
Protect Their Birds

What You Need to Know
USDA is working to keep “bird flu” (avian influenza – AI) and
exotic Newcastle disease (END) out of the country. They are
contagious viral diseases that can infect many types of birds.

Free How-to Guide on Biosecurity
To order, e-mail birdbiosecurity@aphis.usda.gov

LOOK FOR SIGNS OF ILLNESS
Watch for signs of disease or unexpected deaths 
among your birds.

REPORT SICK BIRDS
Call your local cooperative extension office, 
veterinarian, State Veterinarian or USDA Veterinary 
Services toll free at 1–866–536–7593.

PROTECT YOUR BIRDS
Take a few simple steps: Disinfect shoes, clothes, 
and equipment. Wash your hands carefully. 
Keep other birds and people away from your birds.

Backyard_Poultry_FA2  8/8/07  2:00 PM  Page 1
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the goal of most poultry flock owners is to reap 
all of the benefits from their investments of time, 
money and labor. An essential step in reaching this 

goal is to maintain a healthy and parasite-free flock of birds. 
The health of your flock is important regardless of whether you 
are maintaining a backyard flock for pleasure, raising a flock 
for meat and/or egg production, or breeding top quality birds 
for exhibition purposes.

General sanitation and cleanliness will help prevent in-
festations of parasites. Poultry houses should be clean and 
parasite-free before moving new birds in. All new birds should 
be checked to make sure they are parasite-free before they are 
brought on to your farm. It is also important to remember that 
wild birds and rodents can harbor and spread external parasites 
in your flock.

Undetected infestations by external parasites in small poul-
try flocks can lead to serious loss in the form of decreased egg 
production, decreased growth, inefficient feed conversion and 
mortality in severe cases. Constant monitoring of your flock, 
through physical examination of the external surfaces of each 
bird’s body, is the first step in detecting and preventing external 
parasites. Learning to identify and treat one of the most com-
mon pests found in small poultry flocks – mites, can prevent a 
minor condition from turning your flock into an unsatisfactory 
hobby or a less than profitable enterprise.

All poultry are susceptible to the damage caused by mites. 
Mites feed on blood and can cause a great amount of damage 
to your flock, in a short period of time, if they remain unde-
tected. The life cycle of mites can be as short as four days and 
as long as two weeks from egg to maturity. Short life cycles 
allow for quick turnover and heavy infestations. Unlike lice, 

some mites can live in the environment as well as on the host. 
Therefore, treatments should be applied to your birds as well 
as their housing.

Detecting and monitoring the mite population level is an im-
portant factor for effective control. A minimum of 10 randomly 
selected birds should be examined for mites weekly. Infestation 
levels can be estimated by blowing on the bird’s feathers and 
counting the mites that are immediately seen. The following 
index can be used to estimate mite infestation levels:
• 5 mites counted = Bird may be carrying from 100 to 300 mites
• 6 mites counted = Bird may be carrying from 300 to 1,000 mites 
(light infestation)
• 7 mites counted = Bird may be carrying from 1,000 to 3,000 
mites – small clumps of mites seen on skin and feathers (moder-
ate infestation)
• 8 mites counted = Bird may be carrying from 3,000 to 10,000 
mites – accumulation of mites on skin and feathers (moderate to 
heavy infestation)
• 9 mites counted = Bird may be carrying 10,000 to 32,000 or more 
mites – numerous large clumps of mites seen on skin and feathers; 
skin pocketed with scabs (heavy infestation)

Two poultry mites of concern in the United States and 
addressed in this article include the Northern Fowl Mite and 
the Chicken Mite.

Northern Fowl Mites
Northern fowl mites are the most common and are the 

most economically important among poultry mites. Northern 
fowl mites infect chickens, turkey and game birds. They also 
cause considerable infestations in pheasants. The northern fowl 
mite is a serious pest concern in all areas of the United States 
and throughout temperate zones of other countries. It can be 
mistaken for the red chicken mite, but unlike the red mite, it 
can be found on birds during the daytime as well as night. The 
northern fowl mite has been reported as being seen on many 
species of birds and may be carried by the English sparrow. 
This parasite is most commonly seen in caged layer facilities 
and on range turkeys.

Northern fowl mites are blood feeders causing anemia 
in birds that are highly infested. Anemia reduces a bird’s ef-
ficiency, production and ability to withstand and overcome 
other diseases. Meat birds infected with northern fowl mites 
will have reduced value due to blemishing by scabby areas 
on the skin. Infected laying flocks will experience a fall off 
in egg production. Infestations exceeding 200,000 mites will 
produce fatal conditions due to anemia and its interference 
with the bird’s immune response. Birds stressed by mites will 
lose weight, have pink combs, and their feathers are generally 
soiled with mite excrement. Feathers around the vent area also 
become soiled. Due to the tendency of mites to congregate 

Controlling
Mites in Your

Poultry 
Flock

“Undetected infestations by external 
parasites in small poultry flocks can lead 

to serious loss.”

Chicken mites, also 
referred to as red 
mites, gray mites 
and roost mites, 
are a particular 
problem in warmer 
climates and are most 
prevalent in poultry 
houses that contain 
wooden roosts. Photo 
courtesy of Terry 
Beebe.
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around the vent, they can also reduce a rooster’s ability to 
mate successfully.

The life cycle of the northern fowl mite requires less than 
one week. Eggs are laid along the shafts of feathers and hatch 
within 24 hours. The entire life cycle is spent on the host with 
growth from egg to maturity completing in about four days. 
Infestations of northern fowl mites may dwindle during the 
summer months, but are more severe during winter weather.

Total control of the northern fowl mite requires the use 
of chemical pesticides. Mites are more resistant to pesticides 
than lice, so treatment may require a rotation of pesticides 
used. Pesticides for treating infestations of the northern fowl 
mite must be applied directly to the bird as a wettable powder, 
emulsion concentrated spray or as a dust. Effective treatment 
for small, floor-reared flocks can include the application of a 
dust – treating the bird, litter and providing dust boxes for the 
birds to dust bathe. 

Chicken Mites
The chicken mite is a common external parasite that is most 

often seen in small, non-commercial poultry flocks. Chicken 
mites prefer chickens as their host, but can also infest turkeys, 
pigeons, canaries and wild birds. Human dwellings have be-
come infected with chicken mites due to sparrows making nests 
beneath the eaves of a house or building. Chicken mites are 
also referred to as red mites, gray mites and roost mites. They 
are seen worldwide and are a particular problem in warmer 
climates. Chicken mites are most prevalent in poultry houses 
that contain wooden roosts.

Chicken mites feed on blood and cause birds that are heavily 
infested to become anemic, lethargic, and exhibit a pale comb 
and wattles. Feed efficiency and egg production decrease. Young 
chickens and brooding hens may die due to blood loss. Birds in 
production may refuse to lay in nests that are infested with chicken 
mites. All of these symptoms are good indicators that your poultry 
housing should be examined for mite infestation.

Chicken mites are true mites and therefore are arachnids – a 

member of the spider family. Chicken mites can run rapidly on the 
skin and feathers of a bird. They live in secluded areas of poultry 
housing including cracks and crevices on the roosts, walls, ceiling, 
and floors. Chicken mites are nocturnal feeders (night feeders) 
and are not usually found on birds during the day. However, hens 
setting on eggs may be attacked during the daytime. Infestation 
by chicken mites can go undetected unless birds are examined 
at night.

The life cycle of a chicken mite requires only 10 days from 
egg to maturity under favorable conditions, making many genera-
tions per year possible. Infestation of chicken mites builds during 
the spring, summer and fall. With the exception of heated poultry 
houses, chicken mites are generally inactive during the winter. In 
empty chicken houses, the chicken mite can remain dormant for 
periods of four to five months during the summer and even longer 
during the winter.

Properly identifying the species of mite your flock is 
infested with is the first step in effective control. It is very 
important to differentiate the chicken mite from the northern 
fowl mite when diagnosing the problem. Once properly identi-
fied, effective control of the chicken mite requires a thorough 
cleaning and disinfection of the poultry building followed by 

Red mites visible in poultry house. Photo courtesy of Terry 
Beebe.

Northern fowl mites feeding on poultry. From: “Common Lice 
and Mites of Poultry: Identification and Treatment.” ©U.C. 
Regents. For the complete publication, go to link: http://ucanr.
org/anrcatalog.poultrymites.

Feather blackening and scabbing, a result of feeding by northern 
fowl mites. ©U.C. Regents. 
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one or more applications of an approved 
miticide. In extreme cases, the poultry 
housing may have to go unused for a long 
period of time. In some instances, heavily 
infested buildings may no longer be used 
for housing poultry.

TREATMENT OF 
Mites IN POULTRY

Prevention is the best method of treat-
ment. Many insecticides are available to 
help control external poultry parasites. 
One of the most effective broad-spectrum 
insecticides is permethrin. Permethrin has 
a significant residual activity, thus making 
it ideal for treating poultry housing and 
equipment. At reduced concentrations, 

permethrin can also be applied directly to 
the bird. Additional remedies used to treat 
poultry lice and mites include wood ashes 
and diatomaceous earth (these remedies 
are believed to smother lice and mites 
without a chemical effect). There are also 
new natural enzyme-containing lice and 
mite sprays that are non-toxic such as 
Poultry Protector. 

When treating mite infestations, it 
is important to properly identify the 
parasite, then read and follow all direc-
tions for proper mixing instructions, 
application rates, and precautions for the 
product you choose to treat the infesta-
tion. It is illegal to use any pesticide/
insecticide in any way that is inconsistent 

with the label. No product endorsement 
is intended, nor criticism of unnamed 
products implied.

Laura John lives with her husband, 
Matt, and their four children at Shady 
Lane Poultry Farm in Winchester, Ken-
tucky. Laura has a BS degree in Poultry 
Science from Louisiana State University 
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

If you have questions about the in-
formation or products described in this 
article, please feel free to contact the 
author by e-mail at info@poultryman-
supply.com. Please include “Question 
about Mites in Poultry” in the subject 
line. Please see Poultryman Supply's 
advertisment on page 13.—Ed.

PARASITE SIGNS 
LIFE 

CYCLE 
DESCRIPTION 

BEST 

DETECTION 

TIME 

TREATMENT COMMENTS 

LICE Poor weight gain, poor egg 

production, scratching and 

pecking at skin, 

discoloration of the vent, 

tail and breast 

4 to 6 weeks 

from hatch 

to maturity; 

Eggs laid on 

base of 

feather shaft; 

Lice may 

live several 

months 

Full grown lice can 

measure up to 1/8 of an 

inch; Wingless, flat-

bodied, six-legged with 

double claws and 

round head; Body 

color can vary between 

yellow, gray and black 

Daytime Carbaryl (Sevin®) – 

spray or dust 

Malathion – spray 

Permethrin – spray or 

dust 

Very common 

parasite, entire life 

cycle spent on the 

bird 

MITES  

Northern 

Fowl Mites 

Very important to 

differentiate between the 

Northern Fowl Mite and 

Chicken Mites when 

diagnosing problem; 

Anemia, weight loss, pink 

combs; Feathers stained 

with mite excrement; Red 

or black specks, or debris 

around vent, decrease in 

egg production or weight 

gain, Mites often seen on 

eggs 

4 days from 

egg to 

maturity; 

Eggs laid 

along feather 

shaft 

Adults measure 1/26
th

 

of an inch in length 

Daytime or 

Nighttime 

Carbaryl (Sevin®) – 

spray or dust* 

Permethrin – spray or 

dust 

Rabon** – spray or 

dust 

Ravap – EC spray 

 

*Northern Fowl 

Mites tolerant to 

Carbaryl in some 

areas 

**Northern Fowl 

Mites tolerant to 

Rabon in some 

areas 

Can transmit fowl 

pox, Newcastle 

disease, ornithosis, 

and other diseases; 

Can survive 3 to 4 

weeks away from 

avian host; Capable 

of harboring avian 

viruses after feeding 

on infected birds 

Chicken 

Mites 

(Other 

names 

include Red 

Mite, Gray 

Mite and 

Roost Mite) 

Very important to 

differentiate between 

Chicken Mites and the 

Northern Fowl Mite when 

diagnosing problem; 

Anemia, high mortality in 

young birds and setting 

hens; Pale comb and 

wattles 

10 days from 

egg to 

maturity; 

Eggs laid in 

secluded 

hiding areas 

of poultry 

house 

Adults measure 1/35
th

 

of an inch; Two major 

body parts – cephalo-

thorax and the 

abdomen with four 

pairs of legs attached 

to the abdomen 

Nighttime Carbaryl (Sevin®)– 

spray or dust 

Permethrin – spray or 

dust 

Rabon – spray or 

dust 

Ravap – EC spray 

Mites feed at night 

and may not be seen 

or found during the 

day; Can transmit 

fowl cholera 

Scaly Leg 

Mites 

Thickened skin on shank 

and feet; Scales on legs 

become elevated and are 

easily detached; Scabs form 

and a fine white dust sifts 

from beneath them; Lymph 

and blood exude and red 

blotches form on the legs 

2 weeks 

from egg to 

maturity; 

Female scaly 

leg mites 

begin 

depositing 

eggs after 

burrowing 

under scales 

of host 

8-legged adults  are 

1/150
th

 to 1/100 of an 

inch; Pale gray with 

circular outline 

Daytime Ivermectin®; Coat 

entire leg with 

petroleum jelly or 

other medicated 

salve such as 

Sulfur Ointment 

 

Traditional 

treatments include 

dipping the feet 

and shanks (up to 

the hock) in motor 

oil, diesel oil or 

kerosene. 

Slow spread 

through entire flock 

with direct contact 

When treating mite and/or lice infestations, read and follow all directions for proper mixing instructions, application rates, and precautions. 

It is illegal to use any pesticide/insecticide in any way that is inconsistent with the label. No product endorsement is intended, nor criticism 

of unnamed products implied. 
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Jeannette FergusOn, gFBa president

phOtOgraphs By memBers OF the guinea 
FOwl Breeders assOciatiOn

Guinea Fowl that are trained to 
roost inside a shelter at night will 
outlive those that roost in trees. 

Guinea fowl have been reported to have 
lived to be 17 years or older, but unfortu-
nately, more lose their lives to predators 
than to old age.

Guineas are unable to see in the dark 
and are easy pickings as a nighttime 
snack for predators on the prowl. Being 
high up in a tree is no safer than being 
broody on an outdoor nest. Hawks, owls 
and raccoons are common everywhere 
and once they find an easy meal, you 
can bet they will return nightly until their 
food source is gone.

If you live in an area where winter 
temperatures drop below freezing, guinea 
fowl can get frostbite and lose toes, or 
worse… Sure, some may manage to sur-
vive in the worst conditions and the most 
frigid of nights, but that does not mean 

that the birds were comfortable, that they 
were not stressed, and that they should be 
left outdoors to fend for themselves. Flock 
owners should be responsible and provide 
proper housing for their guinea fowl just 
as they do for their dogs, barn cats and 
other farm animals that require housing. 
Guineas are capable of being trained and 
should be trained to roost inside.

Housing
Housing for guinea fowl need not be 

elaborate. Housing can be anything from 
an old outhouse for a few guineas or a 
shed to a corner of the barn or garage 
or a converted trailer. What is impor-
tant is that housing provides a place for 
guineas to roost in that is dry, draft free 
and predator proof. Ventilation, roosting 
bars, adequate space for the number of 
birds kept and the type bedding used 
as well as keeping unfrozen water and 
feed available 24/7 are important factors 
to keeping your flock healthy and safe 
while confined. 

While a guinea house may seem 
huge for the beginner with tiny keets 
kept in a small brooder or holding pen 
inside the adult guinea house, they 
grow up really fast and as adults need 
three to four sq. ft. of space per bird. 
Keep in mind that guineas in colder 
areas of the U.S. and abroad may very 
well need to be confined to the inside of 
their shelter for weeks at a time during 
the coldest days of winter, especially 
during ice storms, deep snows and 
blizzards. To prevent stress and pecking 
from boredom and to provide comfort 
for the birds enclosed, four sq. ft. per 
bird is best. When calculating space 
per bird, do take into consideration any 
space provided by nesting boxes, roost-
ing bars and shelving. A shelter such 
as a shed instead of a barn with a high 
roof will also hold in some body heat 
and the interior of the building will be 
much more comfortable than the frigid 
temperatures outdoors. 

Roosting bars should be provided for 
guinea fowl. Guineas fluff their feathers 
to allow air in to help cool their bodies 
during the summer and to allow the 
warm air from their body heat to warm 
their legs and feet during the winter. If 
a guinea is forced to sleep on the cold 
ground or on litter, it cannot fluff up 
the feathers to cover the feet that can 

Housing Guinea Fowl
With an Emphasis on Winter Survival

Getting guinea fowl to come down from trees in the winter can be a real challenge. 
Roosting in trees overnight can be fatal. Photo by Laura Corstange, Michigan.

Courtesy of GFBA Photographer Angela 
Keeney, California.

Breeds: 
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actually freeze in temperatures of 10º 
F or less. Guineas roosting in trees are 
also subjected to strong winds that can 
ruffle their feathers, allowing body heat 
to escape rather than to keep them warm 
and cozy. Small tree branches, 2x4s on 
edge or cut in half make good roosting 
bars. While it is not necessary to put up 
nesting boxes for guineas, when stuffed 
with loose straw to provide a wild-like 
hiding place, a guinea hen will often use 
or share a nesting box to lay eggs (during 
laying season) or to bed down overnight 
on a cold winter night.

Ventilation helps to allow moisture 
as well as fumes from ammonia and 
odors to escape through vents in the 

eaves or through exhaust fans installed 
in the roof or by windows that can be 
opened slightly—taking care that the 
air exchange does not create drafts in 
the roosting area. All openings should 
be covered securely with quarter inch 
welded wire fencing to keep rats, mice, 
mink, snakes and other small predators 
out. Double wood walls (without insula-
tion) will help hold in some heat. Insu-
lating an unheated building can actually 
hold moisture in. Dampness can cause 
respiratory problems and increase the 
risk of disease. Parasites can multiply 
rapidly in damp bedding. Remove any 
bedding that gets wet from water spills 
and keep the bedding as dry as possible. 

For dozens of ideas and color photographs of various types of guinea fowl housing 
plus plans for building your own coop, visit www.guineafowl.com/fritsfarm/guineas/
housing.

While straw tends to hold in moisture 
and takes much longer to dry out, a bag 
or two of compressed wood shavings for 
animal bedding is really nice to use and 
clean up is a breeze. Loose bedding is 
not as likely to grow mold and mildew. 
Droppings from guinea fowl are much 
drier than those from chickens and ven-
tilation is not as great a problem when 
guineas are housed alone. 

Electricity inside the shelter makes 
life easier on both the owner and the 
flock. Being able to provide a 5-watt 
nightlight to help guineas see at night 
and a brighter light so we can see at 
night or to see to clean the coop or for 
our flock when confined on darker, 
gloomy winter days is one thing, but to 
be able to provide a water base heater 
that will keep their water from freezing 
in the winter is a real blessing. For the 
owner, this means fewer trips hauling 
water, no time spent breaking ice, and a 
continuous supply of water for our flock. 
Drinking water is actually more im-
portant than food. Guineas can survive 
longer without food than they can with-
out water. Even ice cold water actually 
helps to maintain the body temperature 
in our guinea fowl during winter. Please 
do not assume the birds can eat snow in 
place of drinking water. It takes a lot of 

Frigid outside, warm and cozy inside. Photos by Phyllis Bender, Connecticut.

Having electricity in your poultry house 
isn’t required but will make the care of 
your birds easier, allowing use of a water 
base heater and heat lamp or night light. 

Summer door

Winter door

Dotted line 
represents a 
removable 
nursery wall.
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snow eating to be equivalent to drink-
ing water.

Although the common helmeted 
guinea fowl originate from Africa, they 
are pretty tough birds and do not require 
a heated coop. Some owners do prefer 
to give their birds the option of getting 
under a heat lamp when temperatures 
drop to the single digits. If you choose 
to do the same, make absolutely certain 
that the light is securely fastened high 
off the bedding material and that both the 
light bulb and your guineas are protected 
by a shield. 

If the guinea house is large enough, it 
can be partitioned with a room for food 
storage and a brooder and with storage 
areas for bedding and hay or straw. The 
storage area can come in handy should 
the size of your flock increase and ad-
ditional housing space be needed.

Yes, guinea fowl do like to get out 
for some exercise and fresh air even in 
the winter. On a snowy, but calm day 
when there are no weather warnings 
or hazardous conditions, let them out! 
Prepare to help first timers back into the 
henhouse at night. Some may freak out at 
their first snow, but as you can see in the 
pictures, they will get use to it, walk on 
it, and enjoy finding many seeds and such 
along fence rows and on the undersides 
of grasses that protrude through the snow. 
An attached poultry yard can be covered 
in the winter and an occasional flake 
from a bale of alfalfa hay will provide 

some greens and tiny insects to peck at 
while outdoors getting some fresh air 
and sunshine. 

Jeannette Ferguson is author of the 
book Gardening with Guineas, President 
of the Guinea Fowl Breeders Association 
(GFBA), and moderates the Guinea Fowl 
Message Board at www.guineafowl.com/
board. For details about training and 
raising guinea fowl from egg through 
adult, you can get your own copy of the 
book Gardening with Guineas: A Step by 
Step Guide to Raising Guinea Fowl on a 
Small Scale from the Backyard Poultry 
Bookstore on page 16. For details about 
the Guinea Fowl Breeders Association, 
please visit the GFBA website at www.
gfba.org.

On range by day in the midst of winter, 
guineas are able to find a few weed seeds 
and bugs on the undersides of brush and 
leaves that protrude through the snow 
while getting out for some fresh air and 
exercise. Above photo by Pam Davis, New 
Mexico. Right photo by Frank Aigner, 
Virginia.

Guinea Fowl get confused by the snow, 
having learned that the sky is bright and 
the ground is dark. Until they learn about 
snow, they will sometimes take to the 
trees and not come down until they are 
hungry or thirsty. To encourage guineas 
to return to their coop or to come down 
from a tree, it helps to cover the ground 
with straw or to shovel paths in the snow. 
Photos by Laura Corstange, Michigan.
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dana manchester

shady hOllOw gameBirds

mOrrill, maine

T 
he bird that lays the golden egg — 
literally! Well, technically it lays an 
egg that produces a golden chick. 

What am I talking about? Golden Pheas-
ants, that’s what. Goldens have long been 
a very sought-after gamebird. The males 
have remarkable plumage and they are 
relatively easy to propagate. Not only this, 
they need only simple enclosures, can be 
bred in flocks and don’t cost a fortune. They 
are a rather common pheasant in captiv-
ity and chances are you have seen one or 
two in your life. Like many of our captive 
gamebirds, its only a matter of domestica-
tion before we start seeing color mutations. 
The Goldens have a few of these distinct 
variants. So my friend, if you are interested 
in a particularly colorful and showy bird, 
yet don’t have a large space for them the 
Golden Pheasant may be for you. Let’s dive 
a little deeper into this intriguing species.

Housing Golden Pheasants
Goldens are on the smaller end of the 

scale when it comes to size. Cocks are 
around three feet long from head to tail 
and hens are much shorter. They weigh 
just a few pounds and are petite little 
birds. They are easy to house compared to 
many other gamebirds. They are general-
ly less aggressive than any other pheasant 
varieties. The Ringneck and Syrmaticus 
groups are known to be aggressive. It is 
still a wise idea to keep only one male 
per pen. He can have up to seven or 
eight hens in his flock though. This will 
lessen the damage done when mating. 
As with all birds the hens can get a little 
roughed up, but obviously the more hens, 
the less beating each one gets. Goldens 
are not very aggressive when it comes 
to breeding, however, and this is rarely 
a problem. Being a small bird that is not 

overly aggressive, this allows for smaller 
pens. A problem for some of us is space. 
We don’t all have the room for large, 
elaborate pens. The Golden Pheasant is 
a perfect bird for such circumstances. A 
10' x 10' pen is easily large enough for a 
trio of Golden Pheasants. 2" x 4" roosts 
work perfectly for this pheasant. Their 
feet are small enough that they can be 
tucked under their body when sleeping 
to keep them warm. 

Golden Pheasants do not need a very 
warm enclosure for the winter. A shel-
tered unit will be fine as long as they are 
free of snow, rain and direct wind. On the 
very coldest days if they are in an outdoor 
shelter, we would want to pile some hay 
for them and maybe turn a heat light on 
just for comfort (I am talking below 0 
degrees Fahrenheit). The main thing is to 

keep it dry for them, those delicate toes 
would catch frostbite in a cold snow or 
icy mud. Other than that they are a very 
hardy pheasant. 

Adults can be fed a simple layer 
crumble for chickens. When full grown 
they do not need a very high protein 
diet, 16 or 17% will suffice. The hen 
will need the calcium content for laying 
eggs however. Which leads to our next 
subject—breeding.

Breeding Golden Pheasants
Golden Pheasants are one of the 

easiest to breed in captivity. Birds will 
usually breed their first year, only oc-
casionally will they delay to second 
year breeding. This may be affected 
by an “odd” season or they may just 
be birds that were hatched late in their 
first year. Males molt into their radiant 
plumage after their first year. Goldens 
are included in the Ruffed Pheasant 
family, also encircling the Lady Amherst 
Pheasant. These birds have a crest that 
runs along the nape of their head and 
a hood which extends from the back 
of the neck. This hood can be fanned 
out and will align with the male’s beak 
during courtship. He fans this hood, 
lowers down and shows his colors as 
he struts for his hens. Courtship begins Golden hen.

A Red Golden Pheasant cock. Males molt into their radiant plumage after their first 
year. 

A Gamebird for Everyone Series: 

Golden
Pheasants
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in early spring and the birds will breed 
between February and May, depending 
on location. The hen will start laying 
just a few short weeks after. She will 
generally lay an egg every other day for 
the remainer of the summer. Young birds 
will lay less than older hens as a general 
rule of thumb. Some have been known 
to lay from March through the summer 
and into August. This is a much longer 
laying period than the other ornamental 
pheasants, which is one reason why 
they are so easily propagated. The hen 
lays a smooth small egg, usually mea-
suring about 1 ¾” and is very light tan 
to off-white. Incubation lasts 23 days 
for Golden Pheasants. The chicks are 
petite, like the adults, and are vulnerable 
in their first two weeks. They should 
never be kept with other chicks—only 
other Ruffed Pheasants of similar age. 
These delicate chicks would be killed by 
any other types of pheasants or poultry. 
Wire bottom brooders will only work 
well with ¼” hardware cloth. The tiny 
toes of these pheasants can get caught 
in the larger wire. If you brood them in 
a solid brooder it is a good idea to start 
them on paper towels or rubber dish 
mats. Golden chicks should be started 
on high protein feed such as a gamebird 
starter crumble. Sugar should be added 
to the water for the first few days to 
boost energy as well. With a close eye 
on these chicks they will usually flour-
ish. After a few weeks old they become 
more hardy and will be able to go into a 
larger brooder. Be sure not to overcrowd 
as they will peck like all pheasants do.

Varieties
There are three varieties that are avail-

able at Shady Hollow Gamebirds. I will 
share these with you as they are the types 
we work with. The wild type is the Red 
Golden. Just as the name implies it has a 
golden crown and a red breast in the male. 
The red continues into the thighs and un-
der the tail. Wings are an array of different 
reds, blues and blacks. The hood on the 
male is barred orange and black. Yellow 
Goldens are very similar except that the 
red breast is replaced by bright yellow. 
Hens are brown or tan with dark brown 
barring. Yellow Golden hens are lighter 
than Red Goldens. The third variety that 
we carry is the Cinnamon Splash Golden. 
This bird follows the marking patterns as 

Immature Golden cock.

Red Golden chick.

Yellow Golden chick.

the other birds do, but with an additive. 
There are irregular patches or “splash 
marks” on the bird. Some have just a hint 
of splashing and others have very large 

patterns. The splash marks are not limited 
to any part of the body and can be found 
on both males and females. These patches 
are a soft cinnamon tan color, making 
these very interesting and beautiful birds. 
The Golden Pheasant is certainly a great 
addition to any homestead or gamebird 
collection. Being a non-aggressive bird 
they can be kept with peafowl in a mixed 
aviary as well. Easy breeding, simple 
housing and high productivity—that’s the 
perfect type of gamebird.

Our Golden Pheasants are priced for 
adult or feathered chicks. Eggs available 
upon request.
Red Goldens — Pair $50, Single $30, 
Feathered Chicks $15
Yellow Goldens — Pair $60, Single $35, 
Feathered Chicks $ 18
Cinnamon Splash Goldens — Pair $70, 
Single $40, Feathered Chicks $20

Special thanks to: Carly E. Strunk, 
Dean and Kim McLaughlin, George and 
Pam Landes for photographs and breed-
ing information.

There’s a gamebird for everyone! Are 
Golden Pheasants yours?

For more information on these great 
birds visit our website: www.ShadyHol-
lowFarm.com or call 1-774-273-0370 
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. ET. We are a very 
customer-based farm specializing in 
keeping it friend to friend. The products 
we sell are living creatures and should be 
handled in such a manner and we operate 
as a family farm. Questions and comments 
are always welcome.

Dana Manchester is the founder of 
Shady Hollow Gamebirds in Morrill, 
Maine. For more information, see the 
Shady Hollow Farm ad on page 9.

This is my pair of Red Golden Pheasants.— Kayla Grussling, Montana
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Feeding Poultry: The Classic Guide to 
Poultry Nutrition, by G. F. Heuser (for-
mer professor of poultry husbandry and 
nutrition at New York State College of 
Agriculture and Cornell University), 2nd 
edition published 1955, republished 2003 
by Norton Creek Press (www.plamondon.
com), 632 pages.

reviewed By harvey ussery

virginia

I encounter among poultry keepers 
a growing interest in making their 
own feeds. The most frequent request 

from them is for “recipes” for formulat-
ing feeds for their birds. They are often 
desperate for information about ingredi-
ents, proper nutrient ratios, vitamin and 
mineral balances, etc., and fearful that 
“getting it right” falls within such a nar-
row range that they are in grave danger 
of doing their birds great harm if they 
get it wrong.

The best antidote to this typical 
nervousness is a thorough survey of 
all aspects of feeding poultry. Feeding 
Poultry can be that overview. Indeed, 

the detail with which Heuser treats his 
subjects may leave the reader feeling he 
is now struggling with too much informa-
tion, rather than too little. Thus it may be 
helpful to note from the beginning how 
much variation there is in the approaches 
made to feeding poultry. Read in this way, 
the book may begin to suggest that it’s 
a little harder to “get it wrong” than we 
may have first thought.

There are a couple of precautions to 
keep in mind before using this book. It 
was written half a century ago. The good 
news is that Heuser still recognized at that 
time the value of pasturing poultry, and 
of more natural paradigms of feeding. 
The bad news is that high concentration 
poultry management and the forcing 
of unnatural levels of production had 
already become the norm, and much of 
Heuser’s work is directed to serving the 
needs of those feeding within that model. 
But do not despair—there is still much to 
be learned from this book. 

Another precaution is that Heuser 
accepted without criticism a couple of 
highly questionable feeding practices 
that had only recently been introduced 
in his time. Antibiotics were already 
being routinely fed to poultry as growth 
promoters, (nobody knew why they 
boosted growth, but never mind), and the 
majority of the feed formulations Heuser 
published include recommendations for 
adding antibiotics. We have learned a lot 
in fifty years about potential problems of 
feeding antibiotics to the national flock 
and herd, so can forgive the naivete with 
which Heuser accepted this apparent bit 
of magic. It is harder to chalk down to 
naivete his unquestioning acceptance of 
feeding arsenic compounds to poultry. 
Even if the feeding of trace levels of ar-
senic (to promote growth, kill parasites, 
and improve pigmentation of chicken 
meat) is not problematic (and there is a 
lot of evidence that it is), I kept craving 
for Heuser to say, “Well, duh, maybe 
feeding small amounts is not a problem 

for the chicken, or for the consumer of 
poultry and eggs, but all that poop has 
to go somewhere—and wherever it goes, 
over time the level of environmental 
arsenic is going to rise way beyond back-
ground.” To folks of ordinary common 
sense like you and me, that would seem 
a no-brainer, but that’s not the way this 
feeding expert saw it. (Nor has common 
sense made much headway against the 
feeding of Roxarsone, the most common 
arsenic additive in our own day.)

Feeding Poultry starts with a discus-
sion of “The Feeding Problem,” in which 
Heuser recognizes unequivocally that the 
(previously traditional) ranging of poul-
try on pasture is one of the best feeding 
practices we can use, since the eating of 
green forage, seeds, and live animal foods 
balances and completes their nutrient 
needs in a way not requiring some of the 
complexities that come later in the book. 
“The feeding problem” thus defined has 
more to do with the challenges of feed-
ing large, confined industrial flocks than 
the more modest challenge of feeding in 
more natural paradigms.

Heuser’s overview of the biology of 
digestion, nutrition, and the relationship 
between nutrients is excellent background 
for understanding the basics of feeding. 
The critical nutrients—carbohydrates, 
fats, proteins, the various minerals and 
vitamins—are described with reference 
to function, major sources, and relation 
to deficiency diseases. Carbohydrates are 
the major (and usually most economical) 
energy source, and can be used to synthe-
size the fats used and stored by the fowl. 
Some dietary fat is essential, however, 
as a carrier of the critical fat-soluble vi-
tamins. Protein is the “growth” nutrient. 
While it can also be utilized as an energy 
source, its higher cost compared to car-
bohydrates makes such use uneconomic. 
Another interesting observation about 
protein is that high levels of protein for 
growing birds is not necessary—above 
a minimum level (13 percent), they 
will eventually reach the same adult (or 
slaughter) weight, though will take longer 
to do so. That is encouraging information 
for those such as myself who choose not 
to push their birds with high levels of 
protein, and are satisfied with a more 
natural (and economical) growth curve. 
Particularly useful is information about 
the relative stability or perishability of vi-

Feeding Poultry: The Classic
Guide to Poultry Nutrition

BOOk review: 
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Storey’s Illustrated Guide to Poultry Breeds, 
by Carol Ekarius; Storey Publishing, 2007; 
288 pp, full-color photos throughout; 
$24.95 paper, $35.00 hardcover.

 
reviewed By Jd Belanger

editOr emeritus

Simply put, this is the most fascinat-
ing and elegant book on poultry 
you’re likely to find anywhere.

There are the illustrations, yes. Gor-
geous full-color life-like photographs, 
beautifully printed, and large enough to 
be satisfying. (Adam Mastoon gets the 
lion’s share of the photo credits, with 
an assist from about 40 others with such 
similar style and technique that the book 
flows like cream from a pitcher. It’s 
interesting that Mastoon is known for 
“bringing out the personalities” of his 

Storey’s
Illustrated 
Guide to
Poultry 
Breeds

tamins, a critical consideration for those 
dependent on the more highly processed 
ingredients.

Once the reader has an understanding 
of such nutrition specifics, she is ready 
for the following chapters on the classes 
of ingredients with which to meet nutrient 
requirements. Heuser gives complete de-
scriptions of all the major natural ingre-
dients, such as grains and legumes, com-
monly used in poultry feed formulation, 
as well as the byproducts widely used 
in commercial feeds—meat scrap meal, 
steamed bonemeal, wheat middlings, 
soybean meal, etc. Extensive tables 
are included summarizing ingredients’ 
major nutrient composition. For those 
able to rely largely on whole ingredients 
as I do, Heuser’s information can guide 
the design of appropriate formulations. 
Information on possible base ingredients 
will be especially useful when you want 
to try a recipe designed in another part 
of the country, but one or more of the 
ingredients is not available where you 
live. Heuser provides more than enough 
data to make informed decisions about 
acceptable substitutions of ingredients 
available locally.

For those who must rely more on 
purchased byproducts (corn gluten meal, 
distiller products, alfalfa leaf meal, dried 
whey, fish meals, etc.), Heuser helps 
the reader understand exactly what they 
are and where they come from, possible 
precautions about their use, and their nu-
trient contributions. Even those entirely 
dependent on commercial feeds can learn 
how to read their feed labels with greater 
understanding. What is the difference, for 
example, between “expeller soybean oil 
meal,” “solvent extracted soybean flakes,” 
and “hydraulic soybean oil cake”? 

Of special interest is the prominence 
Heuser gives to milk as an excellent ad-
dition to the feeding program. Though he 
often recommends dried milk and milk 
products in his more complex formula-
tions, the take-home lesson for flock own-
ers who also milk goats or cows is that any 
amount of excess whole milk, skimmed 
milk, buttermilk, and whey they wish to 
offer their birds will be well utilized.

In addition to sample feed formu-
lations specific to the age or usage of 
chickens (growing chicks, broilers, 
layers, breeders) and other species (tur-
keys, waterfowl) throughout the relevant 

chapters, there are dozens of formulations 
in all these categories in the extensive 
appendices. Of particular interest to me 
were the sample mixes designed specifi-
cally for flocks on pasture. These mixes 
were greatly simpified, utilizing fewer, 
more commonly obtainable ingredients, 
with almost no recommendations for 
vitamin or mineral supplementation. 
Another assurance that the most impor-
tant “ingredient” the flock owner can 
add to homemade feeds is: ranging on 
good pasture.

We are greatly in need of a modern 
Feeding Poultry for more natural feed-
ing of flocks on pasture, with the same 
breadth, detail, and expertise as Heuser’s 
now-classic summary. In the meantime, I 
highly recommend joining the American 
Pastured Poultry Producers Association 
(http://apppa.org), and gaining access to 
“Pastured-Raised Poultry Nutrition,” the 
excellent paper Jeff Mattocks wrote for 
Heifer International. 

Feeding Poultry is available from 
Norton Creek Press, 36475 Norton Creek 
Rd., Blodgett OR 97326; www.plamon-
don.com; nortoncreekpress@plamondon.
com; (541) 453-5841. 

BOOk review: subjects—usually human—but he has 
also found personalities in poultry.)

The photos, to my way of thinking, 
are far more informative and inspiring 
than the beautiful but common and more 
two-dimensional artwork used in many 
books of this type. I recall hearing, many 
years ago, that artwork was used instead 
of photos because there were no real birds 
that met the standards of perfection. If 
that’s true, I prefer reality to fantasy or 
perfection.

But this is not only a book with gor-
geous pictures on virtually every page. 
It’s just as crammed with fascinating 
information on everything from the 
chicken’s possible connection to the dino-
saur to the distinctions between species, 
breeds and varieties; from a discussion of 
poultry genetics to the story of the role 
played by the Blue Hen of Delaware in 
the American Revolution. The section on 
colors and feather patterns is an educa-
tion in itself.

Even with all of that, most readers 
will treasure this book for its comprehen-
sive listing and discussion of breeds—
about 128 of them. As the author notes, 
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her comments are no substitute for the 
descriptions found in the Standards 
of Perfection of the American Poultry 
Association or the American Bantam 
Association, but they’re a lot more read-
able, and just as useful for the average 
person interested in birds. Moreover, 
she includes many breeds not recognized 
by either poultry association, including 
many that are in danger of being lost.

Any feather fancier will want to spend 
hours poring over these descriptions and 
examining the photos. They will be hours 
well spent.

If chickens, from Ameraucana to 
Yokohama, aren’t enough to satisfy you, 
then go on to the section on waterfowl. 
There you’ll find ducks (Ancona and Ap-
pleyard to Swedish and Welsh Harlequin) 
and geese (African to Tufted Buff).

And then there are turkeys.
This discussion includes the fact 

that the APA classifies all turkeys as one 
breed, with eight varieties, but some 
people argue that the varieties are actu-
ally different breeds of turkeys (Bourbon 
Red, Narragansett, Royal Palm, etc.). 
This book covers an even dozen of these 
breeds, or varieties.

And then there are “Other Birds of 
Interest”—emu and ostrich, partridge and 
quail, peafowl and pigeons, and swans 
and pheasants. Pigeons and dove fanciers 
might feel slighted, although in a book 
of this scope it’s obviously impossible 
to do much more than acknowledge that 
there are over 800 recognized breeds. 
Pheasants, on the other hand, seem to 
be short-changed, with Ringnecks being 
the only entry. Yellow or Red Golden, 
Lady Amherst, Reeves, Alaskan Snow 
and the other ornamentals aren’t even 
acknowledged.

This is a book to be read, for both 
pleasure and education.

It’s a reference book, to be consulted 
when you encounter a new breed or 
need to refresh your memory about 
some fact.

And it’s also a “coffee table” book. 
Leave it in plain sight in your living room 
and even people with no interest in birds 
will almost certainly pick it up, and be 
captivated.

Storey’s Illustrated Guide to Poultry 
Breeds is available from the Backyard 
Poultry Bookstore. See our special offer 
on page 19.
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FrOm the american livestOck

Breeds cOnservancy

T he Royal Palm is a strikingly 
attractive and small-sized tur-
key variety. The first birds in 

America to have the Palm color pattern 
appeared in a mixed flock of Black, 
Bronze, Narragansett, and Wild turkeys 
on the farm of Enoch Carson of Lake 
Worth, Florida in the 1920s. Further 
selection has been made since then to 
stabilize the consistency of color and 
other characteristics. As an anonymous 
breeder wrote to Feathered World mag-
azine in 1931, “Turkeys of this type of 
coloration do crop up by chance where 
different color varieties are crossed . . . 
but it takes years to perfect their mark-
ings.” The Royal Palm was recognized 
by the American Poultry Association in 
1971. It is similar to a European variety 
called the Pied, Crollwitz, or Black-
laced White, which has been known 
since the 1700s. 

Royal Palm turkeys are white with a 
sharply contrasting, metallic black edging 
on the feathers. The saddle is black which 
provides a sharp contrast against the white 
base color of body plumage. The tail is 
pure white, with each feather having a 
band of black and an edge of white. The 
coverts are white with a band of black, and 
the wings are white with a narrow edge 
of black across each feather. The breast 
is white with the exposed portion of each 
feather ending in a band of black to form 
a contrast of black and white similar to the 
scales of a fish. The turkeys have red to 
bluish white heads, a light horn beak, light 
brown eyes, red to bluish white throat and 
wattles, and deep pink shanks and toes. 
The beard is black. 

Royal Palms are active, thrifty tur-

keys, excellent foragers, and good fly-
ers. Standard weights are 16 pounds for 
young toms and 10 pounds for young 
hens. The Royal Palm has not been pur-
posefully selected for either growth rate 
or muscling, being used primarily as an 
exhibition variety. 

The Royal Palm lacks the commercial 
potential of the other varieties, but it has 
a role to play on small farms, for home 
production of meat or where its ability to 
control insect pests would be of value. 

Status: Threatened

Breed Clubs and Associations
American Livestock Breeds Con-

servancy, PO Box 477, Pittsboro, NC 
27312; (919) 542-5704; albc@albc-usa.
org; www.albc-usa.org

Royal Palm
Turkeys

“This is my Royal Palm turkey, Gobbles. I was using him as a model for our Thanksgiving 
cards. I think he did a great job.”—Jennifer Gregory, California

All American Turkey Growers As-
sociation, Danny Williamson, secretary-
treasurer, 3441 Mustang, Tampa, KS 
67483; (785)-965-2628; brahmabrah-
ma@hotmail.com

American Poultry Association, PO 
Box 306, Burgettstown, PA 15021; 
secretaryapa@yahoo.com; www.amer-
poultryassn.com

Society for the Preservation of 
Poultry Antiquities, Dr. Charles R.H. 
Everett, secretary, 122 Magnolia Lane, 
Lugoff, SC 29078; crheverett@bell-
south.net

“This is Buddy, a Royal Palm turkey. 
He’s always ready to look his best for a 
photo.”—Debra Vrba, Nebraska
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Strain Development
with Rare Breeds

A Case Study
dr. charles r. h. everett

secretary/treasurer, sppa

A while back I was perusing 
through some old information 
concerning strain development 

which had been published in an ABA 
Handbook. The author of the article 
was a noted poultry breeder. Her rec-
ommendation for developing your own 
strain of fowl was relatively simple: buy 
the best stock you can from one experi-
enced breeder and work with that stock 
to develop your own strain. She advised 
against “mixing” different strains of the 
same breed and variety because of the 
uncertainty of what would be produced. 
As I reflected on this well-written article 
and my own experience with the mating 
and breeding of rare breeds of poultry, I 
readily realized how I consciously fol-
low and advocate a different approach 
entirely.

Many of our rare breeds have not 
been bred to the Standard for a good 
many generations. There are varying 
reasons for this. First, many times the 
rare breed in question has been kept from 
the brink of extinction by only a handful 
of breeders; thus, often because of the 
unavailability of other stock serious in-
breeding issues have crept into the flock. 
This is usually seen in a lack of fertility, a 
drop in the overall size of the breed, and 
the like. I have experienced this first hand 
with the Cubalaya. Except for the birds 
maintained by Sam Brush I’ve not seen 
any that were up to the Standard weight 
requirements. Secondly, I have often 
found that the rare breeds often passed 
into the hands of family members who 
did not practice good selection of brood 
fowl upon the death or disability of the 
original breeder. Finally, there are rare 
breeds that have never had their day in 
the limelight and, consequently, were al-

lowed to breed among themselves with 
no selective pressure whatsoever being 
applied.

When I chose to work with the Cuba-
laya, I began by doing as much research 
into the history of the bird as I could find. 
Next, I began to collect stock from all 
the known strains of the past. This has 
been an exciting and continuing pursuit. 
With the help of two well-known chicken 
breeders, Craig Russell and Dave Ko-

zakiewicz, I have been able to trace the 
histories of most of the different lines I 
acquired. In the process, I learned the 
port of export from Cuba of several of the 
strains. Thus, I was able to determine the 
various areas of Cuba from which these 
birds were bred. This helped to explain 
the differences I noticed within each 
strain such as hackle striping in some 
males and the lack thereof in others. I was 
also fortunate to meet via the Internet a 
former Cubalaya breeder from Cuba: Dr. 
Braulio Saenz. 

Dr. Saenz sent me an article written 
in 1944 by Carlos Caballe, one of the 
developers of the breed. This article 
detailed the breeds which went into the 
development of the Cubalaya. Those 
breeds, all Games, included the Malay, 
Spanish and English Games, a bantam 
game, and a fowl with a long downward 
sloping double tail. This information was 
to prove invaluable to me as I assembled 
my breeding pens. 

As I began to develop my own 
strain of Cubalayas I was concerned to 
start with a broad genetic base. I began 
with several good cock birds and three 
hens, each from a different strain. I also 
incorporated other Oriental breeds to 
gain height and weight: these included a 
wheaten Malay hen, a black Shamo hen, 
and a wheaten Asil hen. These hens were 
bred to an excellent yet small Cubalaya 
cock. The male offspring were discarded 
and the pullets were then backcrossed to 
their sire. This was done for three gen-
erations each time breeding the pullets 
back to the original sire. Consequently, I 
had six different matriarchal clans from 
which to begin the clan mating system.

Granted, the birds have thrown a lot 
of junk with various plumage patterns. 

Red Pyle Cubalaya cock and hen.

A Golden Duckwing Cubalaya. Below: 
showing the necessary double tail (also 
called a lobster tail).
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However, each generation produced birds 
of Cubalaya type and the proper color 
pattern in both cocks and hens. Weight 
and height have increased with each 
generation due to the Oriental genes I 
incorporated back into the breed and my 
own selection. Fertility and hatchability 
are excellent as are the health and vitality 
of the chicks. Along the way, I learned 
to hatch lots of birds and cull heavily, 
leaving only the best as breeders. This 
supplied our family with fresh poultry 
and improved the breed considerably.

If you are taking up a rare breed I ap-
plaud your efforts. That said, I believe we 
must breed for improvement by breed-
ing to the Standard. Many of our oldest 
breeds have been in the Standard for a 
number of years. The type described was 
developed by men and women who knew 
what they were talking about. Learn the 
history of your breed. Collect as many 
different strains as you can find and breed 
from a large genetic base selecting for 
fowl that are both vigorous and of cor-
rect type for the breed. “The duty of the 
breeder today and tomorrow is to create 
rather than imitate or simply perpetu-
ate.” Horace Dryden

I have one closing thought. Though 
some of our breeds are composites like 
the Cubalaya, others like the Asil are not. 

I would never attempt to improve my 
strain of Asils with an outcross to another 
breed. The Asil has been an established 
breed for at least 5000 years. Though rare, 
there is enough stock available through 
other breeders to have the broad genetic 
base needed to begin a good breeding 
program without bringing in other breeds. 
The key is to know the history of the 
breeds with which you are working. This 
takes research and a desire to make the 
right decisions as you are setting up your 
breeding pens. Indiscriminate mating is 
not breeding, nor is it improvement.

The chicken tractor that 
works and lasts.

Quail Manufacturing • Partridge, KS 67566  

Call 620-567-3301
www.eggcartn.com

• Compact and easy to move
• Upper level provides space for feed, 
   water, two nests, and predator safe roosting
• Lower level is for scratching and grazing
• Measures 4ʼx 6  ̓and accommodates 12 hens
• Affordable, shippable, and easy to 
  assemble

 

Chicks from this years hatch include Red 
Pyle, Golden Duckwing, and Black Red 
Cubalayas.

If you would like to learn more 
about historic rare breeds I encourage 
you to become an active member of 
The Society for the Preservation of 
Poultry Antiquities. Dues are $15.00 
for one year. Membership includes our 
Breeders Directory, four Bulletins per 
year, and the opportunity to compete 
for awards at specified shows. Send 
payment to Dr Charles R H Everett, 
1057 Nick Watts Rd., Lugoff, South 
Carolina, 29078 or online by credit 
card through http://poultrybookstore.
com/sppapage.html.
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Building a Pasture Shelter

Harvey’s most successful past design: an 
8x8 A-frame covered with 24-mil woven 
poly. Though the plastic cover is showing 
some wear, it promises some years of 
service yet. 

harvey ussery

www.themOdernhOmestead.us

© 2007 text & phOtOs

In the last issue of Backyard Poultry, 
I discussed the principles to consider 
when designing a pasture shelter for 

poultry; and shared photographs rep-
resenting the many approaches poultry 
people have made to this project. This 
article describes step-by-step the con-
struction of a serviceable shelter that 
should be adequate for most backyard 
flocks. It includes a nest box and plenty 
of roosts, so would work well with adult 
laying flocks. However, it could also be 
used to raise young birds on pasture. This 
particular model is floorless, but a floor 
of wire or plastic mesh could easily be 
added if desired.

I like the A-frame structure for a 
shelter, which provides more structural 
integrity for less weight, and is more 
stable in the wind, than more boxy de-
signs. When planning my new shelter, 
therefore, I decided in many ways to 
duplicate my most successful design from 
the past, with a few modifications learned 
through experience.

The biggest change from my previ-
ous design is the choice of metal roofing 
to cover it, in lieu of woven poly fabric. 
Since reading the article “Polymers Are 
Forever” (Orion magazine, May/June 
2007), I have tried to cut out use of 
plastics wherever I can. It is disturbing 
to realize that that plastic which we use 
with such convenience today will most 
likely still be somewhere on the planet in 
the time of our great-great-great-grand-
children. Still, the woven poly fabrics 
may be the best choice for some. As said 

in the last article, it is much lighter than 
metal roofing. (The metal roofing on my 
new A-frame added about 80 pounds 
to the shelter. A piece of 24-mil woven 
poly, custom cut to cover this same shel-
ter, would weigh about 10 pounds.) Of 
course, up to a point the added weight 
can be an advantage: There is no doubt 
that my new, heavier shelter is more 
stable in the wind. Cost might also be 
a factor on deciding between these two 
coverings: I spent $112 for the metal 
roofing for my new shelter (including a 
piece of ridge vent to cap it)—a piece 
of 24-mil white/silver woven poly sized 
to fit this structure would have cost $78. 
A final consideration is durability: My 
previous A-frame with a 24-mil woven 
poly cover is still going strong. Based 
on current degree of degrading from 
weathering, I would estimate a total 
service life of 12 to fifteen years. The 
galvanized steel roofing with baked-on 
enamel paint which I used (Fabral’s 
Grandrib 3) comes with a 25-year war-
ranty, so I expect total service life to be 
considerably more than that. (One could 
of course choose plain galvanized roof-
ing, but the savings realized would not 

hOusing: 
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Harvey’s friend Federico kicks off the 
project with a lot of ripping of 2x4’s to 
needed sizes.

Notes on materials
  (1) I ordered the metal roofing through my local farm co-op, custom cut to my 

order. There are other options for metal roofing than Fabral’s Grandrib 3, of course. 
Check out the possibilities with your local farm supply. The width of coverage of the 
Grandrib 3 is 36 inches, so the choice of three pieces per side dictated a total length for 
the shelter of nine feet. As for the length of the roofing pieces: I used the Pythagorean 
theorem to calculate the 6-ft length, based on a bottom rail of 8 ft 3 in, and on a pref-
erence for cutting angles on the ends of the rafters at 45 degrees. If you are making a 
smaller or larger shelter, or prefer a different profile with reference to its height, use the 
good old Pythagorean theorem to recalculate the length of your rafters (the hypotenuse 
of a right triangle) and the angles at which to cut the ends of your rafters.

(2) For fastening Grandrib 3 onto roof framing, Fabral offers a hex-head painted 
screw complete with neoprene washer. Since I had some left over from a larger roof-
ing project, that is what I used. They are quite expensive, however—up to 16 cents 
per screw. You could use decking screws for this part of the job as well, adding small 
neoprene washers to seal the screw holes from the rain.

(3) For the framing, I bought all 2x4’s and ripped them down as needed. You 
could of course buy lumber already cut to your needed dimensions (2x2, 1x2, etc.) 
if you prefer.

(4) Do not use nails for a pasture shelter—they will work loose as the shelter is 
jerked about in moving. A coarse-thread deck screw, galvanized or coated against 
weather, will provide much more durable framing joints, and will not require the 
drilling of pilot holes (except at the ends of pieces to be joined). I keep a supply of a 
wide variety of lengths and shank sizes on hand at all times. For this project, I used, 
as appropriate to the join being made, all of the following: #7, 1 and 1-5/8 inches; #8, 
1-1/4, 2, 2-1/2, and 3 inches; #10, 3-1/2 inches. 

(5) I had a number of 3-1/2x3/4-inch steel corner braces (“corner irons”) on hand, 
so I used two on each corner. If you can get larger corner braces, you should need 
only one per corner.

(6) If you have some scrap wood on hand, use it to assemble a nest box. If you do 
not, you might find it easiest to make one from plywood. If you buy a sheet of plywood, 
you should have at least half the sheet left over after making your nest box.

(7) I always use 1/4-inch hardware cloth (welded wire mesh) for nest bottoms that 
are more “self-cleaning” than solid bottoms, so I had on hand the small piece required 
to floor the nest box in this shelter. If you can’t find a source that will custom cut to 
your length, you will probably have to buy a 10-ft roll and keep the remainder on 
hand for other projects.

(8) The size wheel you want to use on your shelter is up to you. For most pasture 
shelters, you want a solid (non-pneumatic) wheel, available from a garden or tractor 
supply. See discussion of wheel size above.

(9) The sealer I used was Cabot Waterproofing, a clear silicone sealer for wood. I 
didn’t coat the interior parts of the frame that will be completely sheltered from blowing 
rain. I applied several liberal applications, however, to the bottom rails and end framing, 
and the end grain of stringers and rafters. I used about two quarts of sealer. 

6 - 6-ft sheets of Fabral’s Grandrib 3 
painted steel roofing
1 - 10-ft 6-in Fabral’s ridge vent
Fabral’s painted screws with neoprene 
washers (optional) or a box of neoprene 
washers
4 - 12-ft construction grade 2x4’s
6 - 10-ft 2x4’s
4 - 8-ft 2x4’s
Assorted deck screws (See note.)
4 to 8 metal corner braces (See note.)
4 - 1/2-in carriage bolts, 5 inches long
4 each flat washers, lock washers, and 
hexagonal nuts for the carriage bolts

4 wing nuts for the carriage bolts
4 wheels with 1/2-inch axle bores
1 10-ft roll 1-inch mesh poultry wire, 48 
inches wide
Small fence staples (for poultry wire)
2 pairs 1-1/2-inch utility hinges 
1 - 1-1/2-inch barrel bolt
4 - 4-1/2-inch open screw hooks (“ceiling 
hooks”)
1 sheet 1/2-inch CDX plywood (optional)
Small roll of 1/4-inch hardware cloth (op-
tional)
1 quart or so wood sealer
A short length of twisted wire cable and a 
scrap of old garden hose

Materialscover the cost of painting it more than 
a couple of times.)

Another change I was glad to make: 
In the past, I have used 8-inch wheels on 
my pasture shelters, with the 1/2-inch 
bolts that serve as the wheels’ axles set in 
the exact center of the bottom rails. This 
configuration results in a very narrow 
gap between the ground and the rear rail, 
which as a result tends to catch on every 
bump or tussock when I move the shelter. 
For the new shelter, I bought a set of 10-
inch wheels. Instead of drilling through 
the center of the rail for the axle bolt, I 
offset the hole toward the bottom of the 
rail by an inch. The combination of the 
greater wheel radius and the lower axle 
hole gives me an additional two inches 
of clearance when moving the shelter. 
Based on your own particular needs, 
you may prefer a smaller clearance (to 
prevent escape of birds from inside while 
moving, for example), but I love the way 
my new Chicken Ferrari rolls across the 
pasture.

The following report is intended to 
give you, the reader and pastured poul-
try keeper, a solid introduction to the 
construction of a proven shelter design. 
There are endless modifications you 
could make to better serve your own 
needs and circumstances.

Construction

(1) Set rip fence of table saw or hand-
held power saw to 1-3/4 inches, and rip 
all four of the 12-ft 2x4’s in half. Cut 
each of the resulting pieces in half cross-
wise—that is, into 6-ft lengths. Reserve 
14 of these pieces for the rafters of the 
shelter, and set aside the other two for 
other uses.

(2) Cut 12 inches off four of the 10-ft 
2x4’s, to yield four 9-ft 2x4’s. Set aside 
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two of these 2x4’s to use for the side rails. 
With rip fence still set at 1-3/4 inches, rip 
the other two 9-ft 2x4’s in half. Set aside 
the resulting four 9-ft pieces, for use as 
stringers. 

(3) With the rip fence still set to 
1-3/4, rip one more 10-ft 2x4 in half and 
set aside for use as collar ties and end 
framing.

(4) Re-set the rip fence to 2-1/4 inches 
and rip the last 10-ft 2x4. Set aside the 
1-1/4-in thick piece for later use. Cut 
the 2-1/4-in piece to 9 ft, for use as the 
ridge pole.

(5) Assemble the bottom rails. [Please 
note that in my previous article on pasture 
shelters, I said that it is possible to cut 
down on weight by ripping the bottom 
rails at 2-1/4 inches, which normally is 
plenty heavy for a shelter with adequate 
cross bracing. In the present case, how-
ever, I was adding a lot of weight because 
of the choice of the metal roofing as cover. 
Therefore, I used full 2x4’s for the bottom 
rails.] Lay out the bottom frame, with the 
two 9-ft 2x4’s previously cut (Step 2) to 
the outside, and two of the 8-ft 2x4’s to the 
inside. Study the photo of this step care-
fully and make sure that the 9-ft rails set 
the length of the bottom frame at exactly 9 
feet; while the 8-ft 2x4’s, set on the inside 
of the outer rails, make for a width that 
is 8 ft, 3 inches (8 ft plus the thickness of 
one nominal 2x4 times two). We doubled 
up on our smaller corner braces, and used 
#10x3-1/2-inch screws for drilling into 
end grain, and #7x1-5/8 when drilling 
into cross grain. (#8x1-5/8 would have 
been even better.) Note that as we begin 
assembling the frame, we want to be as 
square as we possibly can. If you have a 
large enough completely flat surface (such 
as a garage floor) to work on, that is the 
best choice. That was not an option for 
us, so I simply used the most level section 
of lawn I have (well, the most level that 
remained in the shade most of the time). 
For squaring up the corners, I laid each of 
the corners in turn on a sheet of plywood 
when joining them with the corner braces. 
Square your corners as well as you can 
(measure on the diagonal from opposite 
corners—the two measurements should 
be the same if the frame is square) before 
the next steps, which will be “locking in” 
the structure.

(6) Cut 45-degree angles on both ends 
of the 14 rafters. Be careful with this step: 

You want to end with rafters that still 
measure a full 6 ft on the top edge, with 
the angles coming in from the ends. Be 
sure you’re clear on this point by studying 
the photos of the attachment of rafters to 
ridge pole and bottom rails. When driving 
screws into the ends of the rafters (or near 
the ends of other pieces elsewhere in the 
construction), I first drill a pilot hole to 
prevent splitting the end. (When driving 
deck screws into the middle of the work 
piece, no pilot hole is necessary.)

(7) I hope you have a buddy willing to 
help set the first two pairs of rafters—do-
ing that single-handedly would be more 
challenging than juggling five balls while 
walking a tightrope. Screw the ends of 

all the rafter pieces solidly onto the ridge 
pole and the side rails, setting the rafters 
at 18 inches on center. [Note: Be aware 
that some roofing materials might require 
a different spacing of the rafters.]

(8) Attach two of the 9-ft stringers 
cut in Step 2 to connect the rear and the 
front rails. I came in 32 inches from the 
right and left ends of the front and rear 
rails to set the stringers. You could vary 
that distance, depending on the size door 
(and access to the nest box in the rear) 
you prefer. 

Note the relation of the side and front (and 
rear) rails. This configuration is critical 
to certain dimensions and calculations 
that follow, especially the length of the 
rafters and the angles at which their ends 
are cut.

It’s nice to have a buddy to help with the 
project. When setting the first two pairs 
of rafters, however, it is essential.

The rest of the rafters are easy.

Set the first pair of stringers in place, 
joining the front and rear rails. Distance 
between them will determine the size of 
the door.

(9) Re-set rip fence to 3/4-inch. Rip 
the two remaining 8-ft 2x4’s to give eight 
pieces 3/4x1-1/2 inches. (No, they’re not 
all precisely 3/4 inch thick, but we don’t 
want to go crazy figuring the kerf here.) 
Set aside four of these pieces for later 
use. Check a final time that the bottom 
frame is square. Trim the remaining four 
pieces to make diagonal cross braces, 
from each lower corner up to the top in 
the middle of the structure, attaching to 
the undersides of the rafters wherever 
they cross. Though fairly lightweight, 
these cross braces add tremendously to 
structural rigidity.

Check for square on the bottom of the 
frame a final time, then attach diagonal 
braces which lock the rafters into a single 
structural unit.
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(10) Using the 1-1/2x1-3/4-inch stock 
cut in Steps 1 and 3, cut pieces to frame 
for a door and access to the nest box 
on the ends. (Study the photos for the 
general layout. You’ll have to do a bit 
of trial-and-error to establish the correct 
angles.)

the uprights in the framing at the two 
ends (using the remaining two 9-ft pieces 
cut in Step 2). These two stringers are 
not essential structurally, but we wanted 
them to provide a comfortable amount of 
roosting space for the birds. Remember 
the 1-1/4x1-1/2 stock cut in Step 4? We 
cut pieces from that to make two center 
supports for the pairs of stringers on each 
side. (See photo.)

(14) While all parts of the frame are 
still accessible, coat all surfaces that 
could possibly be reached by blowing 
rain with a good wood sealer. Don’t for-
get the bottoms of structural pieces—with 
a structure this rigid, there is no problem 
flipping it on its side to get to any surface 
needing application. 

(15) Cut the 1-inch mesh poultry wire 
for the (mostly triangular) spaces to be 
sealed off in the front and rear. Staple into 
place. Staple some over the door frame as 
well. (You’ll see in the photo that I used 
a convenient piece of 1/4-inch hardware 
cloth instead.)

(16) We attached the metal roofing, 
using four screws per rafter. The Gran-
drib 3 we were using is designed to be 
laid down over horizontal roof purlins, 
but the addition of purlins is not needed 
in this simple structure. Therefore, we 
simply attached the screws into the raf-
ters themselves, occasionally doing so 
through a ridge in the Grandrib 3 (not 
recommended when installing on a house 
roof, for example), but mostly through 
a flat section of the profile as recom-

Add framing for a door at one end, access 
to the nest box at the other.

(11) Using the same 1-1/2x1-3/4-
inch stock, cut five additonal pieces to 
use as collar ties, which join opposite 
pairs of rafters. The collar ties add to 
structural integrity, but they can serve 
double duty as roosts for your birds. 
Exactly where you set them is up to 
you: The lower you set them, the longer 
they are and the more useful as roosts; 
the higher, the easier it is to get around 
inside the structure when you need to 
do so. A good compromise for us (based 
also on best use of the pre-cut stock used 
in this step) was to make the collar ties 
29 inches long (measured across the 
bottom side), which set the top 13-1/2 
inches from the ridge pole.

Under the remaining five interior pairs of 
rafters, attach collar ties. The exact height 
to set them is a compromise between 
allowing longer ties (providing more roost 
space) and setting them higher (making it 
easier for you to move around inside the 
structure).

(12) To complete the framing, we 
installed an additional two stringers (16 
inches up from the first pair) connecting 

An additional pair of stringers provides 
additional roosting space. Note the two 
uprights in the middle that add support 
for the two pairs of stringers.

At this point the structure is rock solid, 
as Harvey’s friend Chrystal Mehl (of 
Amisville, Virginia) demonstrates.

(13) At this point we have a frame 
that is rock solid. I’m going to leave it 
to you to design your own nest box and 
end door if you want them. (I rarely use 
a door, since I use electronet to protect 
the flock, but always want the option of 
shutting in the birds—for a census or 
selection or whatever.) For these two 
projects I used the 3/4 inch stock gener-
ated in Step 9 and the remaining 1-1/4-
inch stock from Step 4, plus (for the nest 
and its hinged access door) some scrap 
1/2-inch CDX plywood. I used some 
1/4-inch hardware cloth on hand for the 
bottom of the nest box. I used more scrap 
plywood to give additional protection to 
the ends of the nest box from blowing 
rain. (See photo.)

With the end framing and top stringers 
to attach to, it is easy to make a simple 
nest box. The floor of this one is 1/4-inch 
hardware cloth.

Here Harvey has added plywood sides 
deep enough to hold plenty of straw, and 
a strip of wood to serve as a perch when 
the hens fly up to the edge of the nest. 
Additional plywood barriers protect the 
ends of the nest from blowing rain.
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mended. We then attached a ridge vent 
over the top to protect the interior from 
rain. If you are using the 24-mil woven 
poly to cover your shelter, you can order a 
plastic lath called “cinchstrap” for nailing 
down the poly. 

(17) Drill 1/2-inch holes into the side 
rails, front and rear. I drilled mine with 
the center ten inches in from the end, 
and one inch up from the bottom. Insert 
the 1/2-inch carriage bolts through the 
holes, from the inside of the rails. Place 
a flat washer, then a lock washer, then a 
hexagonal nut on the bolt, and tighten 
until the square “shoulders” of the car-
riage bolts are firmly engaged in the 
wood. Now simply pop the wheels on 
the bolts and lock them down with wing 
nuts. (If installing permanently, use more 
hexagonal nuts. The wingnuts make it 
convenient to put the wheels on and off 
with ease.)

Attaching the metal roofing.

Harvey added a scrap of 24-mil woven 
poly as a rain cover above the nest. Note 
the backing of 1-inch wooden strips to 
keep the 1/2-inch plywood access door 
from warping.

Lock 1/2-inch carriage bolts in the side 
rails, fore and aft, to serve as axles for the 
wheels. Note that, the lower the placement 
of the bolt in the rail, the greater the 
clearance. . .

. . .when the wheel is mounted. Note 
the wingnuts, which make setting and 
removing the wheels a snap.

(18) Drill pilot holes and then screw 
in the four open hooks into the front and 
back rails. Make a pull using a length 
of wire cable, twisted into a strong loop 
at each end, and a scrap of old garden 
hose as padding for your hand. Loop the 
ends into the hooks and pull to move the 
shelter. Now you’re rolling! 

Harvey’s friends Annecy and Camille Smith of Hume, Virginia prepare to take the new 
Chicken Ferrari for a spin.

It doesn’t take the hens long to find the 
new nest. Camille and Annecy are thrilled 
with the payoff.

Harvey Ussery and his wife Ellen 
live on 2-1/2 acres near the Blue Ridge 
in Northern Virginia. They produce 
much of their own food—including all 
their eggs and dressed poultry from a 
mixed pastured flock—and offer their 
homestead as model and inspiration 
to others aspiring to the homesteading 
life. Harvey has written for Mother 
Earth News, publications of American 
Pastured Poultry Producers Associa-
tion, and Countryside & Small Stock 
Journal, which published his “Achiev-
ing Food Independence on the Modern 
Homestead,” based on his presentation 
at the 2006 conference of Pennsylvania 
Association for Sustainable Agriculture. 
Visit his website at www.themodern-
homestead.us.
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harvey ussery

It may be that you are convinced of the many benefits of 
putting your birds on pasture, but do not have construction 
skills or experience, or the time, to build a pasture shelter 

of your own. Is there a ready-made alternative likely to prove 
satisfactory? 

Having seen only advertisements for designs that looked 
pretty “gimmicky” to me, I was skeptical when my friend Su-
sana Calley of Middleburg, Virginia told me she had purchased 
a mobile shelter earlier in the year, and had found it an extremely 
good fit for her small flock. I drove over to have a look.

Susana and her husband Michael had made a couple of differ-
ent shelters of the typical “chicken tractor” design—boxy, with 
a hinged lid for access, made of plywood and corrugated plastic. 
Neither model proved reliable, however: They were clumsy to 
move, subject to the treachery of the winds, and did not weather 
well. Also, they were unsightly. Since they are managers on one 
of Middleburg’s fine farms, it was expected that a highly vis-
ible accessory such as a pasture shelter be nice looking as well 
as functional. After researching alternatives online, she settled 

If You Prefer a Ready-Made
Pasture Shelter. . .

What Susana likes most about her Egg Cart’n is its ease of use 
and its versatility. The interior is easily accessible for cleaning 
or collecting eggs from the two-hole nest. The plastic mesh floor 
allows for droppings to fall through, and is heavy enough to 
block predator attack from below. The birds can be confined to 
till or graze in the enclosed “yard” beneath the living quarters, 
or released via a sliding gate to range more widely.

on the Egg Cart’n, made by Quail Manufacturing in Partridge, 
Kansas (www.eggcartn.com).

The Egg Cart’n is an impressively sturdy and well-designed 
unit based on an angle iron frame, hot-dip galvanized to prevent 
rust. Maximum diversity of use has been designed in. With its 
4 x 6 footprint, it can easily be parked on a single garden bed, 
restricting the birds to their work on that bed while protecting 
crops in the adjacent beds. Or a sliding gate can be opened to al-
low the flock to range more widely, returning to the safety of the 
shelter at night. And speaking of safety: The Egg Cart’n features 
an “upstairs” in which the birds sleep at night, and a “downstairs” 
stoutly protected by heavy gauge wire mesh. A small stairway 
providing access from upper to lower levels can be raised at night 
to make the upper level completely invulnerable to attack, even 
should a predator dig inside the lower level.

An interesting feature of the Egg Cart’n is that its long 
handle also serves as a lever to jack it up onto its four wide, 
pneumatic tires, where it is completely suspended in prepara-
tion for moving. Susana reports that the unit is easy to move on 
firm ground such as lawn or pasture, more difficult on soft and 
uneven ground such as recently worked garden soil.

Susana has found her Egg Cart’n quite stable in the wind—
not surprising, given its 380-lb. weight. During the winter, she 
plans to continue housing her birds in the unit, but park it inside 
a larger shelter such as a horse stable.

The Egg Cart’n costs $790, plus freight for 400 lbs. from 
Kansas to destination. It requires some assembly, requiring 
common tools, two pair of hands, and about two hours time. 

For more information on the Egg Cart’n by Quail Manu-
facturing, please see their ad on page 53.—Ed.

Before moving the Egg 
Cart’n, the entire unit 
is jacked up with the 
handle, suspended over 
the four wide pneumatic 
tires. Susana’s daughter 
Erin loves visiting her 
chickens, though she 
can’t help move their 
shelter as yet.

The Egg Cart’n 
is an attractive 
mobile shelter that 
would fit well in any 
landscape. Because of 
its substantial metal 
frame and compact 
profile, it is stable in 
the wind. Additional 
slide-in panels come 
with the unit for 
blocking off the 
sides and floor from 
weather extremes.

If there is a danger digging 
predators might get into the 
“downstairs,” it is possible to pull 
up the stairway at night, making 
the living quarters impervious to 
attack.
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harvey ussery

In the last issue, I promised readers a peek at my friend 
Deanna Child’s (Orlean, Virginia) new mobile pasture pen 

for broilers.
Deanna put together a 12 by 8 hoop style pen with a floor 

and a cover of metal roofing. (She wanted to be as "low impact" 
as possible with this project, thus avoided both plastic for the 
cover, and pressure treated lumber for the frame.) The 12-ft 
outside rails are 2x8 stock; the 8-ft joists supporting the floor 
are 2x6's, 24 inches on center. The flooring, screwed securely to 

A Broiler Pen
for Micro-Market Production

Deanna’s new broiler pen is a sturdy 8x12 hoop shelter with 
standing-seam metal roofing and rear end. Note that a further 
modification will be the conversion of parts of the rear panels 
into sliding metal doors to increase ventilation or deflect weather 
extremes.

Both the support for the roof cover and the end walls are shaped 
from 16-ft, 6x8-in mesh cattle panels, with a door fashioned 
from the same material. One-inch poultry wire, attached with 
cage ringers, will provide additional security and keep the birds 
confined inside when desired.

The roofing is attached 
to pine furring strips, 
using metal clips that tie 
in with the interlocking 
seams. Note that two 
16-ft cattle panels, 
overlapping, were used 
to form the hoop for 
the roof.

The plastic mesh 
flooring is heavy 
enough to block 
digging predators. 
It is possible to walk 
on it as well, though 
Deanna recommends 
keeping most of one’s 
weight over the joists 
when doing so.

the joists, is FarmTek’s heavy duty plastic mesh called “poultry 
flooring” or “kennel flooring.” The rounded mesh design will 
be easy on the birds’ feet, while allowing droppings to fall 
through, minimizing cleaning.

The pre-painted metal roofing is supplied in large rolls—
the roofer pulls the material out flat off the roll and cuts to 
length. It could be simply overlapped when attaching to the 
hoop. However, Deanna’s friend who supplied the material is a 
roofing contractor, who was glad to run it through a “breaker” 
for shaping interlocking seams.

Deanna used 16-ft cattle panels, arched from one end of the 
frame to the other, to provide the structure for the hoop roof. 
She used the same material for the end “walls” in the other 
direction. On the front (open) end, she fashioned a door by 
cutting and hinging the cattle panel.

An especially interesting feature of this pen is its four roll-
ers, permanently installed, in lieu of wheels. Deanna and her 
husband Mark fashioned the rollers from 4-inch Schedule 40 
PVC pipe, with an octagonal core shaped from a length of 4x4 
lumber. Half-inch steel rods through the center of those cores, 
sleeved with 1/2-inch conduit and attached solidly to the fram-
ing, serve as axles for the rollers.

Within a week, at the time of this writing, Deanna will 
receive 100 Cornish Cross broiler chicks. She plans to brood 
them right in the pasture shelter, then use it as “home base” for 
the birds when they get big enough to range on pasture inside 
electronet. A major reason she wanted a floor in the unit is her 
bad experiences with a former shelter, which too often mangled 
hapless chicks during moves. With the new design, she can shut 
the birds inside at night, then keep them safely confined while 
she moves the shelter in the morning.
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An illustration of the 
design concept for 
the rollers. A 4x4 was 
shaped on a table saw 
to make an octagonal 
core, then cut into 
7-inch sections. An 
axle hole was bored 
down the center of 
the core, which was 
then seated inside a 
like section of 4-inch 
Schedule 40 PVC 
pipe (remember that 
the 4x4 is nominal, 
so the actual thickness of the core is 3-1/2 inches) and mounted 
with a 1/2-inch steel rod as axle into the framing.

A look at Deanna and Mark’s ingenious roller design. Note the 
use of joist hangers to join the substantial framing members. 
Note also that the difference between the outside rails (2x8's) 
and the joists (2x6's) adds two inches to the clearance for most
of the frame. 

I have been skeptical about a couple of elements in Deanna's 
design. With such a heavy frame, the shelter will require a riding 
mower to move. With more diagonal bracing of smaller structural 
pieces, the frame could have been made considerably lighter. Further, 
the frame rides quite low to the ground—the clearance provided 
by the rollers is a mere 1-1/2 inches--and I feared it would hang on 
the slightest tussock or uneven ground on the pasture, resulting in 
"scalping" patches of sod and additional stress on the frame. Deanna 
preferred a low clearance—to keep the 
chicks from scooting under the shelter and 
remaining there at night, making the next 
day's move impossible to manage safely. 
When the shelter is parked, however, any 
dip in the ground is apt to provide access to 
the underside however low the clearance, 
requiring the use of scrap pieces of lumber 
or the like as barriers in the gaps. If that's 
going to be necessary anyway, it would have 
been better to design in a higher clearance 
from the beginning. 

In any case, the shelter will be exten-
sively real-world tested in the coming 
months. Deanna reminded me that the 
joists in the frame are 2x6's (as opposed 
to 2x8's for the outside rails), giving 
an additional two inches of clearance 
under most of the frame (along the axis 
of movement, where it counts most). 
Further, the 7-inch rollers—in contrast 
to narrow wheels—tend to ride up and 
over bumps, and to avoid hanging up in 
dips. She reports that initial moves of 
the shelter using her lawn tractor were 
easy, without hang-ups, and with only 
occasional, insignificant scalping. I plan 
to keep in touch with Deanna as to how 
well this design is working. She plans a 
second unit as her broiler project unfolds, 

and will incorporate modifications dictated by experience with 
the first.

Even more than Deanna’s current shelter design, I am most 
interested in her desire to produce broilers for a local market, 
but at the small end of the scale. I am finding among poultry 
keeping friends a growing interest in doing the same. They have 
neither the interest, facilities, nor space to grow thousands of 
meat birds, but will be aiming for production in the hundreds 
instead. I suspect there are many readers of Backyard Poultry 
who may be contemplating expanding their poultry hobby into 
a micro-market as well, so will follow these developments in 
my area and keep in touch.
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Hello Poultry Pals!
   It’s time to fly the coop to a fall poultry show. Be sure to bring a human – 

they really enjoy the excitement and meeting others with the same bird-brained 
addiction to poultry. Who can blame them? I’m still brooding over a hunky 
Langshan rooster from Texas I met last spring. 

   Shows and swap meets can be good places to find feathered friends and 
supplies. Just remember your ol’ buddy Gertrude when shopping for treats. And 
if you see Tall Tex, tell him Gertie says “howdy.” Enjoy the fall shows! 

Keep your comb clean, Gertrude McCluck, C.I.C.

Clue: What does AOSB stand for?
___ ___ ___   ___ ___ ___ ___ ___   
  1   2    3     4   5   6   7   8  
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _D_   ___ ___ ___ ___ _D_ ___
 9   10  11  12  13  14  15   16    17  18  19  20  21   22

Unscramble the words to find names of the APA Standard and Waterfowl classes. If a letter has 
a number below the blank, write it in the corresponding box below to solve the question. 

I just love a 
good book!

Minute Mystery
“Some wacky duck kept   

 me awake all night! 
Quack ,  quack , 
quack .  Quack , 
quack, quack. Just 
look at my crest 

feathers!” The out-
burst came from Boopsy 

Shanks, a high-strung black and white Polish. 
She paced in the cage next to mine at the state 
fair. She was considered one of the favorites 
for today’s contest. 

“Calm down, Boopsy. I didn’t hear 
anything.”

“I’m a light sleeper. It’s hard to look this 
good without any beauty sleep.” She preened 
her feathers. “If I could get my wings on the 
culprit…ooh, I’d like to give him a piece of 
my beak.”

As Chicken In Charge, it was my duty to 
get to the bottom of this. I looked across the 
aisle at the three ducks. They were the picture 
of innocence. 

“Do you three have anything to say about 
this?”

Silence. 
“The law will be easier on you if you 

confess.”
Still nothing. OK, that’s the way it was 

going to be. Then one of the ducks pointed 
to its coop tag. I grabbed my trusty spy glass 
and read the tag. 

“Muscovy.” 
Rattle-rattle-buzz-grrr…I plugged that 

data into my bird brain computer and looked 
at the next tag.

“Muscovy.” OK, that checked out. They 
both had red faces. 

I looked at the third cage. White duck, 
yellow bill. I peered at the tag, “Pekin.” 

Rattle-rattle-buzz-ding! My bird brain 
computer had the answer.

“I know which duck kept you up last 
night, Boopsy.” 

How did Gertrude know who the wacky 
quacker was?

Answer on next page.

Answers on next page.

yOuth: 

Class Act: Standard and Waterfowl
1. DSUKC   ___  ___  ___  ___  ___
                                   13                    9

2. ATISCAI   ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___
      1                     11

3. NITLATENCON  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___
              4                           12                                    3

4. SEEGE   ___  ___  ___  ___  ___
             19            22

5. CENARMIA   ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  
       7     18

6. GENSHIL   ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___
     20                     2    6

7. RETRANDEINAME        ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___
                       5                      8

8. KETURSY   ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___  ___
     10            15

9. BOSA   ___  ___  ___  ___
     14                    17
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Class Act Answers:
1. Ducks  2. Asiatic 
3. Continental  4. Geese 
5. American  6. English 
7. Mediterranean  
8. Turkeys  9. AOSB  
Clue: All Other Standard Breeds

Minute Mystery Answer:
Ducks quack, right? All ducks…
except  the  Muscovy.  They 
are known as the quiet duck.  
Muscovies make a hissing sound 
which is hard to hear in noisy 
places, like a show building. When 
presented with this information, the 
Pekin quacked under pressure and 
confessed. Case closed.

Guess Who Answers:
1. Japanese 2. Old English 
3. Silkie 4. Cornish 5. Langshan 
6. Araucana

Gertrude McCluck, Chicken in Charge is assisted by chicken 
wrangler Cyndi Gernhart. Find out more about Gertrude and 
her book series for children and other fun activities at 
www.GertrudeMcCluck.com

Q. Why didn’t the chicken 
skeleton cross the road?

A. He didn’t have enough guts.

Q. Why didn’t the skeleton duck 
cross the road?

A. She had “no-body” to go 
with her.

Q. Why didn’t the Thanksgiving 
turkey cross the road?

A. He was too stuffed to move.

Jokes…Get the Yolk? 

Did You Know:
 Orinthophobia is the fear of 
birds.
 Alektorophobia is the fear 
of chickens. 
 Flockaduckophobia is the 
fear of…just kidding.
 There are more chickens on 
our planet than there are people. 
(Now that’s something to be 
afraid of—keep your feathered 
friends happy!)

1. I am a bantam known for my short 
 legs and showy tail.

2. I may be one of the smallest ban-
tams, but I make up for it with my big 
attitude. Cocks in my breed have their 
combs dubbed.

3. I am a true bantam with five toes 
and no barbs on my feathers. People 
who see me for the first time are surprised I’m a chicken.

4. I look like a sumo wrestler with my wide, stocky legs. If 
you flip me over, I can’t breathe because of the weight from my 
chest.

5. I am usually the tallest, but not the heaviest of the standard 
breeds. My feathered feet come in black, white and blue.

6. I may not have a tail, but I have a fancy tuft of feathers on 
my neck. Hens in my breed lay blue or green eggs.

You can always tell when 
there’s a good football game 

going on in the chicken yard.

Guess who?

"...He's on the 30, now the 
20, down to the 10—

he's going all the way...
TOUCHDOWN!"

Answer Key

Answers to the right.
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Bernie rains

missOuri

DDomesticated ducks originated from 
wild ducks. In captivity, ducks are 
fed, tamed, bred and develop a 

dependency upon humans for all their 
survival needs. They become slow and 
content. They are more susceptible to 
disease and if released back into the natu-
ral environment cause problems for wild 
duck populations. The current threat to 
Florida’s mottled duck species serves as 
an example. A lot of flak and “boo-quack” 
may be directed my way from domesti-
cated duck admirers and breeders, but I 
strongly suspect duck domestication has 
abridged their basic survival savvy. Let 
me explain.

Dave’s Unsolicited Gift
My wife and I were recently given a 

gratuitous opportunity to have a firsthand 
look at domesticated duck dependency. 
Dave, a friend of ours, has been raising 
ducks for a couple of years. Knowing 
that I recently retired and thinking I had 
nothing to do, he gave us 12 Khaki Camp-
bell ducks. There’s a small pond on our 
property, and he thought ducks would give 
that quiescent body of water a little class. 
(He just wanted to unload his oversupply 
of ducks.) 

The origin of the Campbell duck 
comes from the wild mallard crossbred 

with the Runner and the Rouen domes-
tic breeds. Their egg laying ability is 
phenomenal and surpasses that of some 
pure breed hens. Some Campbell ducks 
have been observed to lay over 300 eggs a 
year. The eggs are white and weigh about 
2.5 ounces. If you’re into duck delicacies, 
their meat is high quality lean roasters 
about four pounds in weight. 

They are not a calm breed and are very 
alert. Walk to where they get a glimpse of 
you day or night, and they announce your 
presence with a clamor of duck chatter. 
The females “quack” and the males utter 
something between a quack and a chirp. 
These duck sounds accompanied by the 
“hee-haws” of our neighbor’s donkeys 
and their barking dogs deter intruders 
and often amuse guests. 

The Campbell duck can be white, 
dark, or khaki in color. Khaki is the most 
common color. The dark has a muddy, 
mallard coloration.

Dave’s ducks were half grown when 
he delivered them to us. My wife mar-
veled at how cute they were. When 
released into our pond, they immedi-
ately splashed about with obvious glee. 
A couple of these “dabblers,” as surface 
feeding ducks are called, dove under 
the water to emerge several feet away. 
They took to the water “like ducks take 
to water.” We were encouraged that they 
were adapting so quickly to their new 
environment.

Dave’s Duck Advice
We were uncertain how to care for a 

brood (I call them a bunch) of ducks, but 
our buddy Dave eagerly gave advice. He 
said all they needed was a fenced-in area 
leading down into the water, a feeding 
station inside the enclosure and a small 
shed that would provide protection dur-
ing winter weather. Neither Dave nor 
my wife offered to help me build these 
essentials of duck care.

 After building the fenced enclosure, 
feeding station, and shed, I began to ob-
serve duck antics. As a result, I called Dave 
and asked him, “What earthly good are 
these ducks? All they do is swim around 
the pond’s perimeter, waddle along its 
banks and deposit their brand of fertilizer 
everywhere my grandkids and I choose to 
walk. More irritating, they won’t step a 
webbed foot inside my enclosure.”

Dave replied, “Well, they lay eggs. 
But only the females do that.”

I interjected, “I didn’t know that!”
Ignoring my attempted humor and 

persisting with his, he added, “Also, you 
can have a Thanksgiving duck instead of 
a Thanksgiving turkey.”

I replied, “I’ll be sure to inform 
my wife of that revelation, Dave,” as I 
mentally pictured her doing what my 
grandmother did with chickens. After 
wringing their necks, she would dip a 
feathered carcass in and out of an iron 
kettle of scalding water over a campfire 
prior to plucking feathers. That vision 
gave me a chuckle.

In a more helpful tone, Dave said, “As 
for getting them into the enclosure, lure 
them in and to your feeding station with 
a trail of corn.”

The trail of corn plus some floating 
catfish food worked, of course. The ducks 
slowly learned that to eat they would have 
to climb the bank from the water into the 
enclosure and up to the feeding station.

Annoyingly, the frequent climbing 
activity of 12 ducks began to erode the 
soil at the enclosure’s watery entrance. 
Small rock removed from another area 
of the pond stopped the erosion, but also 
stopped the ducks from entering. They 
would not climb onto the rocks although 
they daily performed such feats on other 
parts of the pond. Camouflaging the rock 
with straw and placing a container filled 
with corn next to the water’s edge ulti-
mately solved that problem.

Dave’s Ducks Are DaffyDave’s Ducks Are Daffy
Just FOr Fun: 

Khaki Campbell ducks have white, khaki or muddy Mallard coloration.
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Mob rule seems to play a major role 
in the lives of these domesticated ducks. 
They go everywhere together, but appear 
unsure of which way to go with all 12 be-
ing unsure at the same time. Sometimes 
they act like an unseen force has shouted 
the comical military command: “Mill 
around, Mill!” 

There doesn’t appear to be any one 
individual “duck in charge.” They could 
be looking for leadership, and may have 
thought they found it when a Great Blue 
Heron visited the pond one fall afternoon. 
The ducks swam in circles beneath his 
stately, stilt-legged stature looking up 
at him like loyal royal subjects awaiting 
pontifical direction. 

We noticed a few days later where 
some four footed furry creature, probably 
one of our resident coyotes, had dined on 
the heron at our pond’s edge. The Camp-
bell breed can’t fly fast or far and they 
exhibit a deliberate “waddle don’t run” 
attitude. Straying from the pond’s protec-
tion could cause them to have a similar 
“close encounter” of the fatal kind.

Winter Folly 
It snowed in late November and the 

temperature dropped into the teens. My 
wife and I woke one morning to see the 
ducks paddling within a twenty-foot 
diameter hole in ice that had formed on 
the pond overnight. The ducks would 
paddle and bump into the edge of their 
ice barricade, turn around and repeat 
the process. They would not climb onto 
the ice and appeared confused and quite 
agitated by their envisioned entrapment. 
There’s a reason Warner Brothers named 
their comic duck character, Daffy.

The ducks escaped their entrapment 
with my help. I tied a small nylon rope 
to a brick and repeatedly tossed it onto 
the ice until a path had been broken from 
the open water to the bank. A curious 
and shockingly adventurous duck swam 
through the narrow pathway to the bank 
and the others robotically followed.

Every morning we count the ducks 
to see if any “got lost.” One morning 
we counted 13. A male wood duck had 
joined the slow moving crowd. He did not 
stay long. We believe he quickly realized 
those “puddle ducks” were beneath his 
dignity. That wood duck had insight!

We keep a portion of our pond free 
of ice by using a small sump pump sus-

pended in a wire basket and buoyed at 
the surface by two balloon boat bumpers. 
The pump spray agitates the water and 
adds oxygen for our fish. By positioning 
this pump about eight feet from the bank 
and to one side of the duck enclosure, 
we provide an open water area for the 
ducks to swim and access the enclosure’s 
entrance. When ice covers the rest of the 
pond, they now stay within this mechani-
cally agitated water, or having somehow 
realized they could walk on ice, stand 
around its perimeter.

No Duck Soup
Our recently acquired ducks may be-

come a health liability. As virgin poultry 
people, we must become educated on 
fowl diseases and the possible spread of 
the “bird flu” into North America. Avian 
Influenza A (H5N1) is very contagious 
among domestic fowl and extremely 
deadly. Human cases of H5N1 infection 
and death from eating infected poultry or 
contact with contaminated surfaces have 
been reported in Asia and other parts of 
the world. 

Recent research has indicated 
that ducks infected with H5N1 virus 
are now retaining the virus for long 
periods without showing symptoms 
of sickness. The virus can be spread 
through fecal droppings and nasal or 
oral discharges. Contact with fecal 
droppings or a contaminated surface 
should be avoided. 

The antics of our Campbell ducks are 
foolish, but I must confess, entertaining. 
If the coyotes don’t intervene, there will 
be ducklings floating on our pond next 
summer to add to the comedy. An entic-
ing white duck and an aggressive dark 
drake will see to that.

 As for duck eggs, roast duck or duck 
soup, I’m hesitant to partake of such deli-
cacies. Dave’s ducks may have a transfer-
able dumbness chemical that doesn’t get 
neutralized during cooking. 

 

 

A Khaki colored duck in cattail nesting 
area. 

Bernie’s duck enclosure with feeding trough and sump pump agitator.
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Advertise in the Backyard Poultry Breed-
ers Directory for less than $4.50 a month. 
Your ad will be seen by the 40,000 poultry 
enthusiasts who read every issue. Fill out 
the order form and return it today!

Backyard 
Poultry Breeders Directory

Considering a new breed, new blood or entirely new variety?
Take a look at what these quality breeders have to offer!

Classification/Breed:___________________________________________ 

Your Farm Name:_____________________________________________

Your Name:__________________________________________________

Address:_____________________________________________________

City, State, Zip:_______________________________________________

Phone Number:_______________________________________________

Email/Website:_______________________________________________ 

Additional Words:_____________________________________________ 

One Year Directory Listing (6 issues): $ 50.00 
Additional Words $1.50 each:      $           
Total amount enclosed:        $           

 Backyard Poultry
145 Industrial Drive, Medford, WI 54451
Phone: 800-551-5691 FAX 715-785-7414

email: csyclassifieds@tds.net

Mail this form along with your payment to:

Breeders Directory Order Form

Have birds for sale?

ARAUCANA CLUB OF AMERICA. Promoting the 
tufted, rumpless, blue egg laying Araucana. $15.00 
annual dues includes quarterly newsletter, breed-
ers guide, and Araucana Handbook. Mail inquiries 
to: Araucana Club of America, 207 Pickens Dr., 
Pendleton, SC 29670-9727. Visit our website and 
forum: <www.araucanaclubofamerica.org>

DOMINIQUE CLUB OF AMERICA. Boosting 
America’s Oldest Breed Since 1973, Large Fowl 
and Bantam. $10.00 Annual Dues. Contact: Bryan 
K. Oliver, Secretary, 943 West Bear Swamp Rd., 
Walhalla, SC 29691-5103. Phone: 864-638-3806 
<BRYAN_K_OLIVER@ yahoo.com> <www.
dominiquechickens.org>

POLISH BREEDERS CLUB, Jim Parker, 3232 
Schooler Rd., Cridersville, OH 45806. 419-227-
9385. <polishman@watchtv.net>

New York
CUBAN MENDIETA, 4 Tela, Trifino & Puerto Rican 
Spanish, Reds: Atkinson-Boles/Blacks: Rajah 
Murgh-Ghan, 976 McLean Ave., Suite 332, Yon-
kers, NY 10704. 914-513-7479. <prmastiffs@aol.
com> Endangerd poultry antiquities/Young quality 
birds/eggs. Mailed next day-express. Rarest fami-
lies of authentic Aseels & their crosses.

Associations Bourbon Red Turkeys

Aseels

Minnesota
HAWK’S VALLEY FARM, Joanne Griffin, 18005 Tru-
man Dr., Spring Grove, MN 55974. 507-498-5108. 
<hvfarm@springgrove.coop>
< www.hawksvalleyfarm-hatchery.com>

Minnesota
OAKWOOD GAME FARM, INC., PO Box 274, Princ-
eton, MN 55371. 800-328-6647. <oakwoodgamefarm.
com> We sell day-old pheasant and chukar partridge 
chicks and eggs.

Arkansas
HATCHING EGGS, Don Abernathy, 246 Ouachita 
Hyland, Pencil Bluff, AR 71965.SASE list or e-mail 
<domesticgeese@alltel.net> German, Heritage, 
exhibition. Shipped February—May.

Iowa
WINTERS GUINEA FARM, Ralph Winter, 21363 
White Pine Ln., New Vienna, IA 52065. 563-853-4195. 
<www.guineafarm.com> <rwinter@guineafarm.com> 
Guinea fowl, Pea fowl.

Alaska
FARM FRESH HATCHERY, Paul Laux, 27950 East 
Knik River Rd. (Mile 9.2), Palmer, AK 99645. 907-745-
2779, Phoenix Bantams and all breeds available.

New York
MY MINI FARM, PO Box 709, Phillipsport, NY 
12769. Fax: 845-230-1810 <www.myminifarm.com> 
<sales@myminifarm.com> Serama, Silkied Serama 
& Booted Serama.

California
AMBER WAVE SHOW SILKIES, Debbie Hosley, 1320 
Mountain Ave., Norco, CA 92860-2852. 951-736-1076. 
<www.showsilkies.com> <Debbie@showsilkies.
com> Bearded Silkie bantams, Partidge, Black, Blue, 
Buff, Gray, White and Splash. Ship nationwide. Top 
bloodlines.

California
FLASHBACK PET FARM, Jerry Burch, 8326 McClure 
Ave., Gerber, CA 96035. 530-385-1184. <flashback@
theskybeam.com> Cochins, Frizzles, Polish. Also, 
Crested, Call & Indian Runner ducks. Too many 
varieties to mention.

Iowa
WELP HATCHERY. Specializing in Cornish Rock Broil-
ers. Also offering Baby Chicks, Ducklings, Goslings, 
Bantams, Exotics, Turkeys, Guineas, Pheasants. Free 
Catalog. MC/Visa/Discover. 800-458-4473. Box 77, 
Bancroft, IA 50517. <www.welphatchery.com>

Maryland
WHITMORE FARM, William Morrow, 10720 Dern 
Rd., Emmitsburg, MD 21727. 301-447-3611. <www.
whitmorefarm.com> We sell straight run, day old 
chicks, certified organic. NPIP. Welsummers & true 
Ameraucanas—Black, Blue & Silver.

Massachusetts
GOLDEN EGG FARM, Kate Morreale, PO Box 
280, Hardwick, MA 01302. 413-477-8872. <www.
goldeneggfarm.com> <cmorreale@goldeneggfarm.
com> Chicken pottery, hatching eggs, Bearded Silkies, 
Indian Runner ducks, Aylesbury ducks.

Minnesota
JOHNSON’S WATERFOWL, 36882 160th Ave. NE, 
Middle River, MN 56737. 218-222-3556. Grey and Buff 
Africans, Grey & Buff Pommeranians, White & Brown 
Chinese, Sebastopol & Buff geese. Cayuga, Swed-
ish, Rouen, Silver Appleyard, Pekin, White Crested, 
Saxony, Black and Blue, Magpies, Pencilled, White, 
Blue, Black, Grey (Mallard), Fawn, Brown, Cinnamon, 
and Emory Pencilled Runners, White, Grey, Snowy 
and Pastel Call ducklings. Free brochure. 

Nebraska
QC SUPPLY LLC, PO Box 581, Schuyler, NE 68661. 
800-433-6340. <qcsupply@qcsupply.com> Baby 
chicks, ducklings, goslings, guinea keets, poultry 
supplies, incubators.

Pennsylvania
DICK HORSTMAN, 5 Kings Creek Rd., Burgettstown, 
PA 15021. 724-729-3701. <dickhorstman@comcast.
net> Exhibition. Quality large fowl & Bantams. Eggs, 
chicks & adults.

SilkiesGame Birds

Guineas

Geese

Phoenix Bantams

Various

Seramas
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Reliable for both 
Poultry & Predators—

Designed specifically to 
keep poultry, ducks and 
geese in while keeping 
coyotes, raccoons, fox, 
dogs and skunks out. The 
bottom portion is a physical 
and pain barrier against 
poultry.  (Pictured here is 
the PoultryNet 12/48/3.)

What is it?
A prefabricated fence. White vertical plastic strings 

are “welded” to black and white electroplastic 
horizontal strings and supported by white plastic 
posts—which are built into and spaced throughout  
the netting.

It arrives at your door as a complete 164 ft., 100 ft., 
82 ft., 50 ft. or 25 ft. roll. Most rolls weigh less than 15 
lbs. PoultryNet is 48 in. tall, with 12 horizontals and 
verticals every 3 in. Bottom openings measure 2 in. by 
3 in. Posts have 6 in. spikes.

How does it work?
The close spacing of the verticals and lower energized 

horizontal strands of our nets combines as a physical 
and a pain barrier to both birds and predators. 

(left) PoultryNet arrives on 
your doorstep as a complete pre-
assembled portable fence with 
all posts pre-fitted into each roll. 
Energizer is sold separately.

What are its uses?
• To fence in most non-flying poultry 

(chickens, ducks & geese).

• To fence out most predators (dogs, foxes, 
coyotes, raccoons, opossum & skunks).

• To enable poultry to be easily rotated from 
one grass area to another.
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